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ABSTRAK 

Air sisa petrokimia (PCW) dari kilang asid akrilik mempunyai permintaan oksigen kimia 

(COD) yang sangat tinggi kerana adanya asid akrilik (AA) bersama dengan asid organik 

lain. Rawatan PCW dengan kaedah aerobik dan anaerob konvensional memerlukan 

tenaga. Namun, perlakuan PCW dengan penjanaan tenaga serentak dengan menggunakan 

sel bahan bakar mikroba (MFC) dapat menjadi alternatif yang berpotensi untuk 

menyelesaikan masalah tenaga dan alam sekitar. Rintangan utama untuk rawatan PCW 

di MFC adalah mencari inokulum yang sesuai berdasarkan interaksi substrat-inokulum, 

untuk menguraikan mekanisme pemindahan elektron yang membawa kepada penjanaan 

kuasa tinggi serta kecekapan penyingkiran COD yang tinggi. Tujuan kerja ini adalah 

untuk mengetahui inokulum yang sesuai yang mempunyai sifat elektrogenik dan 

fermentasi, untuk menjelaskan mekanisme pemindahan elektron dan akhirnya untuk 

menyiasat kinetik pemindahan caj anod. MFC dikendalikan menggunakan PCW dari loji 

AA tempatan dan enapcemar anaerob (AS) sebagai biokatalis di mana AS disesuaikan 

untuk menyiapkan inokulum yang berkesan. Mikrob yang didominasi dikenal pasti yang 

merangkumi genera elektrogenik iaitu Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) dan Bacillus cereus 

(BC) bersama dengan metanogenik archea Methanobacterium spp. Komponen utama 

PCW, seperti asid akrilik, asid asetik (ACA) dan dimetil phthalate (DMP) digunakan 

sebagai makanan bagi MFC untuk menilai interaksi substrat-inokulum. Prestasi MFC 

dinilai dari segi penjanaan voltan / arus serta penjanaan kuasa maksimum menggunakan 

polarisasi dan kurva kuasa. Vertammetri siklik (CV) dan spektroskopi impedans 

elektrokimia (EIS) digunakan untuk menjelaskan kinetik pemindahan caj anod dan model 

Nernst-Monod-Butler-Volmer digunakan untuk mengesahkan dan meramalkan prestasi 

MFC. Hasil kajian menunjukkan bahawa substrat campuran dengan AS yang disesuaikan 

dapat menghasilkan daya tinggi (0.78 W/m3) dibandingkan dengan AA dengan PA (0.24 

W/m3), AA dengan BC (0.22 W/m3), ACA dengan PA (0.39 W/m3), ACA dengan BC 

(0.32 W/m3), DMP dengan PA (0.24 W/m3) dan DMP dengan BC (0.21 W/m3) masing-

masing. Data penjanaan tenaga berkorelasi dengan pola pertumbuhan mikroba yang 

menunjukkan pembentukan sinergi berdasarkan substrat-inokulum dalam sistem AS yang 

disesuaikan dengan substrat. Kajian ini selanjutnya diperluas ke PCW sebenar yang 

menunjukkan bahawa PCW dengan COD awal 45,000 mg/L dapat menghasilkan 

ketumpatan daya 850 mW/m2 (pada kepadatan arus 1500 mA/m2) menggunakan AS yang 

diaklimatisasi sebagai biokatalis. Kecekapan penghapusan COD dan kecekapan 

coulombic (CE) didapati 40% dan 21%, masing-masing setelah 11 hari beroperasi 

menggunakan COD awal 45000 mg/L. Penyiasatan CV mengesahkan peranan pyocynin 

dan hydroquinone sebagai ulang-alik elektron. Semasa membandingkan data CV biofilm 

dan anolit bebas inokulum setelah 11 hari beroperasi, arus puncak redoks tinggi 

diperhatikan untuk kes terakhir yang menunjukkan dengan jelas peranan utama 

mekanisme pemindahan caj tidak langsung untuk penjanaan kuasa menggunakan PCW 

dan AS yang disesuaikan. Kinetik pemindahan caj dijelaskan dengan menggunakan Tafel 

slop. Parameter kinetik dinilai dengan pas data kinetik dalam model Nernst-Monod- 

Butler-Volmar di mana COD eksperimen dan pengeluaran ketumpatan semasa didapati 

sesuai dengan model yang dicadangkan. Model tersebut dapat digunakan untuk 

mengoptimumkan prestasi MFC yang diberi makan PCW.  
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ABSTRACT 

The petrochemical wastewater (PCW) from the acrylic acid plant possesses a very high 

chemical oxygen demand (COD) due to the presence of acrylic acid (AA) along with 

other organic acids. The treatment of PCW by conventional aerobic and anaerobic 

methods is energy-intensive. However, the treatment of PCW with concurrent power 

generation by employing microbial fuel cell (MFC) could be a potential alternative to 

solve the energy and environmental issues. The main hurdle for the treatment of PCW in 

MFC is to find out the suitable inoculum based on the substrate-inoculum interaction, to 

unravel the mechanism of electron transfer leading to the high power generation as well 

as high COD removal efficiency. The goal of the present work is to find out the suitable 

inoculum possessing electrogenic and fermentative properties, to elucidate the electron 

transfer mechanism and finally to investigate the anode charge transfer kinetics. MFCs 

were operated using PCW from local AA plant and anaerobic sludge (AS) as biocatalyst 

where AS was acclimatized to prepare effective inoculum. The predominated microbes 

were identified which include the electrogenic genera namely Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

(PA) and Bacillus cereus (BC) along with methanogenic archea Methanobacterium spp. 

The major constituents of the PCW, such as acrylic acid, acetic acid (ACA) and dimethyl 

phthalate (DMP) were used as feed for MFC to evaluate the substrate-inoculum 

interaction. The performance of the MFC was evaluated in terms of voltage/current 

generation as well as maximum power generation using polarization and power curve. 

Cyclic votammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) were 

employed to elucidate the kinetics of anode charge transfer and Nernst-Monod-Butler-

Volmer model was used to validate and predict the performance of MFC. The results 

revealed that the mixed substrates with acclimatized AS could produce high power (0.78 

W/m3) compared to AA with PA (0.24 W/m3), AA with BC (0.22 W/m3), ACA with PA 

(0.39 W/m3), ACA with BC (0.32 W/m3), DMP with PA (0.24 W/m3) and DMP with BC 

(0.21 W/m3) respectively. The power generation data was correlated with the microbial 

growth pattern which indicated the formation of substrates-inoculum based synergy in 

the mixed substrate-acclimatized AS system. The study was further extended to the real 

PCW which demonstrated that the PCW with an initial COD of 45,000 mg/L could 

generate power density of 850 mW/m2 (at a current density of 1500 mA/m2) using 

acclimatized AS as biocatalyst. The COD removal efficiency and the coulombic 

efficiency (CE) were found to be 40% and 21%, respectively after 11 days of operation 

using initial COD of 45000 mg/L. CV investigations confirmed the role of pyocynin and 

hydroquinone as electron shuttles. While comparing the CV data of the biofilm and the 

inoculum free anolyte after 11 days of operation, the high redox peak current was 

observed for the latter case which clearly demonstrated the predominant role of indirect 

charge transfer mechanism for power generation using PCW and acclimatized AS. The 

charge transfer kinetics was elucidated using the Tafel slop. The kinetic parameters were 

evaluated by fitting the kinetic data in Nernst-Monod- Butler-Volmar model where the 

experimental COD and current density production was found to be in good agreement 

with the proposed model. The model can be used for optimization of the performance of 

the PCW-fed MFC. The results of the present study showed that the electrocatalytic 

activity of anaerobic sludge can be improved by acclimatization which can be effectively 

used for simultaneous power generation and treatment of PCW. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research background 

The present world is confronting with three major inter-connecting issues: energy 

crisis, environmental pollution, and global warming (Sarmin et al., 2019). Among those, 

excessive wastewater generation and energy depletion are the most critical issues since 

those cannot be controlled due to rapid industrialization and population growth (Yin et 

al., 2020). In past decades, intensive research efforts have been dedicated to find out the 

alternative renewable energy sources particularly energy generation though the 

sustainable treatment of wastewater (Islam, Karim, et al., 2019). In that context, 

renewable energy sources are considered as sustainable as well as carbon neutral 

substitutes to fossil fuels which are highly needed to relieve the global environmental 

deterioration and energy crisis (Nassani, Aldakhil, Abro, Zaman, & Kabbani, 2019). 

According to the European Renewable Energy Council (EREC), around 50% of the 

global energy supply will be supported by renewable energy in 2040 (Karatayev, 

Movkebayeva, & Bimagambetova, 2019). Generally, various wastes particularly 

wastewater contains abundant organic matter. Thus it could be considered as a potential 

renewable energy reservoir (Crini, Lichtfouse, Wilson, & Morin-Crini, 2019). Although 

huge efforts have been made in promoting the renewable energy sector, the petro-energy 

sector continues to stay prominent. These petrochemical industries, in addition to its 

contribution in the development of the nation by exponential growth produces a massive 

amount of wastewater which serves as the cause of many environmental problems (Spitz, 

2019). Acrylic acid (AA) is one of the major petrochemical products used in the 

production of acrylic esters, and also a by-product of the petrochemical industry (Zhu et 

al., 2020). A typical acrylic acid production industry discharges wastewater containing 

AA, acetic acid (ACA) and dimethyl phthalate (DMP) in a range of 4–15 wt%, 0.5-5 wt% 

and 0.1-2 wt%. respectively which are usually incinerated in the AA manufacturing plants 

(M. Ahmad, Kamaruzzaman, & Chin, 2014). Other methods, such as physico-chemical 

treatment (Goel & Soni, 2019), biological treatment (Mohanakrishna, Abu-Reesh, & Al-
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Raoush, 2018) and advanced oxidation process (Varjani, Joshi, Srivastava, Ngo, & Guo, 

2019) could not simultaneously solve the energy and environmental issues. Incineration, 

as a physical method is commonly used for the destruction of waste material, mostly 

concerning solid or gaseous, dry to semi dry materials with high energy contents where a 

certain portion of the energy can be recovered (Momayez, Karimi, & Taherzadeh, 2019). 

However, while it is applied for the destruction of organics in the water body, the process 

displays a very poor energy recovery efficiency due to the low heating value of the 

effluent. Additionally, it produces a large amount of greenhouse gases and low-grade heat 

which poses the threats to the environment (Momayez et al., 2019).  

Conventional physico-chemical methods also fall to the same pot as they produce 

a significant amount of solid waste (Bahri, Mahdavi, Mirzaei, Mansouri, & Haghighat, 

2018). On the brighter side, the biological treatment of wastewater requires less energy 

and thus it is considered as a promising technique for the industrial wastewater treatment 

(J. Tang, Zhang, Shi, Sun, & Cunningham, 2019). The biological wastewater treatment 

can be accomplished by aerobic and anaerobic processes. The anaerobic process is 

prefered over the aerobic due to lower energy consumption, reduced solid’s formation, 

and potential energy recovery (Macarie & technology, 2000). However, Microbial fuel 

cell (MFC) technology is considered as one kind of biological anaerobic treatment which 

in contrast to typical bioreactors, can concurrently generate electricity and treat 

wastewater (Ragab, Elawwad, & Abdel-Halim, 2019). Early reports also demonstrated 

the successful degradation of AA containing wastewater in anaerobic reactor (L. Zhang, 

Fu, & Zhang, 2019). The biological treatment of AA containing wastewater with an initial 

chemical oxygen demand (COD) of 10 - 12 g /L with the use of mixed culture (anaerobic 

sludge) where the COD removal efficiency was more than 90% (Birjandi, Younesi, 

Ghoreyshi, & Rahimnejad, 2020). However, there is a problem of using anaerobic sludge 

as it mostly contained the methanogenic bacteria which decreased the power generation. 

Hence, the role of acclimation of the microbes is crucial (Yan et al., 2020). Although the 

acclimatized AS was used as an inoculum for biological treatment, it cannot ensure its 

performance in the MFC because it requires the electrogen (X. M. Li, Cheng, Selvam, & 

Wong, 2013). Additionally, it was reported that methanogenic bacteria could suppress the 

electrogenic bacteria’s performance (Raychaudhuri & Behera, 2020a). In that context, the 

inoculum development for the acrylic acid treatment plant is a critical need to treat and 

generate electricity by using this kind of wastewater. On the other hand, MFC 
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performance is generally evaluated in terms of power generation in addition to COD 

removal efficiency (Marassi et al., 2020).  

Moreover, several factors such as type of the substrates, concentration of the 

substrates (initial COD), pH, temperature, electrode material and biocatalysts influence 

the performance of MFC (Gadkari, Shemfe, & Sadhukhan, 2019). In recent years, a huge 

number of papers have been published to optimize the operating conditions of MFCs 

(Rani, Sharma, & Kumar, 2019; Wu et al., 2019; Y. Zhang et al., 2019). In addition, 

various kinds of wastewaters have already been tested in MFCs such as food wastewater 

(Radeef & Ismail, 2019), domestic wastewater (DW) (Corbella, Hartl, Fernandez-Gatell, 

& Puigagut, 2019), starch wastewater (Cao, Chen, Ray, Le, & Chang, 2019), palm oïl 

mill effluent (POME) (Islam, Ethiraj, Cheng, Yousuf, & Khan, 2017), sugarcane 

molasses wastewater (SMWS) (S. H. Hassan, Abd el Nasser, & Kassim, 2019), rice straw 

wastewater (RSWS) (S. H. Hassan et al., 2014) and petroleum refinery wastewater (PRW) 

(Sevda, Abu-Reesh, Yuan, & He, 2017) in which a variety of inoculums, pure cultures as 

well as mixed cultures have been used. The composition of the inoculums and its 

interaction with the substrates as well as electrodes play a major role in generating power 

from MFC (Xiao, Wu, Huang, & Selvaganapathy, 2020).  Besides, for petrochemical 

wastewater, the initial COD could have adverse effect on the microbial growth (Tan et 

al., 2020). Hence, there should be a systematic study on the performance of MFC operated 

with petrochemical wastewater from AA plant to primarily assess the feasibility of the 

MFC. Additionally, the efficacy of the MFC in terms of power generation depends on the 

charge transfer efficiency from the microbes to the anode surface (Raghavulu et al., 2012) 

which has never been addressed for the AA containing wastewater fed MFC. In this 

context, the present study for the first time reports the potentiality of PCW from AA plant 

as fuel in MFC for simultaneous treatment and power generation using acclimatized 

anaerobic sludge (AS).  

1.2 Problem statement 

Even though enormous efforts have been made in promoting the renewable energy 

sector, the petro-energy sector continues to stay remarkable. These petrochemical 

industries, produce a large amount wastewater containing very high COD which requires 

proper treatments before discharging to the environment. (Arvin, Hosseini, Amin, Darzi, 

& Ghasemi, 2019). Different conventional technologies, such as coagulation, 
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flocculation, advanced oxidation process, membrane separation process, adsorption and 

biological treatment (aerobic and anaerobic process) are most commonly used for the 

treatment of wastewater  and among them the biological treatment is the most promising 

due to its low energy requirement for the wastewater treatment (Abuabdou, Ahmad, Aun, 

& Bashir, 2020). Although, previous literature showed that the PCW from AA plant is 

difficult for biodegradation using anaerobic sludge (AS) (Lixun Zhang et al., 2019), 

whereas some studies demonstrated the high degradation efficiency of the anaerobic 

process using acclimatized anaerobic sludge (Ansari, 2019; Smith, 1981). The anaerobic 

sludge suitable for anaerobic biodegradation could be the potential source of the inoculum 

to be used in MFC anode (H. Hassan et al., 2018). However, anaerobic sludge are mixed 

culture microorganisms, mainly methanogens possessing the ability to consume the 

organics present in the wastewater leading to the production of biogas (Banu, Kavitha, 

Kannah, Bhosale, & Kumar, 2020). Moreover, the power generation in the MFC depends 

not only on the biodegradation abilities, but also on the electron generation and transfer 

abilities of the microbes (Pandit, Chandrasekhar, Jadhav, & Madhao, 2019). Low power 

generation is the bottleneck of the MFC development while operating with real industrial 

wastewater such as PCW. The understanding on the interaction of the microbes with 

different organic substrates present in the complex wastewater is crucial for high power 

generation in MFC (Anawar & Strezov, 2019). PCW from acrylic acid plant mainly 

contains acrylic acid, acetic acid and dimethyl phthalate which possess different microbial 

interactions establishing synergistic or antagonistic effects. The acclimatized AS have 

never been investigated for simultaneous power generation and treatment of PCW from 

acrylic acid plant. In this context, a systematic study is required to achieve high power 

generation in the MFC fed with PCW.   

Additionally, the presence of electrogens in the inoculum possessing synergy with 

other microbes is vital to augment the power generation in MFC. From literature, the 

mutualistic interaction among co-culture namely, Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) and 

Klebsiella. vericola (KV) using  different substrates was shown, which increased the 

power generation significantly in the MFC (Islam, Ethiraj, Cheng, Yousuf, & Khan, 

2018). On the other hand, the effect of substrate on the pure and mixed culture inoculum 

plays an important role on the performance of MFC. The synergistic interactions within 

the microbes especially which are involved in electron transfer could possibly influence 

this performance of MFCs (T. N.-D. Cao et al., 2019; Sima, Ebadi, Reiahisamani, & 
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Rasekh, 2019). However, by using the PCW and its constituents individually as substrates 

in MFC, the study has never been done.  

The mechanism of electron transfer is a key information to design the MFC for 

enhanced power generation. Two specific electron transfer mechanisms such as direct 

electron transfer and indirect electron transfer have widely been studied in MFC (Louro 

et al., 2019; Utesch et al., 2019). However, electron transfer mechanism in PCW fed MFC 

is unknown.       

1.3 Objectives of the study 

The objectives of the proposed study are summarized as:-  

1. To evaluate the potentiality of the acclimatized anaerobic sludge and its 

electrogen constituents for the treatment of synthetic wastewater. 

2. To investigate the performance by using the industrial petrochemical wastewater 

(PCW) from acrylic acid (AA) plant with acclimatized mixed culture. 

3. To elucidate the mechanism and kinetics of electron transfer in petrochemical 

wastewater fed microbial fuel cell anode. 

1.4 Scopes of the study 

In order to achieve the objectives (1-3) of this study some important tasks have to 

be carried out. The basic experiments have been investigated for this research in achieving 

the goals are projected below: 

I. Anaerobic sludge (AS) from the local palm oil mill was used as the primary source 

of mixed culture microbes. The anaerobic sludge was acclimatized in microbial 

fuel cell running with petrochemical wastewater from acrylic acid plant for 11 

days with an initial COD of 45000 mg/L. Finally, the predominated microbes 

namely Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Bacillus cereus from acclimatized AS were 

identified and used as an inoculum in the present study. 

II. The main constituents of PCW such as acrylic acid (AA), acetic acid (ACA), and 

dimethyl phthalate (DMP) were investigated as substrate in MFC using 
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acclimatized AS which was obtained from petrochemical wastewater. The 

concentration of AA, ACA, and DMP was (0.5-5 wt %), (0.5-5 wt %) and (0.5-2 

wt %) respectively. The performance of the individual substrates in terms of 

power generation and microbial growth using the above-mentioned concentration 

was investigated.  

III. A synthetic wastewater was prepared using AA, ACA, and DMP with a 

composition of 2:2:0.5 wt% (based on individual substrate best performance). The 

performance of the MFC was evaluated in terms of polarization curve and voltage 

vs. time. Individual and mixed substrates concentration was determined by using 

the high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC).  

IV. The performance was observed using the raw PCW with initial COD (100000 

mg/L) and to investigate the effect of initial COD, the PCW was diluted with DI 

water. 

V. The initial COD was varied from 100000-5000 mg/L. The performance was 

evaluated in terms of current vs. time, polarization curve, microbial growth and 

COD removal efficiency.  

VI. The time course biofilm formation was visualized by scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) correlated with the power generation. 

VII. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

were done to identify the mechanism of electron transfer.  

VIII. The natural metabolites secreted by the microbes was identified by employing 

ultraviolet visible spectroscopy. 

IX. The role of biofilm was investigated by using SEM in conjunction with CV and 

EIS. 

X. The electron transfer kinetics were elucidated by using the Tafel slope analysis. 

The kinetic model was proposed by using the Butler-Volmer model, Nernst-

Monod model, and the kinetics parameters were evaluated. 

1.5 Significance of the study 

Petrochemical wastewater is a major source of wastewater which is currently 

incinerated producing low-grade heat energy along with the CO2 emission. Biological 

treatment of PCW in MFC producing direct electricity could be an ultimate solution to 

handle the wastewater. However, the performance of the MFC depends on the substrate-
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inoculum interaction which requires to be optimized before using the technology in large 

scale. In the present work, the potentiality of PCW to be used as fuel in MFC has been 

evaluated which will give impetus to its further utilization and treatment in bio-

electrochemical systems.     

1.6 Organization of this Thesis 

The content of the present thesis has been divided into five chapters. 

1.6.1 Chapter 1 

This chapter presents the introduction to the present study. Research background 

and objectives, problem statement, scopes and significant of the study are described 

shortly in this chapter. 

1.6.2 Chapter 2 

This chapter summarizes the different types of wastewater and past treatment 

methods, past research efforts in the field of MFC, types, advantages, limitations, 

thermodynamics and different types of losses in MFC. In this connection, the electron 

transfer mechanism, the role of biofilm, substrates-inoculum also have been discussed in 

brief. 

1.6.3 Chapter 3 

This chapter represents the methodology for the treatment of PCW in this study 

and preparation of inoculum, sample, measurement, calculation, and analysis. Moreover, 

the theory and instruments used for the operation of MFC are also considered in this 

chapter. 

1.6.4 Chapter 4 

This chapter deals with the performance of the MFC by using acclimatized AS as 

biocatalyst with PCW. The performance was done using voltage vs. current curve, 

microbial growth data, polarization, and power curve. The biofilm formation was 

visualized by Scanning electron microscope (SEM). Electron transfer mechanism and the 

charge transfer kinetics were performed using CV and EIS. The presence of natural 

mediators was confirmed using CV, EIS, and ultraviolet visible spectroscopy (UV-vis). 
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1.6.5 Chapter 5 

It includes the Conclusion of the present work are presented in this chapter along 

with the recommendation for further work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Chapter overview 

This chapter represents the renewable energy, wastewater and wastewater 

treatment, past research history connected to MFC, energy existence of microorganisms 

and the kinetics of electron transfer mechanisms from microorganisms to electrodes are 

arranged. Besides this, the advantages and disadvantages of MFC also considered. On the 

other hand, the point about electrodes and substrates are included. The limitations of using 

other microorganisms and the advantages of using specific microorganisms are discussed 

too. 

2.2 Renewable energy 

Fossil fuels have supported the industrialization and economic growth of all the 

economies in the world over the past century. Dependence on fossil fuels is unsustainable 

due to pollution and limited availabilities and threaten their utilization as primary energy 

sources, as go growing environmental concerns (the emission of greenhouse gases and 

the consequent increase in the average global temperature) with environmental imbalance 

(Uniyal, Paliwal, Kaphaliya, & Sharma, 2020). The environmental imbalance using fossil 

fuel presented in Figure 2.1. On the other hand, the use of fossil fuels, particularly oil and 

gas, has increased and is causing a global energy crisis (Ağbulut, Ceylan, Gürel, & Ergün, 

2019). These concerns have catalyzed the development of alternative energy sources. 

Research is being conducted in a broad range of energy solutions, as only one solution 

alone will not be able to replace fossil fuels. Many efforts are devoted to developing other 

electricity production methods. Renewable bioenergy is one possible way to reduce the 

global warming crisis (Qazi et al., 2019). There are several types of renewable energy 

sources such as solar energy, wind power, biomass, and geothermal energy are abundant 

and inexhaustible (Williams, Raimi, Yarwamara, & Modupe, 2019). Among them, the 

biomass has drawn much attention as a sustainable energy resource due to their capability 

to generate electricity without creating environmental imbalance (Xue et al., 2020). Two 
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major biomass types are utilized as energy sources: those that are produced for energy-

generating reasons (e.g. corn) and those that are available as waste materials (e.g. 

wastewater produced from petrochemical industries and sludge from sewerage) (G. D. 

Saratale, Saratale, Banu, & Chang, 2019). The second type of biomass is considered one 

of the biomass resources as the petrochemical industry generates a massive amount of 

wastewater each year (260 million tons) (Leyva-Díaz et al., 2019). This type of 

wastewater is full of high biomass content which is harmful to the environment. For this 

reason, petrochemical wastewater treatment is needed before released to the environment 

in order to prevent water pollution and power generation (Coenen, Martin, & Dahl, 2020). 

 

Figure 2.1 Environmental imbalance using fossil fuel  

Source:  Huppmann et al., (2019) 

The detailed description of petrochemical wastewater is given in section 2.3. 

2.3 Petrochemical wastewater (PCW) 

Petrochemical wastewater contained high polycyclic aromatics, which were very 

toxic as well as a wide range of contaminants at varying concentrations. For this reason, 

it was considered as hazardous pollutants on the environment (Bharagava, Saxena, & 

Mulla, 2020). The overall feature of PCW is given in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 Petrochemical wastewater treatment plant  

Source: Behnami, Benis, Shakerkhatibi, Derafshi, & Chavoshbashi, (2019) 

The organic pollutants in petroleum refinery wastewater in some refineries 

showed that the major compounds were different fractions of petroleum aliphatic 

hydrocarbons (up to C10) and the well-known aromatic compounds such as benzene, 

toluene, and ethyl-benzene (de Oliveira, Viana, & Amaral, 2020). By using physical 

treatment  showed that the maximum removal for COD and BOD were around 1400-1500 

mg/L and 25-30 mg/L, respectively from different sources of petrochemical wastewater 

and concluded that separation and individual treatment for each source was a good 

alternative against treatment full quantity after mixing of different sources (Aljuboury, 

Palaniandy, Abdul Aziz, & Feroz, 2017). Most of them contented Oil and grease, which 

flown drain pipes and causing unpleasant odor and corroding as well as are sticky (C. 

Chen et al., 2015) phenolic compounds, which is dangerous for the environment due to 

their extreme toxicity and ability to remain for long periods and the nitrogen and sulphur 

components, which are represented in the form of ammonia and hydrogen sulphide (H2S), 

respectively (Jawad & Abbar, 2019). Besides, Naphthenic acids (NAs) are one class of 

compounds in wastewaters from petroleum industries that are known to cause toxic 

effects, and their removal from oilfield wastewater is an important challenge for 

remediation of large volumes of petrochemical effluents in total naphthenic acids (NAs) 

was estimated to be 2.1-8.8% in a refinery wastewater treatment plant (R. Qin, 2019). 

The percentage of different chemicals in PCW are given in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 The lists of chemicals containing PCW  

Name of chemicals Amount (%) 

Water 92.69 

Acrylic acid 3 

Acetic acid 0.2 

Dimethyl phthalate 0.2 

Formic acid 0.11 

Maleic acid 1.38 

Benzoic acid 0.05 

Diacrylic acid 0.68 

Formaldehyde 0.71 

Source: Ghimire & Wang, (2018) 

2.4 Wastewater treatment methods 

The wastewater treatments are divided into three types; physical, chemical and 

biological. Although, the treatment needed a typical application of the integrated system 

owing to the difficulty of characteristics of wastewater. Hence, the standard treatment 

processes need multistage process treatment (Magwaza, Magwaza, Odindo, & Mditshwa, 

2020). The main stage formed of pre-treatment, which includes mechanical and 

physicochemical treatments when compared to the second stage which is the most 

advanced treatment of the wastewater pre-treatment (Deng, Lin, Cheng, & Murphy, 

2019). Based on the literature review conducted, the techniques and methods for 

petroleum wastewater treatment included physical, chemical, biological treatment 

processing (Christensen, Keiding, Nielsen, & Jørgensen, 2015). Different types of 

treatment methods are given in the following section. 

2.4.1 Physical treatment 

Physical treatment is a process where no biological or chemical changes are 

carried out and strictly physical properties are used to treat the wastewater. For example, 

coarse screening to remove larger entrained objects and sedimentation (Olajire, 2020). 

The physical treatment process is a preliminary treatment stage, which is important to 

remove suspended solids (SS), immiscible liquids, suspended substances, and solid 

particles,  from wastewater by using coagulation, flocculation,  and sedimentation (N. 

Ahmad, Sultana, Khan, & Sabir, 2020). Sedimentation treatment is a method that is used 

to separate oil from water. The physical treatment process is presented in Figure 2.3 
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Figure 2.3 Physical treatment process  

Source: Azeumo et al., (2019) 

From Figure 2.3, it can be seen that the primary treatment of sour water 

contaminated with oils and solid particles involve the stripping of dissolved H2S using 

steam, float/sink density separation for skimming the floating oil, and the settling tanks 

to separate heavier oil and solids, usually in multiple stages, before the treated water can 

be directed to public treatment facilities. The secondary treatment uses micro-organisms 

to further remove organic contaminants. 

2.4.2 Chemical treatment 

Chemical treatment is a process that is consisted of using some chemical reaction 

or reactions to develop water quality. A chemical process generally used in many 

industrial wastewater treatment operations is neutralization (Abbasi, Mirghorayshi, 

Zinadini, & Zinatizadeh, 2020). Neutralization is a process which is the addition of acid 

or base to adjust pH levels back to neutrality. The most implemented chemical treatment 

processes are chemical precipitation, neutralization, adsorption, disinfection (chlorine, 

ozone, ultraviolet light), and ion exchange (Samer, 2015) which are described by the 

following processes: 
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2.4.2.1 Chemical precipitation 

Chemical precipitation is the most common method for removing dissolved 

metals from wastewater solution containing toxic metals. The chemical precipitation 

process is shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.4 Chemical precipitation process  

Source: Du, Gao, Ueda, & Kitamura, (2019) 

To convert the dissolved metals into solid particle form, influent or a precipitation 

reagent from preliminary treatment is added to the aeration tank for proper mixing. A 

chemical reaction, triggered by the reagent, causes the dissolved metals to form solid 

particles. Filtration can then be used to remove the particles from the mixture which then 

went to clarifier and finally got the waste sludge (Figure 2.4) (Crini & Lichtfouse, 2019). 

How well the process works is dependent upon the kind of metal present, the 

concentration of the metal, and the kind of reagent used. In hydroxide precipitation, a 

commonly used chemical precipitation process, calcium or sodium hydroxide is used as 

the reagent to create solid metal hydroxides. However, it can be difficult to create 

hydroxides from dissolved metal particles in wastewater because many wastewater 

solutions contain mixed metals (Segundo et al., 2019).  
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2.4.2.2 Chemical coagulation 

This chemical process involves destabilizing wastewater particles so that they 

aggregate during chemical flocculation. The overall process is shown in Figure 2.5.  

 

Figure 2.5 Chemical coagulation method  

Source: Can, Gengec, & Kobya, (2019) 

In this process, fine solid particles dispersed in wastewater carry negative electric 

surface charges (in their normal stable state), which prevent them from forming larger 

groups and settling (Y. Zhao, Meng, & Shen, 2020) as shown in Figure 2.5. Chemical 

coagulation destabilizes these particles by introducing positively charged coagulants that 

then reduce the negative particles’ charge. Once the charge is reduced, the particles freely 

form larger groups (Bratby, 2016). Next, an anionic flocculant is introduced to the 

mixture. Because the flocculant reacts against the positively charged mixture, it either 

neutralizes the particle groups or creates bridges between them to bind the particles into 

larger groups. After larger particle groups are formed, sedimentation can be used to 

remove the particles from the mixture (Shankar, Ankur, Bhushan, & Mohan, 2019).  

2.4.2.3 Chemical oxidation and advanced oxidation 

With the introduction of an oxidizing agent during chemical oxidation, electrons 

move from the oxidant to the pollutants in wastewater. The pollutants then undergo 
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structural modification, becoming less destructive compounds. Alkaline chlorination uses 

chlorine as an oxidant against cyanide (McQuillan, Stevens, & Mumford, 2020). 

However, alkaline chlorination as a chemical oxidation process can lead to the creation 

of toxic chlorinated compounds, and additional steps may be required. Advanced 

oxidation can help to remove any organic compounds that are produced as a by-product 

of chemical oxidation, through processes such as steam stripping, air stripping, or 

activated carbon adsorption (J. Yu et al., 2020). The whole process is shown in Figure 

2.6. 

 

Figure 2.6 Chemical oxidation and advanced oxidation 

Source: Gautam, Kumar, & Lokhandwala, (2019) 

From Figure 2.6, it can be seen that three steps happen in this process. Firstly, the 

formation of strong oxidants (e.g. hydroxyl radicals). Secondly, the reaction of these 

oxidants with organic compounds in the water producing biodegradable intermediates. 

And finally, the reaction of biodegradable intermediates with oxidants referred to as 

mineralization (i.e. production of water, carbon dioxide and inorganic salts) (Gounden & 

Jonnalagadda, 2019). 

2.4.2.4 Ion exchange 

When water is too hard, it is difficult to use to clean and often leaves a grey 

residue. An ion - exchange process, similar to the reverse osmosis process, can be used 

to soften the water (E. Liu, Lee, Ong, & Ng, 2020). The ion exchange process is shown 
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in Figure 2.7. The ion exchange process occurs between a solid (resin or a zeolite) and a 

liquid (water) from Figure 2.7.  

 

Figure 2.7 Ion exchange process  

Source: C. Zhao et al., (2019) 

In the process, the less desired compounds are swapped for those that are 

considered more desirable. These desirable ions are loaded onto the resin material. In the 

exchange of cations during water treatment, positively charged ions that come into 

contact with the ion exchange resin are exchanged with positively charged ions available 

on the resin surface, usually sodium (Ploetz, Engelke, Lächelt, & Wuttke, 2020). In the 

anion exchange process, negatively charged ions are exchanged with negatively charged 

ions on the resin surface, usually chloride. Various contaminants-including nitrate, 

fluoride, sulfate, and arsenic can all be removed by anion exchange. These resins can be 

used alone or in concert to remove ionic contaminants from the water (Hitam & Jalil, 

2020) (Figure 2.7). On the other hand, in the ion exchange process, calcium and 

magnesium are common ions that lead to water hardness (Dong et al., 2019). To soften 

the water, positively charged sodium ions are introduced in the form of dissolved sodium 

chloride salt or brine. The hard calcium and magnesium ions exchange places with 
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sodium ions, and free sodium ions are simply released in the water. However, after 

softening a large amount of water, the softening solution may fill with excess calcium and 

magnesium ions, requiring the solution to be recharged with sodium ions and finally got 

effluent  (Sarode et al., 2019).  

2.4.3 Biological treatment 

Biological wastewater treatment is shown in Figure 2.8. 

 

Figure 2.8 Biological treatment process  

Source: Celenza, (2019) 

It is often called as a secondary treatment process which is used to remove any 

contaminants that leftover after primary treatment. Chemical treatment of wastewater 

makes use of chemicals to react with pollutants present in the wastewater and whereas 

biological treatment uses microorganisms to degrade wastewater contaminants (Ansari, 

2019). This treatment relies on bacteria, nematodes, algae, fungi, protozoa, rotifers to 

break down unstable organic wastes using normal cellular processes to stable inorganic 

forms (Sobczyk, 2019). Generally, biological treatment methods can be classified into 

two types such as aerobic and anaerobic methods, based on the availability of dissolved 

oxygen from Figure 2.8. In anaerobic systems, the products of chemical and biochemical 
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reactions produce colors and odors in water. Thus, oxygen availability was important in 

water to reduce colors and odors  (J. Song et al., 2020).  

2.4.3.1 Aerobic degradation 

Aerobic degradation is presented in Figure 2.9. In Aerobic degradation, bacteria 

that thrive in oxygen-rich environments break down and digest waste (Ohki & Rich, 

2020). 

 

Figure 2.9 Aerobic degradation pathway  

Source: Ebenau-Jehle, Soon, Fuchs, Geiger, & Boll, (2020) 

During this oxidation process, contaminants and pollutants are broken down into 

CO2, water, nitrates, sulfates, and biomass (microorganisms). In the conventional aerobic 

system, the substrate is used as a source of carbon and energy (Figure 2.9). It serves as an 

electron donor, resulting in bacterial growth (X. Chen, 2020). The extent of degradation 

is correlated with the rate of oxygen consumption, as well as the previous acclimation of 

the organism in the same substrate (Rivett & Sweeney, 2019). Co-enzymes primarily 

involved in the process are di- and mono-oxygenises. The latter enzyme can act on both 

aromatic and aliphatic compounds, while the former can act only on aromatic compounds. 
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Another class of enzymes involved in aerobic degradation is the peroxidases, which have 

been receiving attention recently for their ability to degrade lignin (Sheldon & Brady, 

2019). 

2.4.3.2 Anaerobic degradation 

In the anaerobic process, the complex organics are first broken down into a 

mixture of volatile fatty acids (VFAs), mostly acetic, propionic, and butyric acids. This 

is achieved by "acidogens," a consortium of hydrolytic and acidogenic bacteria (L. N. 

Nguyen, Nguyen, & Nghiem, 2019). The VFAs are in turn converted to CO2 and methane 

which is shown in Figure 2.10 by acetogenic (acetogens) and methanogenic 

(methanogens) bacteria, respectively (Aquino, Araújo, Passos, Curtis, & Foresti, 2019). 

In the absence of oxygen, close-knit communities of bacteria cooperate to form a 

stable, self-regulating fermentation that transforms organic matter into a mixture of 

methane and CO2 (Figure 2.10). The amount of methane gas produced varies with the 

amount of organic waste fed to the digester and the operating temperature (Moscoviz, 

Quéméner, Trably, Bernet, & Hamelin, 2020). Anaerobic digestion occurs in six main 

stages (A. Kumar & Samadder, 2020): 

i. Hydrolysis of complex organic biopolymers (proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids) 

into monomers (amino acids, sugars, long chain fatty acids) by hydrolytic bacteria 

(group I) (acidogens) 

ii. Fermentation of amino acids and sugars by hydrolytic bacteria (group I) 

iii. Anaerobic oxidation of volatile fatty acids and alcohols by heteroacetogenic 

bacteria (group II) 

iv. Anaerobic oxidation of intermediary products such as volatile fatty acids by 

heteroacetogenic bacteria (group II) 

v. Conversion of hydrogen to methane by methanogenic bacteria utilizing hydrogen 

(group IIIA)  

vi. Conversion of acetate to methane by methanogenic bacteria utilizing acetate 

(group IIIB) 

The hydrolysis of undissolved carbohydrates and proteins follows separate paths. 

The heteroacetogenic bacteria grow in close association with the methanogenic bacteria 

during the final stages of the process. The reason for this is that the conversion of the 
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fermentation products by the heteroacetogens is thermodynamically possible only if the 

hydrogen concentration is kept sufficiently low. This requires a close symbiotic 

relationship among the classes of bacteria (Gupta & Shukla, 2020). 

 

Figure 2.10 Anaerobic degradation pathway . 

Source: Harder, Marmulla, & Lipids, (2020) 

 

2.5 Biological treatment of petrochemical wastewater (PCW) 

Biological treatment incorporates actions of different microbes to eliminate 

organics and stabilize hazardous pollutants in petrochemical wastewater (Ghimire & 

Wang, 2018). Stringent environmental standards and recycling of water for reuse have 

shifted focus to biological treatments because of its cost and pollutant removal efficiency 

(Cai et al., 2020). As the nature of petrochemical wastewater is very complex, biological 

treatment to remove pollutants still has challenges despite immense potentials. Complex 

structures of aromatic, polycyclic, and heterocyclic ringed chemicals are known to be 

restraint to biological degradation (X. Dai, Chen, Yan, Chen, & Guo, 2016). However, 

recent research activities have produced notable removal percentages of pollutants from 
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petrochemical wastewater (Jamaly, Giwa, & Hasan, 2015). Anaerobic digestion has the 

advantages of producing methane as a renewable energy, requiring less space and having 

lower sludge generation than aerobic process (Yao et al., 2020). A literature review of 

anaerobic digestion on the petrochemical wastewater is given in Table 2.2. Petrochemical 

wastewater treated in anaerobic baffled reactor (ABR), sequence batch, and up-flow 

sludge blanket reactor (UASB) was commonly applied (T. Wang et al., 2020). It shows 

that organics in the petrochemical wastewater could be partially anaerobic digested at a 

removal efficiency depending on the chemical constituents, reactor type, operational 

conditions (temperature, loading rate, etc.), and wastewater sources (Bakraoui et al., 

2020). COD removal efficiency is used here as a general parameter to assess the 

performance of different systems. Crude oil extraction of light, medium, and heavy 

petroleum wastewater treatment by different anaerobic digestion systems at mesophilic 

or thermophilic conditions showed that in batch test over 56–71% COD removal was 

achievable at thermophilic condition (Baker, Mohamed, Al-Gheethi, & Aziz, 2020) 

(Table 2.2), while UASB system can achieve over 93% COD removal at mesophilic 

conditions for wastewater from light petroleum extraction (Table 2.2).  

Table 2.2 Different types of petrochemical wastewater treatment using different 

reactors 

Wastewater Initial 

COD 

(mg/L) 

Microbes Treatment 

system 

Pollutants 

monitored, 

COD 

Removal 

efficiency 

(%) 

Ref. 

Crude oil 

extractions 

2000 Anaerobic 

sludge 

Batch 

reactor 

COD 70 (Kul & 

Nuhoğlu, 

2020) 

 2200 Anaerobic 

sludge 

UASB  62 (Y. Zhang, 

Guo, 

Zhang, & 

Liu, 2020) 

Crude oil 

extractions 

3500 Activated 

sludge 

Batch 

reactor 

COD 70 (Eljamal et 

al., 2020) 

Crude oil 

extraction 

4000 Anaerobic 

sludge 

UASB COD 23 (Wei, Jin, 

& Zhang, 

2020) 

of light 

petroleum 

3400 Anaerobic 

sludge 

Batch 

reactor 

COD 86 (Bakraoui 

et al., 

2020) 

Heavy oil 

refinery 

1234 Activated 

sludge 

UASB COD 62 (W. Wang, 

Yao, & 

Yue, 2020) 
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It seems light petroleum extraction wastewater was generally easily degradable 

(over 71–93% removal) compared to the medium and heavy oil extraction wastewater. 

The setup of plug flow pattern and granular sludge application in UASB might also 

enhance the interaction between wastewater and organisms, giving higher efficiency. The 

removal efficiency decreases as the loading rate increases, indicating the inhibition effects 

to the organisms (L. He et al., 2017). Medium- and heavy oil-produced wastewater 

treatment efficiency was relatively low. Batch system gives generally a better treatment 

efficiency for these two wastewaters at about 50–60% removal (Table 2.2), while UASB 

shows low efficiency at around 20–30% removal efficiency. The effects of toxic 

chemicals in the wastewater and high content of large organic molecules can be the reason 

for low efficiency (Bolognesi, Cecconet, & Capodaglio, 2020). 

2.6 Microbial fuel cell (MFC) 

MFC is defined as bio-electrochemical reactor that can convert chemical energy 

stored in wastewater organic components into electrical energy with the catalysis of 

microorganisms (Mathuriya, Hiloidhari, Gware, Singh, & Pant, 2020). The electro-active 

microorganisms that responsible for substrate oxidation and electron transfer are the key 

component of MFC, which makes it different from the traditional chemical fuel cells 

(Srivastava, Yadav, et al., 2020). It can be accomplished when microorganisms change 

from natural soluble electron acceptor to an insoluble electron acceptor. Electron transfer 

to an electrode may occur directly or through mediators. Thereafter, the electrons will 

pass through the circuit containing resistor and get reduced by the final electron acceptor 

at the cathode (Shaw et al., 2020). 

2.6.1 The working principle of Microbial fuel cell 

The Microbial fuel cell is operated through bio-electrochemical reactors arranged 

to use bacteria, which generates, entity and grows in an exo-electrogenic biofilm, as the 

biocatalysts to transfer organic and inorganic matter, substrates will present in a solution, 

through the oxidation-reduction reaction and at the same time generate electricity. Thus, 

chemical energy is converted to electrical energy with the help of microorganisms (Nael 

Yasri, Edward PL Roberts, & Sundaram  Gunasekaran, 2019). Basically, MFC is 

describes as bio-electrochemical reactor that can transforms chemical energy 

accumulated in wastewater organic materials into electrical energy with the catalysis of 
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microorganisms (Ghangrekar & Neethu, 2020). The microorganisms that are in charge of 

for the oxidation of substrate and electron transfer are the main elements of MFC, which 

makes it completely different from the conventional chemical fuel cells (D. Liu et al., 

2020). MFCs can also be referred to as a bio-electrochemical electrical device that 

changes biochemical energy of organic compounds to electrical energy, through the 

catalysis of microorganisms (Hernandez & Osma, 2020). The working principle of the 

microbial fuel cell is given in Figure 2.11. 

 

Figure 2.11 Working principle of MFC  

Source: Q. Luo, An, & Wang, (2019) 

The microbial fuel cell typically consists of two chambers: an anaerobic anode 

chamber or anode and an aerobic cathode chamber or cathode (Figure 2.11). This chamber 

is divided by an ion - exchange membrane (PEM), which is leak-proof but grants proton 

migration between the two chambers. Each chamber is connected by an electrode that 

means of a circuit so that the collection, transfer, and release of electrons is possible 

(Pandey et al., 2016). The oxidation-reduction reaction appears in the anode (negative 

beam), where the anaerobic living bacteria can oxidize with the solid electrode, while 

saving energy, by oxidizing organic or inorganic matter from the anode solution, and 

extracts protons, electrons and off-gas containing mainly carbon dioxide (Brocker, 2020). 

Next, the bacteria discharge new electrons first to the anode electrode and then, they are 

moved to the cathode electrode through the external circuit. The electron that transfers to 

the anode electrode may be either direct or indirect. At the same time, the protons that 
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obtain from the oxidation reaction transfer to the cathode, through the solution and from 

the one side of the proton exchange membrane (Moradi et al., 2020). When the electrons 

go to the cathode electrode, they are fully prepared to participate in the reduction reaction 

that occurs in the aerated cathode (positive beam). Thus, in aerobic conditions the, in 

maximum cases, dissolved oxygen (DO) keeps an important role of the terminal electron 

acceptor of the overall fuel cell reaction, and so it can reduce the combination between 

the electrons and the received protons, already present in the cathode solution, to form 

water. Catalysts are frequently used in the cathode to perform the reactions (Shabani et 

al., 2020). According to Ohm’s law: V= I R where I is the current through the conductor 

which unit is ampere, V is the potential difference measured across the conductor which 

unit is volt, and R is the resistance of the conductor which unit is ohm, a resistor is 

important between the positive and the negative pole. MFC cathodes have different 

structures and different fluid options (Hacker & Sumereder, 2020).  

2.7 Different types of MFC  

2.7.1 Two-compartments MFC system 

In general, this configuration has an anodic and a cathodic chamber separated by 

a PEM that facilitates proton transfer from the anode to cathode with simultaneous 

prevention of oxygen diffusion into the anode. Therefore, this configuration is generally 

used for waste treatment with simultaneous power generation (Noori, Vu, Ali, & Min, 

2020). The two-chamber MFC is presented in Figure 2.12. From Figure 2.12, it can be 

seen that both the anode and cathode are different compartments separated but also 

connected to each other through a proton exchange membrane (PEM), which mainly acts 

as a proton transfer medium to complete the circuit between the two chambers (Figure 

2.12) (Asensio et al., 2017). This completes the reaction process and prevents anode from 

coming into direct contact with oxygen or any other oxidizers. They typically run in a 

batch mode often with a chemically defined medium such as glucose or acetate solution 

to produce higher energy power output and can be utilized to give power in many 

inaccessible conditions. Moreover, in the double chamber, MFC, the relatively long 

distance of electrodes can decrease MFC performance due to an elevation of internal 

resistance (Yousefi, Mohebbi-Kalhori, & Samimi, 2020).  
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Figure 2.12 Two chamber MFC  

Source: R. Patel, Deb, Dey, & Balas, (2020a) 

2.7.2 Single-compartments MFC system 

Due to their complex designs, two-compartment MFCs are difficult to scale-up 

even though they can be operated in either batch or continuous mode. The air-cathode 

MFC is shown in Figure 2.13. From Figure 2.13, it can be seen that air-cathode MFC 

typically possess only an anodic chamber without the requirement of aeration in a cathode 

chamber. One compartment MFC consisting of an anode in a rectangular anode chamber 

coupled with a porous air- cathode that is exposed directly to the air as shown in Figure 

2.13. Protons are transferred from the anolyte solution to the porous air-cathode (Halim, 

2019). This type of MFC configuration attracted researcher’s attention due to several 

advantages such as the simple nature of the operation, decrease in internal resistance, 

enhanced oxygen reduction rate on the cathode, increased proton diffusion and reduced 

electrode spacing. The limited requirement of regular changing of oxidative media and 

aeration makes this configuration more adaptable (Noori, Vu, et al., 2020).  
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Figure 2.13 Air cathode MFC  

Source: H. Wang et al., (2019) 

2.7.3 Sediment MFC system 

Sediment MFC is presented in Figure 2.14. From Figure 2.14, it can be seen that 

in the case of marine or sediment environments, a voltage gradient survives across the 

water–sediment interface obtaining from sedimentary microbial activity.  A fuel cell 

making up of an anode inserted in marine sediment and a cathode in overlying seawater 

can easily use this voltage gradient to generate electricity (Pushkar & Mungray, 2020). 

The power generation that obtains from at least two anode reactions: oxidation of 

sediment sulfide (a by-product of microbial oxidation of sedimentary organic carbon) and 

oxidation of sedimentary organic carbon catalyzed by colonizing the anode 

microorganisms (Bagchi & Behera, 2020). This system is identified by a low voltage and 

power fabrication. Arends showed that a Plant-MFC could offer the prospect to steer and 

control the sediment redox potential and thus abate undesirable processes such as 

methylation of metals and emissions of methane. Moreover the plant-MFC produced 

sustainable power up to 330 W/ha from the oxidation of the plant-derived compounds. 

Mitigation of methane emissions from wetland has been hypothesized in various reports 

but never been studied thoroughly yet (Arends, 2013). 
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Figure 2.14 Sediment MFC  

Source: Sudirjo, Buisman, & Strik, (2019) 

2.7.4 Upflow MFC system 

The upflow microbial fuel cell (UMFC) is presented in Figure 2.15 which was 

invented in 2006. From Figure 2.15, it can be seen that the system formed of an U-shaped 

cathode inside the anode chamber and produced a maximum volumetric power of 29.2 

W/m3 with a volumetric loading rate of 3.40 kg COD/(m3/day) and an operating 

temperature of 35 ℃. The upflow MFC mainly comprised of a plastic cylinder with 

carbon fiber brush electrodes, and glasswool/bead layers separator between anode and 

cathode compartments. An external column PBR was coupled with the upflow MFC, in 

which the effluent from the cathode compartment of the up flow MFC was continuously 

pumped into the column PBR. Continuous illumination was provided to the microalgal 

culture and a purge of CO2 (effluent of MFC) and air mixture gas. The Coulombic 

efficiency was decreased from 51.0% to 10.6% with the increase in the volumetric loading 

rate from 0.57 to 4.29 kg COD/(m3/day). Besides this, the lab-scale UMFC maintained 

soluble chemical oxygen demand (COD) removal efficiencies exceeding 90% and 

volatile fatty acid concentrations of ∼40 mg/L, giving information about efficient 

wastewater treatment (Z. He, Wagner, Minteer, & Angenent, 2006).  
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Figure 2.15 Upflow MFC  

Source: Z. He et al., (2006) 

2.8 Advantages and disadvantages of MFC 

 The reason that leads the research on MFCs is that MFC has operational and 

functional advantages over the current technology used for obtaining energy from organic 

matter. First of all, MFC has the potential to directly convert the substrate into electricity 

that provides high conversion efficiency (Sarmin et al., 2019). Secondly, MFCs can 

operate at room temperature and also even at low temperatures which separates the MFC 

from all existing bioenergy processes (B. Yu et al., 2020). Thirdly, an MFC does not 

require gas treatment because the off-gases of MFCs are enriched in CO2 and normally 

have no useful energy content. Moreover, MFCs do not require any energy input for 

aeration provided the cathode is passively aerated (M. Li et al., 2019). Lastly, MFCs have 

the potential for widespread application in locations that lacked of electrical 

infrastructures and also to fulfill the increasing demands upon energy requirements of the 

world (Ram, Aghahosseini, & Breyer, 2020). However, at the present stage, full-scale 

implementation of MFCs for wastewater treatment is not straightforward because certain 

economic and technological problems need to be resolved. Firstly, in the field of 

wastewater treatment, the main challenges for commercializing scalable MFCs are 

developing materials that are cost-effective, efficient in power generation and identifying 

architectures that can be used at a larger scale (Gajda, Greenman, & Ieropoulos, 2018). 

According to Gao et al. reported that MFCs sizes have been tested at the scale of several 

litres or more, reported volumetric power densities were generally low (Gao et al., 2020). 

There are still many factors hidden behind that directly related to the low power density 
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generation from MFC and more study needs to be carried out in the future in order to 

increase the efficiency of the MFC and commercialize it one day. 

2.9 Effects of operating conditions in MFC 

2.9.1 Effect of Inoculum 

Primarily, the performance of MFC increased with time; but after certain days of 

operation, the performance started deteriorating especially while operated with real 

wastewater (Linfang Zhang et al., 2019). There are several reasons such as electrode 

fouling and membrane blockage, which have been reported as predominant reasons for 

the decrease in a current generation (Giwa, Dindi, & Kujawa, 2019). Besides few studies 

reported that the fall in current generation occurred due to the thickness of the biofilm 

because it could affect the diffusion of substrates into the biofilm resulted in the formation 

of two layers (outer and inner) in the biofilm (Le & Nunes, 2016). Islam et al. told that 

the bacteria can easily form thin biofilm within 3 days of MFC operation and the cells 

then increase continuously and form an ineffective multilayer biofilm (Islam, Ethiraj, et 

al., 2017). In microbial fuel cell (MFC), the electroactive microorganisms can convert 

energy present in organic compounds directly into the electricity by utilizing electron 

transferring capability towards the anode electrode (S. Sarkar, 2020). Recently, a number 

of pure cultures such as Aeromonas sp., Bacillus sp.(Islam, Ethiraj, et al., 2017), 

Escherichia sp.(V. B. Wang et al., 2015), Enterobacter sp., Geobacter sp., Klebsiella 

sp.(Islam, Karim, et al., 2017), Pseudomonas sp., Rhodoferax sp., Shewanella sp.(V. B. 

Wang et al., 2015), have been used as anode bio-catalyst in MFCs to investigate their 

capability of electricity generation and wastewater treatment. In most studies, the pure 

cultures achieved satisfactory power generation while simple substrates (glucose, acetate 

etc.) were used as nutrients (Islam et al., 2020). However, the pure culture is not 

considered as effective inoculum for wastewater fed MFC because most of the pure 

cultures are not capable of utilizing complex substrates (Islam et al., 2020). Therefore, 

very low power generation is achieved by MFCS while real wastewater used as substrates 

(Choudhury, Ray, Bandyopadhyay, & Bhunia, 2020). In contrast, the mixed cultures are 

considered robust inoculum as they are more tolerant to the extreme environmental 

conditions, able to accommodate wide range of substrates, available in nature ( i. e. 

wastewater, soil, and so on), applicable in large scale, and highly efficient in the secretion 

of different hydrolytic enzymes to degrade complex biomass (Mudhoo, Ramasamy, 

Bhatnagar, Usman, & Sillanpää, 2020). However, in most cases, mixed cultures could not 
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achieve significant performance due to the irreversible relationships between or within 

microorganisms (Khaneghah et al., 2020).  

The inter-microbial interactions within microbes play a crucial role to determine 

evolutionary relationship within the microbes in a microbial community, with system 

properties, particularly the dynamics and stability of the entire microbial communities 

(Sundarraman et al., 2020). In the past few years, the use of synergistic microbial 

consortia in MFCs has renewed attention because the synergistic interaction between 

microbes enabled degradation capability in wide range substrates (B. Zhang et al., 2020). 

There are various types of inoculum used in MFC such as pure culture, and mixed 

culture. MFCs use microorganisms as biocatalysts to oxidize the organic matter and 

transfer electrons via substrate oxidation to the anodic surface for bio-electricity 

production (Aarthy, Rajesh, & Thirunavoukkarasu, 2020). The performance of using 

different type’s culture is presented in the Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 The performance of using different types of culture 

Substrate Inoculum Electrode 

materials 

Power 

density 

using 

pure 

culture 

(1) 

Power 

density 

using 

pure 

culture 

(2) 

Power 

density 

using co- 

culture 

(1 and 2) 

Ref. 

Lactate S. oneidensis 

(1) and E. coli 

(2) 

Carbon 

felt 

0.3 

μA/cm2 

0.28 

μA/cm2 

2 μA/cm2 (La, Jeon, 

Sang, Yang, 

& Cho, 

2017) 

Xylose S. oneidensis 

(1) and E. coli 

(2) 

Carbon 

cloth 

92.8 

mW/m2 

91.76 

mW/m2 

728 

mW/m2 

(F. Li et al., 

2017) 

Artificial 

wastewater 

G. 

sulfurreducens 

(1) and E. coli 

(2) 

Nickel 

wire 

128 

mW/m2 

56 

mW/m2 

63 

mW/m2 

(Koo & 

Jung, 2019) 

Glycerol P. aeruginosa 

(1) and E. 

aerogens 

 2.25 

mW/m2 

1.92 

mW/m2 

0.72 

mW/m2 

(Temple & 

O'Donnell, 

2020) 

From the Table 2.3, it can be seen that among the inoculums, the co-culture 

inoculum of S. oneidensis (Shewanella oeidensis) and E. coli (Escherichia coli) (MFCSE) 

showed synergistic interaction between the microbes resulting in drastic increased in the 

performance of MFC. The synergistic interaction between S. oneidensis and E. coli is also 

reported by the literature. Yadav and his co-workers observed that the syntrophic co-

culture of S. oneidensis and E. coli showed better decolorization efficiency (80%) and 
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reduction of pollution parameters (COD 73% and BOD 62%) than the mono cultures  

(Yadav & Chandra, 2015). In another study, Patel et al. reported that two co-cultures 

composed of S. oneidensis, E. coli,  and Enterobacter cloacae resulted in H2 yield up to 

3.0 mol/L of glucose (S. K. Patel et al., 2014). Apart from that, several studies have 

reported that the synergism between G+ and G- within the MFC environment (X.-Q. Lin, 

Li, Liang, Nan, & Wang, 2019). For example, the role of a phenazine electron shuttle has 

been verified in an earlier MFC study where it was observed to increase the current 

generation in co-cultures of Brevibacillus sp. and Enterococcus sp. with Pseudomonas 

spp. (D. Liu et al., 2020). These studies determined that the G+ were able to use electron 

shuttles (mediators) produced by Pseudomonas sp. the combination of both bacteria being 

the more successful one. Moreover, Read et al. reported that the power output of co-

cultures Gram- positive Enterococcus faecium and Gram-negative Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, increased by 30-70% relative to the single cultures (D. Liu et al., 2020). 

2.9.2 Effect of Substrates 

In MFCs, the substrate is regarded as one of the most important biological factors 

affecting electricity generation (Xin et al., 2020). A great variety of substrates can be used 

in MFCs for electricity production ranging from pure compounds to complex mixtures of 

organic matter present in wastewater. The objective of the various treatment processes is 

to remove pollutants from waste streams before their safe discharge to the environment 

(Kaur, Marwaha, Chhabra, Kim, & Tripathi, 2020). In the last century, the activated 

sludge process (ASP) has been the mainstay of wastewater treatment. However, it is a 

very energy-intensive process and according to an estimate, the amount of electricity 

needed to provide oxygen in ASPs in the USA is equivalent to almost 2% of the total US 

electricity consumption (Sala-Garrido & Molinos-Senante, 2020). At the same time, the 

addition of a second treatment step changes the status of several streams generated in the 

wastewater treatment of agro-industry from “waste” to “raw material” which can 

eventually be utilized for the production of specific chemicals or energy (L. C. Rodrigues 

et al., 2020). Moreover, the emphasis of today’s waste management is on reuse and 

recovery of energy, which has led to new views on how these streams can be dealt with. 

Table 2.4 presents a comprehensive list of substrates that have been used in MFC studies. 

It is difficult from literature to compare MFC performances, due to different operating 

conditions, surface area and type of electrodes and different microorganisms involved 

(Xin et al., 2020). From Table 2.4, it can be seen that the starch with mixed culture showed 

better performance than others. Besides, starch is the most common simple substrates 

which are easily degraded by the microbes. So that the performance increases.
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Table 2.4 Different types of substrates used in MFC  

Type of 

substrate 
Concentration 

(mg/L) 
Source of 

inoculum 
Type of MFC  Power density 

(mA/cm2)  
Reference 

Acetate 1000 Acclimatized 

AS 
Cube shaped one-chamber 0.8 (Sawalha, Maghalseh, Qutaina, Junaidi, & 

Rene, 2020) 

Arabitol 1220 Acclimatizd 

AS 
One-chamber MFC 0.68 (Elmaadawy et al., 2020) 

Azo dye with 

glucose 
300 Mixed culture One-chamber air-cathode 0.09 (Q. Dai, Zhang, Liu, Huang, & Li, 2020) 

Carboxy 

methyl 

cellulose 

1000 Co-culture Two-chamber 0.05 (Borciani et al., 2020) 

Cellulose 

particles 
4000 Pure culture U-tube MFC 0.02 (El Chakhtoura, 2011) 

Corn stover 

biomass 
1000 Domestic 

wastewater 
One-chamber 0.15 (B.-M. An, Seo, Hidayat, & Park, 2020) 

Cysteine 385 Anaerobic 

sludge 

Two-chamber 0.0186 (Korshunov, Imlay, & Imlay, 2020) 

1,2 

Dichloroethan

e 

99 Acclimatized 

anaerobic 

sludge 

Two-chamber 0.008 (Kundu & Dutta, 2018) 

Ethanol 1000 Anaerobic 

sludge 

Two-chamber 0.025 (L. Feng, Liu, Zhang, Li, & Wu, 2020) 

Farm manure 3000 Self build up 

of anaerobic 

environment 

One reactor vessel 0.004 (S. Singh & Chakraborty, 2020) 

Type of 

substrate 
Concentration 

(mg/L) 
Source of 

inoculum 
Type of MFC  Power density 

(mA/cm2)  
Reference 
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Table 2.4 Continued 

Type of 

substrate 

Concentration 

(mg/L) 

Source of 

inoculum 

Type of MFC  Power density 

(mA/cm2)  

Reference 

Furfural 6800 Acclimatized 

anaerobic 

sludge 

One-chamber air-cathode 0.17 (Sheng, Tan, Zhou, & Xu, 2020) 

Galactitol 1220 Acclimatized 

anaerobic 

sludge 

One-chamber air-cathode 0.78 (Allam, Elnouby, El-Khatib, El-Badan, & 

Sabry, 2020) 

Glucose 2000 Mixed  

Culture 

Air cathode 0.70 (Adeel et al., 2020) 

Glucuronic 

acid 

2000 Mixed 

bacterial 

culture 

One-chamber air-cathode 

MFC 

1.18 (Q. Yuan, Liu, & Song, 2020) 

Lactate 1800 Pure culture Two-chambered MFC 0.005 (Obata et al., 2020) 

Phenol 400 Mixed culture Two chambered MFC 0.1 (N. Khan, Anwer, Ahmad, Sabir, & Khan, 

2020) 

Propionate 530 Anaerobic 

sludge 

Two-chambered MFC 0.035 (Birjandi et al., 2020) 

Starch 10000 Mixed culture Two-chambered MFC 1.3 (Allam et al., 2020) 

Brewery 

wastewater 

2240 Anaerobic 

sludge 

One-chamber air-cathode 

MFC 

0.2 (Mahmoudi, Mousavi, & Darvishi, 2020) 
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Table 2.4 Continued 

Type of 

substrate 

Concentration 

(mg/L) 

Source of 

inoculum 

Type of MFC  Power density 

(mA/cm2)  

Reference 

Chocolate 

industry 

wastewater 

1459 Activated 

sludge 

Two-chambered MFC 0.302 (Ramadan, Abd-Alla, & Abdul-Raouf, 

2020) 

Domestic 

wastewater 

600 Anaerobic 

sludge 

Two-chambered MFC 0.06 (Ramadan et al., 2020) 

Food 

processing 

wastewater 

1672 Anaerobic 

sludge 

Two-chambered MFC 0.05 (Kaur et al., 2020) 

Meat 

processing 

wastewater 

1420 Anaerobic 

sludge 

One-chamber (28 mL) 

MFC 

0.115 (J. Li, Ziara, Li, Subbiah, & Dvorak, 2020) 

Paper 

recycling 

wastewater 

2452 Anaerobic 

sludge 

One-chamber MFC 0.25 (Nannan Zhao, Treu, Angelidaki, & Zhang, 

2019) 

Swine 

wastewater 

8320 Anaerobic 

sludge 

One-chamber MFC 0.015 (Kaur et al., 2020) 

Synthetic 

wastewater 

510 Anaerobic 

sludge 

Dual chamber MFC 0.008 (Chakraborty, Das, Dubey, Ghangrekar, & 

Physics, 2020) 

Wastewater 

amended with 

acetate 

1600 Anaerobic 

sludge 

Submersible MFC 0.08 (Obata et al., 2020) 
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2.9.2.1 Substrate-inoculum relation in MFC 

In MFCs, the substrate is one of the most important factors affecting electricity 

generation because of serving as a nutrient and energy source for the growth of 

microorganisms involved. To date, in the most of the MFC studies have been used pure 

compounds such as glucose (Karekar, Srinivas, & Ahring, 2019), ethanol (Saputra, Amri, 

Marshall, & Gostomski, 2019) and cysteine (Ivase, Nyakuma, Oladokun, Abu, & Hassan, 

2020) as an amino acid  for electricity generation. In addition to pure compounds, MFCs 

can generate electricity directly from various complex substrates such as domestic 

wastewater (Corbella et al., 2019), ocean sediments (Pushkar & Mungray, 2020) and 

various industrial wastewater such as starch processing wastewater (Haldar, Manna, Sen, 

Bhowmick, & Gayen, 2019), beer brewery wastewater (Werkneh, Beyene, & Osunkunle, 

2019). In order to capture electrical energy from wastewater, a better understanding is 

needed on how the operating conditions of the system affect microbial communities 

(particularly exoelectrogenic populations), current densities, and recovery of the 

substrates as current. The complex mixture of organics presented in most wastewater 

streams suggests that diverse microbial communities are needed to oxidize the organic 

matter since many exoelectrogenic bacteria can only utilize a limited range of substrates 

(Bolognesi et al., 2020). In addition, it is also necessary to understand the bacterial 

community and dominant species contributing to exoelectrons transfers in the anode 

biofilm in order to obtain better performance from an MFC (Inohana, Katsuya, Koga, 

Kouzuma, & Watanabe, 2020). The substrates-microbes interaction in MFC for power 

generation is presented in Figure 2.16. The power production in the MFCs can be also 

dependent on the presence of specific strains. For example, Shewanella oneidensis 

consistently produces power densities that are much lower than mixed culture 

communities in MFCs (Y. Cao et al., 2019b). Thus, based on 16S rDNA sequencing 

analysis, it is important that the bacterial consortia and pre-dominant species vary with 

operational conditions, such as inoculum and substrate type (Hanchi, Mottawea, Sebei, 

& Hammami, 2018). There is little information on how the operational environment 

affects community structure and system performance for this bio-electrochemical system. 

For example, diffusion of oxygen into the anode chamber can affect power generation in 

an MFC (S.-S. Wang, Sharif, Cheng, & Wang, 2019), and presumably the microbial 

community structure. 
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Figure 2.16 Substrates- microbes interaction in MFC for power generation  

Source: Chiranjeevi, Yeruva, Kumar, Mohan, & Varjani, (2019) 

Community analysis of MFC biofilms shows that there is no single emergent 

microorganism in the bacterial communities developing on the anode. Because, there are 

several different bacteria capable of electricity production in respect to the range of 

operating conditions, system architectures, electron donors and electron acceptors at the 

cathode (Tahir et al., 2019). Finally, from the above discussion, it is clear that the 

interaction between microbes and substrates for better electricity generation. 

2.9.3 Effects of pH 

It is known that most of the bacteria can grow around pH a value of 6.5-7.0. 

However, each microbial species has its own pH range for the best growth (W. Song et 

al., 2019). Zeppilli et al. described that the optimum pH for methanogenic archaea was 

6.6–7.5 (Zeppilli et al., 2020). By another study, Yuan et al. (2015) observed that the 

dominant genus responsible for fermentation usually grows between pH 4 and 10 (Y. 

Yuan et al., 2015). For instance, the microorganisms such as Clostridium, 

Ruminococcaceae, Actinomyces, Tetrasphaera, and Zoogloe grow at pH 4, while 

Alcaligenes, Anaerolinea, and Paludibacter grow well at or near pH 10. However, the 

ratio of co- culture and mixed culture inoculum composition can be severely affected by 
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the varying pH and that in turn influences the performance of MFCs (Vrancken, Gregory, 

Huys, Faust, & Raes, 2019). 

2.9.4 Effects of operating temperature 

Operating temperature becomes an important factor to consider when 

commercializing MFC technology. Unlike a laboratory environment with controlled 

temperature, MFCs in a real-world application will be exposed to a wide and variable 

range of operating temperature thus the effect of this parameter on MFC performance (S. 

Li & Chen, 2018). The majority of MFC research has been conducted under ambient 

temperature and performance reduction was observed when the operating temperature 

decreased (Abo-Zahhad et al., 2020). On the other hand, increasing the operating 

temperature had a positive effect on the current generation (Radwan & Mahrous, 2019). 

However, it seems that MFCs can be quite tolerant with temperature variation; a recent 

study demonstrated that a mixed culture anode biofilm inoculated from wastewater can 

adapt to temperature fluctuations within a temperature range between 0 ℃  to 45 ℃ 

(Krishna, Swathi, Hemalatha, & Mohan, 2019). 

2.9.5 Effects of external resistance 

In electronics, it is well known that the maximum power transfer (MPT) can be 

achieved when the external resistance (REXT) is matched with the internal resistance 

(RINT) of a system, which is known as Jacobi’s law (Jiseon You, 2016). Thus, selecting 

an external resistor corresponding to the RINT is critical when maximizing power output. 

For an MFC using organic matter as fuel, external resistance also affects the microbial 

metabolism in terms of coulombic efficiency (Babanova et al., 2020). Furthermore, in 

long-term operations, REXT affects the structure of the anode biofilm. Several studies have 

shown that electroactive species could be selected by controlling the REXT during the 

maturing period (Pasternak, Greenman, & Ieropoulos, 2018). These studies reported that 

REXT has a great influence on the length of maturation, suppression of methanogenic 

growth, morphology and EPS content of anode biofilm. 

2.10 Factors limiting the energy generation in microbial fuel cell 

The MFC performance depends on different important factors; such as obstacles 

to electron transfer through the biofilm, ion migration between the anode and cathode, 
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biofilm formation and maintenance diffusion problems concerning the substrate and 

reactants, and the kinetics of cathode reaction (Mani, 2019). This is known as internal 

resistance. The MFC cell voltage is acquired by the difference value between the cathode 

and anode equilibrium potentials, which is also determined as the theoretical cell voltage 

or open cell voltage (equation 2.1).  

𝑂𝐶𝑉 = 𝐸𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 2.1 

The practical cell voltage is a voltage that achieved by considering the over-

potential losses. These losses are two main types such as i) the over-potentials of the 

anode and the cathode (equation 2.2) (Mani, 2019),  

∆𝐸𝜂 = 𝛴𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 𝛴𝜂𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 2.2 

ii) The ohmic voltage losses of the system (equation 2.3) (Höflinger, Hofmann, & 

Geringer, 2019).  

∆𝐸Ω = 𝐼𝛴𝑅Ω 2.3 

Moreover, the real cell voltage is the value of the OCV subtracted of the over-

potentials and ohmic losses (equation 2.4) (Toghyani, Afshari, & Baniasadi, 2019). 

∆𝐸 = 𝑂𝐶𝑉 − ∆𝛴𝜂 − ∆𝐸Ω 2.4 

where, 𝑂𝐶𝑉 is open circuit potential (V), 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 is anode potential (V), ∆𝐸 is real 

cell voltage (V), 𝐸𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒  is cathode potential (V), 𝜂𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 is anode overpotential (V), 

𝜂𝑐𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑒 is cathode overpotential (V), , ∆𝐸𝜂 is overpotential difference between anode 

and cathode (V), ∆𝐸𝜂 is ohmic voltage losses. The total over-potential (TOP) of an 

electrode can be classified into two types, i.e. i) the activation, ii) concentration over-

potentials. If there is no discrimination necessary, the total over-potential losses can be 

calculated as the difference between the electrode potential under consideration (𝐸) and 

the equilibrium potential (𝐸𝑒) in equation 2.5 (Chmielowiec, 2019). 

𝜂𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒 = 𝐸 − 𝐸𝑒 2.5 

where, 𝜂𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑒  is the difference between equilibrium potentials, 𝐸 is electrode 

potentials, 𝐸𝑒 is equilibrium potentials. In some cases, it is useful to analyze the over-

potentials to understand how they are influencing the MFC performance and try to 

minimize them. 
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2.10.1 Ohmic losses 

Electron flow is hindered by the resistance of the electrode material which brings 

an ohmic loss to the cell. If the conductivity is high and the contact losses, travel distance 

inside the electrode are low then higher will be the electron conduction and lower will be 

the ohmic loss (Hu, Zhang, Komini Babu, Kongkanand, & Litster, 2019). Moreover, for 

each negative charge transferred to the anode, an equivalent amount of positive charges 

requires to flow to the counter electrode. The ions experience the resistance when pass 

through the electrolyte is also a part of ohmic losses to the reactor. For the better transfer 

of ions, the conductivity, distance between the electrodes, the buffer capacity of the 

electrolyte are of utmost importance. There are many techniques available to characterize 

the ohmic losses (region B of Figure 2.17) (Pedersen, 2019). Plotting polarization curve, 

current interrupt method or electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, can determine the 

ohmic losses in the microbial fuel cell. 

2.10.2 Activation losses 

To initiate the transfer of electrons from microorganisms to the electrode or to the 

final electron acceptor, the energy barrier requires to be overcome and that causes voltage 

loss or activation overpotential (I. Chakraborty, S. Sathe, C. Khuman, & M. Ghangrekar, 

2020). Activation losses are characterized by an early sudden decrease of the cell voltage 

at the commencement of the electricity production (region A of Figure 2.17). When the 

current steadily increases, the other losses such as ohmic losses and mass transfer losses 

turn into proportionally more significant. To attain low activation losses the following 

need to be done such as (i) improving the electrode catalysis, (ii) increasing the electrode 

surface area, (iii) increasing the operating temperature and for microbial catalysis, 

enriching the biofilm on the electrode surface (Zago et al., 2020).  It is assumed that 

microbes can lower the activation loss through catalysis and also increases the metabolic 

energy by optimizing their electron transfer mechanisms (Prévoteau, Carvajal-Arroyo, 

Ganigué, & Rabaey, 2020). 
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Figure 2.17 Different types of losses in MFC  

Source: Mahadevan, Gunawardena, & Fernando, (2014) 

2.10.3 Mass transfer losses 

The supply of enough substrate to the biofilm on the anode surface and electron 

acceptor to the cathode surface equal to the rate of the current generation is vital to 

maintain the current generation (Xin et al., 2020). Moreover, during the fuel cell process 

waste products such as protons or oxidized intermediates accumulates in the biofilm 

which should not be allowed because this might alter the redox conditions and hinder the 

metabolic activity of the biofilm (H. Chen, Dong, & Minteer, 2020). Inadequate mass 

transfer of substrate or electron acceptors to the anode or cathode leads to mass transfer 

or concentration losses (Srivastava, Abbassi, Yadav, Garaniya, & Jahromi, 2020). 

Usually, mass transfer losses are characterized by a sharp decrease in the voltage in the 

polarization curve near to the maximum current densities (Figure 2.17). Besides that, poor 

transfer protons from anode to cathode may cause a pH gradient which can seriously 

influence the MFC performance (Do et al., 2020). 

2.11 Electron transfer and biofilm formation in MFC  

Since electrodes are solid entities that cannot penetrate the bacterial cells, a major 

requirement is that electrons are to be transferred from the inside of the microbial cell 
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membrane to its outside either via the physical transfer of reduced compounds, or via 

electron hopping across the membrane using membrane-bound redox enzymes (T. H. T. 

Nguyen, Lee, Kim, Nam, & Kim, 2020). For an efficient electron transfer the linking 

species must fulfil the following requirements (D. Wang et al., 2020): 

 (i) It must be able to physically contact the electrode surface. 

(ii) It must be electrochemically active, i.e., it must possess a low oxidation 

overpotential at given electrode surfaces. 

(iii) The standard potential of the linking species should be as close to the redox 

potential of the primary substrate as possible, or must at least be significantly negative to 

that of the oxidant (usually oxygen). 

2.11.1 Direct electron transfer (DET) 

The direct electron transfer requires that the microorganisms possess membrane-

bound electron transport protein relays that transfer electrons from the inside of the 

bacterial cell to its outside, terminating in an outer membrane (OM) redox protein that 

allows the electron transfer to an external, solid electron acceptor (a metal oxide or an 

MFC anode) (Alvarado, Behrens, & Josenhans, 2020). C-type cytochromes especially 

evolved with sediment inhabiting metal reducing microorganisms such as, Geobacter, 

Rhodoferax, and Shewanella that, in their natural environment, often have to rely on solid 

terminal electron acceptors like iron (III) oxides (Na Zhao, Ma, Song, Xie, & Wang, 

2019). In the case of these organisms, the MFC anode can conveniently resume the role 

of the solid electron acceptor. As mentioned, the DET via outer membrane cytochromes 

requires the physical contact (adherence) of the bacterial cell and of the cytochrome to 

the fuel cell anode, with the consequence that only bacteria in the first monolayer at the 

anode surface are electrochemically active (Aiyer, 2020a). Besides, recently it has been 

demonstrated that, e.g., some Geobacter and the Shewanella strains can evolve 

electronically conducting molecular pili (nanowires) that allow the microorganism to 

reach and utilize more distant solid electron acceptors (Michelson, Alcalde, Sanford, 

Valocchi, & Werth, 2019), These pili also allow the organisms to use an electrode that is 

not in direct cell contact as its sole electron acceptor which is shown in Figure 2.18. The 

pili are connected to the membrane-bound cytochromes, via which the electron transfer 
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to the outside of the cell is accomplished. The formation of such nanowires may allow 

the development of thicker electroactive biofilms and thus higher anode performances 

(Logan, Rossi, & Saikaly, 2019). It is reported in the literature that ten-fold increases in 

fuel cell performance upon the nano-wire formation of Geobacter sulfurreducens. The 

DET from living bacteria to an electrode has been clearly identified and the redox 

potential of the involved species has been undertaken (Aiyer, 2020a). Thus, at the open 

circuit, however, the redox potential of a metabolizing anaerobic bacterial culture will 

shift considerably towards negative potentials due to the strong shift of the concentration 

term of the Nernst equation towards the reduced species (Aiyer, 2020a).    

 

Figure 2.18 Direct electron transfer  

Source: S. Qin et al., (2019) 

Thus, the open circuit potential may not be equal to the formal potential of the 

cytochrome based electron transfer. The potential values provided in Table 2.5.  

Table 2.5  Different microbes el 

Bacterial strain E′/Va 

Shewanella putrefaciens IR-1 0.01 

Shewanella putrefaciens MR-1 -0.02 

Shewanella putrefaciens SR-1 -0.01 

Aeromonas hydrophila PA 3 0 

Clostridium sp. EG 3 0 

Source: Chung, Gwak, Moon, Rho, & Ryu, (2020) 

The redox potential of the different bacterial species is virtually identical, with a 

mean value of 0 V and the shape of the cyclic voltammograms is very similar for all 
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species. The redox activity to the electron mediation via outer membrane cytochromes, 

which are believed to be responsible for the DET (Krishna et al., 2019). The assumption 

is supported by the measurement of washed and freshly re-suspended bacterial cells, 

which should exclude the presence of bacterial mediators. Since the DET via bacterial 

nanowires (Figure 2.18 B) is reported to proceed via the membrane-bound cytochromes 

it will, for the following considerations, be assumed that the same standard redox 

potentials apply for the cytochrome and nanowire-based electron transfer (Lovley & 

Walker, 2019).  

2.11.2 Mediated electron transfer 

MET mechanisms represents an effective means to wire the microbial metabolism 

to a fuel cell anode which is shown in Figure 2.19. 

 

Figure 2.19 Mediated electron transfer process 

Source: Choi & Sang, (2016) 

Although, DET is the choice for an efficient current generation in MFCs mediated 

electron transfer (MET)  is also important in MFC in terms of current and power densities, 

MET via exogenous (artificial) redox mediators (Samer, 2015). A large number of 

compounds, the majority based on phenazines, phenothiazines, phenoxazines, and 
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quinones were investigated for their suitability and behavior as MFC mediators (D. Liu 

et al., 2020), (Table 2.6). An interesting spin-off of these studies was the research into so-

called gastrobots (or ecobots), i.e., MFC powered robotics systems.  

Table 2.6 Selection of exogenous redox mediators used for microbial fuel cell  

Redox mediator Redox potential Eϕ/V 

Neutral Red, 

Safranine, 

Phenazine ethosulfate 

-0.32, 

-0.29, 

0.06 

New Methylene Blue 

Toluidine Blue O 

Thionine 

Phenothiazinone 

-0.02, 

 0.03, 

 0.06, 

0.13 

Resorufin, 

Gallocyanine 

-0.05, 

 0.02 

2-Hydroxy-1,4-naphthoquinone 

Anthraquinone-2,6-disulfonate 

-0.14 

-0.18 

Source: Wu, Sun, Chua, & Zhou, (2020) 

The greatest disadvantage of the use of exogenous redox mediators is, beside the 

usually low current densities (10–100 mA /cm2), the necessity of a regular addition of the 

exogenous compound, which is technologically unfeasible and environmentally 

questionable and leads to the general abandonment of the approach. 

2.11.3 Primary and secondary metabolism 

The characterization of the electron transfer mechanisms requires a differentiation 

of the species involved in the electron transfer by means of their origin and relevance for 

the microbial metabolism for primary and secondary metabolites, i.e., products of the 

primary and secondary metabolism, respectively (H. Chen et al., 2020). Primary 

metabolites are compounds that are essentially connected to microbial metabolism. They 

are similar in all groups of living organisms and the major products of catabolic substrate 

degradation, such as fermentation products and reduced electron acceptors (Prakasham & 

Kumar, 2019). Secondary metabolites, on the other hand, are usually not directly 

connected to the main metabolic pathways. Microorganisms, as well as, all higher 

organisms produce a great variety of these compounds. They may be specific for a certain 

organism and may serve very different purposes, such as intercellular communication, 

antibiotics, etc. (Beran, Köllner, Gershenzon, & Tholl, 2019). 
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2.11.3.1 MET via secondary mediators 

Often microorganisms grow under conditions in which neither soluble electron 

acceptors are available nor solid electron acceptors are in direct reach (for DET). For 

example, when a thick biofilm, where, e.g., oxygen diffusion into the depth of the film is 

limited and the cell is not in direct contact with a solid electron acceptor. On the other 

hand, the microorganism may either use externally available (exogenous) electron 

shuttling compounds like humic acids or metal chelates or can itself even produce low-

molecular, electron shuttling compounds via secondary metabolic pathways  such as 

pyocyanin and 2-amino-3-carboxy-1,4-naphthoquinone, ACNQ (Table 2.6) (Cheeseman 

et al., 2020). Very different microbial strategies for such mediated transfer exist, and the 

reader may be referred to as an excellent already reported by literature (Chevrette et al., 

2020). The mediator serves as a reversible terminal electron acceptor, transferring 

electrons from the bacterial cell either to a solid oxidant (the MFC anode) or into aerobic 

layers of the biofilm, where it becomes re-oxidized and is again available for subsequent 

redox processes. One molecule can thus serve for thousands of redox cycles  (Krishnaraj 

& Sani, 2019). Consequently, the production of small amounts of these compounds 

(directly in the anodic biofilm) enables the organism to dispose of electrons at sufficiently 

high rates. Especially in batch cultures, these redox mediators effectively facilitate the 

electron transfer and increase the efficiency of the current generation. The theoretical 

energy efficiency of the current generation. The identification of the extracellular electron 

shuttling compounds appears to be highly challenging, and so far, only the involvement 

of pyocyanin and phenazine-1-carboxamide, produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa in 

the electron transfer to an MFC anode has been proved (S. Rana, Singh, & bin ab Wahid, 

2019). Further, it has been reported by the literature that quinone-type redox shuttles 

support the long distance electron transfer of Shewanella species like Shewanella 

oneidensis (Conley & Gralnick, 2019) to electrodes or to solid electron acceptors like 

Fe3+ oxide involving DET via c-type cytochromes and electronically conducting 

nanowires (Michelson, Alcalde, Sanford, Valocchi, Werth, et al., 2019). Table 2.7 

provides an overview of the energy efficiency of the bacterial MET.  
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Table 2.7 Some common exo-electrogens with their electron transfer mechanism 

Microbes Power density Proteins involved in 

electron transfer 

Reference 

Shewanella 

oneidensis 

3000 mW/m2 Riboflavin, flavins, (Y. Yang, Jiang, Liu, & Si, 

2020) 

Geobacter 

metallireducens 

40 mW/m2 OmcB, OmcE and c-

Type cytochromes, 

(X. Liu, Ye, Xiao, Rensing, 

& Zhou, 2020) 

Thermincola 

ferriacetica 

12,000 mA/m2 - (Atiénzar Fernández, 2020) 

Rhodopseudomonas 

Palustris 

2720 mW/m2 Anthra quinone-2,6-

disulfonate, c-Type 

cytochromes 

(Soundararajan et al., 2019) 

Desulfovibrio 

alaskensis 

- Tetraheme 

cytochrome C3, 

transmembrane 

complexes (QrcA) 

(Semkiw, Brown, & Wall, 

2014) 

Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa 

4310 mW/m2 Phenazine-1-

carboxamide, 

Pyocyanin, 

(S. Sarkar, 2020) 

Klebsiella 

pneumonia 

199 mA/m2 2,6-di-tert-butyl-p-

benzoquinone 

(Islam et al., 2020) 

Note: Units of volume power density are presented in W/m3, units of surface power density are presented 

in mW/m2, and units of current density are mA/m2. 

It has been argued, this high efficiency may be confined to batch systems, whereas 

in open (flow) systems a steady loss of mediators may occur, leading to a decreasing value 

of n and thus to a decreasing coulombic and energetic efficiency. However, recent studies 

suggest that such losses may be low due to a confinement of the redox shuttles within the 

biofilm via electrostatic forces (Manyi Sun, Ren, Li, Lu, & Ding, 2019). The production 

of these electron shuttling compounds is, however, probably energetically expensive 

leading to additional biological losses. 

2.11.3.2 MET via primary mediators 

In contrast to the secondary metabolites, the production of reduced primary 

metabolites is closely associated with the oxidative substrate degradation (Chomel et al., 

2016). Naturally, the total amount of reduction equivalents produced matches the amount 

of oxidized metabolites (Figueroa et al., 2018). To be utilizable as a reductant for anodic 

oxidation the metabolite has to fulfil certain requirements. Its redox potential should be 

as negative as possible and it must be accessible for electrochemical oxidation under MFC 

conditions (H. Xu et al., 2020). The lists of primary mediators with redox potential is 

presented in Table 2.8. 
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Table 2.8 Selection of extracellular bacterial (endogenous) redox mediators  

Name Redox potential, E ϕ/V 

Phenazine-1-carboxamide -0.115 

Pyocyanin (phenazine) -0.03 

2-Amino-3-carboxy-1,4-naphthoquinone (ACNQ ) -0.071 

Source: Zheng et al., (2020) 

However, the utilization of anaerobic respiration for MFC operation shown in 

Figure 2.20. In principle, any terminal electron acceptor that has a redox potential 

sufficiently negative to that of the oxygen electrode, that is reversibly oxidizable, and that 

is soluble in water in its reduced and oxidized form, can be utilized to establish the anodic 

electron transfer in a MFC (Sevda et al., 2020).  

 

Figure 2.20 Anaerobic respiration of MFC  

Source: S.-W. Li, Zeng, & Sheng, (2017) 

As described in Table 2.8, the standard potential of Fe3+/Fe2+ is too positive for 

an anodic redox mediator. However, the redox potential of the Fe3+/Fe2+ couple can be 

significantly shifted towards negative values via the preferable complexation of Fe3+ with 

respect to Fe2+ (e.g., with humic acids), which may allow the use of the Fe2+/Fe3+ system 

for MFC electron mediation. With a biological standard potential of 0.22 V, the sulfate/ 

sulfide redox couple is thermodynamically the most suitable system and sulfate reduction 
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is a common respiratory path amongst anaerobic bacteria, (Bagetta, Cosentino, 

Corasaniti, & Sakurada, 2016) and especially in waste water based MFCs and benthic 

fuel cells (Kubota et al., 2019) sulfide oxidation represents an important electron transfer 

mechanism. Further, many sulfate reducers cannot completely degrade the substrate, 

which further lowers the energetic yield. Additionally, the electrochemical re-oxidation 

of sulfide to sulfate is difficult, since metallic electrodes are easily poisoned by sulfide 

due to its strong and often irreversible adsorption. Also, the electrochemical oxidation is 

usually hampered by the formation of solid sulfur, inhibiting further oxidation (Garcia-

Segura et al., 2020).  

2.11.4 Biofilm formation mechanism 

Biofilm is composed of a variety of biomolecules associated with extra polymeric 

substances (EPS) or matrices. Generally,  biofilm microorganisms are capable to adhere 

with each other or onto the surface through the secretion of EPS (Karygianni, Ren, Koo, 

& Thurnheer, 2020). The self-assembled microbial communities are capable of 

optimizing their functions and regulate various metabolic activities in favor of  the  

enclosed  microbial  clumps. A series of gene expressions are involved to regulate the 

formation, multiplication, and dispersal of the mature biofilms. The overall biofilm 

formation is shown in Figure 2.21.  

 

Figure 2.21 Biofilm formation mechanism  

Source: Fuqua, Filloux, Ghigo, & Visick, (2019) 
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2.11.4.1 Importance of biofilm formation on MFC performance 

Generally, the biofilm formation is detrimental since it causes bio-fouling on 

membrane bioreactors (MBR) as well as in other biological wastewater treatment 

systems. However, unlike other processes, in MFCs, biofilm is considered as the 

powerhouse due to the presence of high cell density through which predominant electron 

transfer occurs with minimum diffusion path (Y. Li et al., 2020). Therefore, the matured 

biofilm that inevitably formed on the anode surface during MFC operation is considered 

as a predominant source of electrons (B. Wang, Liu, Zhang, & Wang, 2020). In MFCs, it 

is imperative if electro-active biofilms are produced having the ability to transfer  

electrons to the electrode through the metabolism of microbes (Noori, Bhowmick, et al., 

2020). Biofilms are very important in wastewater treatment processes, soil and plant 

ecology (K. L. Rana, Kour, Yadav, Yadav, & Saxena, 2020). In the case of microbial fuel 

cell technology, the electrical current generated by an anodic biofilm containing EAB 

typically increases with the amount of active biomass attached to the electrode (J. Y. 

Chen, Xie, & Zhang, 2019). The mechanism of coordination among cells and intracellular 

components during electron transfer through a multilayer/thick biofilm and at the 

interface between anode and biofilm interface remains unresolved (Hou et al., 2020). 

Little has been reported on how the inefficient layer of biofilm can interrupt the charge 

transport to the electrodes, and its effect on the catalytic current generation (Ameen, 

Alshehri, & Nadhari, 2019). However, the mechanism of coordination among cells and 

cellular components during transport of electrons through a thick biofilm and at the 

anode/biofilm interface remains unresolved (Czerwińska-Główka & Krukiewicz, 2020).  

Electroactive biofilm with higher electron discharging capability is an important 

factor for enhancing the performance of MFCs (Sravan, Chatterjee, Hemalatha, & 

Mohan, 2019). Therefore, the metabolic status of cells within anode biofilms is crucial 

for understanding the functioning of MFCs and developing strategies to optimize their 

power generation (Chiranjeevi & Patil, 2020). For example, the viable biocatalyst density 

particularly the ratio of live and dead cells within the biofilm is a unique feature of MFC 

which mainly affects its power generation (Geng et al., 2020). Although research on 

MFCs has experienced significant development in recent years, still numerous studies are 

reporting unstable and deteriorated performance of MFCs during long-term operation, 

especially those fuelled with real wastes (Velvizhi et al., 2020). The polarization curve 
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related to this is shown in Figure 2.22. Munjal et al. reported that the performance of 

MFCs was varied with the changes in biofilm properties. Initially (day 1 to day 3), a very 

less number of cells were colonized on the anode surface resulting in a very low power 

generation.  However, between the 3rd day to 7th day, rapid biofilm growth occurred which 

resulted in a significant improvement in the performance (Munjal et al., 2020). Thereafter, 

a sudden and noticeable drop in the performance  of  MFC  was seen,  and  a  subsequent  

drop  in  the  polarization performance beyond two weeks of operation. In another study, 

the biofilm properties were identified as a key factor for the current generation. The higher 

current density was observed while the biofilm was completely viable (based on using 

live/dead stains) whereas dead cell accumulation on the biofilm resulted in lower current 

densities (B. Wang et al., 2020). On the other hand, Sun et al. observed minimal diffusion 

resistance for initial biofilms, where charge transfer resistance was predominant (J.-Z. 

Sun et al., 2015) (Figure 2.22). However, the diffusion resistance increased over time due 

to an increase in the thicknesses of inert biofilm whereas a minimum resistance was 

observed when the live layer predominated within the biofilm (Liao, Li, & Tjong, 2020).  

 

Figure 2.22  Polarization curves of MFCs on different days of operation  

Source: Radeef & Ismail, (2019) 
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Thus, it can be concluded that from their study, the formation of multilayer 

biofilm on the anode electrode surface over time is accounted for the higher diffusion as 

well as charge transfer resistance (Tahir et al., 2020). It has been reported that the 

metabolic status of biofilms such as conductivity, rates, and dimension of substrates and 

end products can affect the bacterial growth in thick electrogenic biofilms (Chiranjeevi 

& Patil, 2020). The anode resistance is shown in Figure 2.23.  

 

Figure 2.23 Contribution of anode internal resistance of MFCs (Rs represents the 

solution resistance, Rct represents the csharge transfer resistance and Rd represents the 

diffusion resistance  

Source: Haavisto et al., (2019) 

Therefore, the optimal biofilm thickness by removing cell clogging is exigent to 

vitalize the biofilm for allowing efficient electron transport as well as substrate access 

(Chiranjeevi & Patil, 2020). Recent studies reported that only a few microorganisms are 

capable of long-distance electron transfer through the biofilms (Chiranjeevi & Patil, 2020; 

J. Liu et al., 2020). Long-range extracellular electron transfer (EET) can be occur through 

the thick biofilm at distances of 10 or even 100 μ distant from the surface of the electrode 

. As of now, two competing models have been reported for long-distance EET, such as 

metallic-like conductivity (MLC) and electron hopping (EHM) through the electrically 

conductive biofilms (Z. Yang & Yang, 2020). According to the EHM, the electrons are 

relayed through the biofilm by electron tunneling using mediators positioned in the exo-
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polymer matrix and also on the nanowire. However, in MFC, electron transport occurs 

by delocalized electrons in the network of nanowire  inside the biofilm (Raychaudhuri & 

Behera, 2020b). However, evidence in the literature suggests that some biofilms, 

especially Shewanella oneidensis produce the requisite components for both mechanisms 

(D. Sarkar, Poddar, Verma, Biswas, & Sarkar, 2020). Microorganisms even with electron-

conducting pili could not be able to achieve high performance while operating with real 

wastewater which might be due to the inability of those microorganisms to utilize 

complex substrates (Nozhevnikova et al., 2020). Islam et al. reported the time-course 

formation of biofilm in the POME driven MFCs (Islam et al., 2016). It was shown that 

the efficient biofilm could be formed in 7-14 days of operation and thereafter the power 

generation was dropped due to the accumulation of dead cells in the biofilm. The efficient 

biofilm formation was evidenced by lower charge transfer and mass transfer resistances 

compared to those after 16 days of operation (Islam, Karim, et al., 2019). In order to 

produce constant power in the MFC few techniques were proposed where the intermittent 

biofilm removal by ultrasound or flow-induced shear stress methods demonstrated very 

promising results (Islam et al., 2016).  

  

2.11.5 Electrochemical methods 

2.11.5.1 Cyclic voltammetry 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a standard tool in electrochemistry and has regularly 

been exploited to study and to characterize the electron transfer interactions between 

microorganisms or microbial biofilms and microbial fuel cell anodes (Caizán-Juanarena 

et al., 2020). CV experiments are generally performed in the absence of a substrate (non-

turnover conditions) in order to observe the redox compounds confined inside the biofilm 

(Ruiz et al., 2020) (Figure 2.24). In theory, each redox compound that is 

electrochemically accessible to the electrode is oxidised and then reduced during the 

backward and forward scans, which results in one pair of oxidation and reduction current 

peaks (Figure 2.24). Cyclic voltammetry performed when the substrate is present in 

solution, so-called ‘‘catalytic’’ CV, generates typical sigmoidal shape voltammograms 

showing a potential-independent maximum current at high potentials (Figure 2.24a-b). 

The limiting catalytic current is not necessarily controlled by the diffusion of the 

substrate. The impact of the various possible limiting factors, acetate diffusion to the cells, 
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proton extraction from the biofilm, electron transport inside the biofilm, and metabolic 

rate, has been analysed in-depth with a G. sulfurreducens bioanode by associating a 

rotating disk electrode with the numerical interpretation of the data (B. Wang et al., 2020). 

The most common objective of a catalytic CV is to assess the performance of bioanodes 

at a steady-state. This is the reason why low scan rates are used, most often around 1 

mV/s. Occasionally, slower scan rates can be found (Trifonov, 2020). A transient CV in 

catalytic conditions has been rarely exploited so far, although it should be a powerful tool 

for fundamental investigations. For instance, a high potential scan rate (100 V/s ) used 

with a Shewanella bioanode in catalytic conditions has allowed the contribution of the 

outer-membrane cytochromes to be clearly evidenced (Jung, Lee, Park, & Kwon, 2020). 

 

Figure 2.24 a) Turn-over and b) Non-turn over cyclic voltammetry  

Source: Modestra & Mohan, (2019) 

The different types of CV are shown in Figure 2.25. From Figure 2.25, it can be 

seen that different types of CV observed using different substrates and microbes which 

present different types of redox peaks at different positions. The presence of a redox peak 

in MFC demonstrated that different microbes was not able to secret electron shuttling 

mediators. Usually, yeast cell produces very small power attributed to its cytochrome 

based electron transfer and it is relatively less effective than the naturally produced 

electron shuttle or pili. The redox potential of different microbes at the different position 

can be due to different types of mediator secreted by the microbes (S. Zhang et al., 2020). 

The difference between the two peak potentials of the CV gives an idea of the effects of 
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the diffusion rates of the analytes. Also, the reversible, irreversible, and quasireversible 

nature of the system can be found using the ratio of the anodic and the cathodic peak 

currents (J. Liu et al., 2020). If the said ratio is equal to 1, it means both the anodic and 

the cathodic peak currents are the same, and it tells about the reversible nature of the 

system. If the said ratio is not equal to 1, then it tells about the quasireversible nature of 

the system, whereas the system can be said to be irreversible when its oxidized or reduced 

product is not reversible. The current peaks are basically obtained, since the CV is taken 

in a situation in which the solution is kept unstirred; otherwise the peak current may be 

replaced by the limiting current (X. Liu et al., 2020). 

 

Figure 2.25 Different types of cyclic voltammetry  

Source: Khater, El-Khatib, & Hassan, 2018; Khirul, Wang, & Lim, 2020; Ma et al., 2018; 

J.-Z. Sun et al., (2015) 

2.11.5.2 EIS 

EIS measurement is a fairly simple procedure that is conducted using instruments 

such as potentiostats that have EIS functions. An MFC can be connected to a potentiostat 

in either a three-electrode mode or a two-electrode mode, depending on the purpose of 

the measurement (N. Khan et al., 2020). The three-electrode mode is used to analyze an 
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individual electrode. The anode or cathode is used as the working electrode, while the 

other electrode functions as a counter electrode (Logan et al., 2018). The third lead is 

attached to a reference10 mV amplitude) is applied during the measurement to stimulate 

the current response from the MFC without affecting its performance. The Nyquist plot 

and frequency vs. Z and phase angle are presented in Figure 2.26. Figure 2.26 shows a 

complex plane plot for the anode of the MFC (the cathode impedance can be measured 

and explained in a similar way as the anode) (Yousefi, Mohebbi-Kalhori, & Samimi, 

2019). It expresses the impedance with a real part (plotted on the X-axis) and an 

imaginary part (plotted on the Y-axis that is negative) as a semicircle. Each point on the 

complex plane plot represents the impedance at a certain frequency. The impedance at 

the high frequency limit is the ohmic resistance Rs and the diameter of the semicircle is 

Rp which is the polarization resistance (or charge transfer resistance), which is affected 

by the kinetics of the electrode reactions. A shortcoming of the complex plane plot is that  

 

Figure 2.26 a) EIS plot, b) bode plot and c) phase angle with respect to frequency  

Source: Fu et al., (2020) 

that it does not show the values of the frequency of the applied ac signal and the 

phase angle. The Bode plot, on the other hand, shows the information of impedance, 

frequency and phase angle is shown in Figure 2.26. The low- and high-frequency data 

can be easily determined from the plot, representing Rp+Rs and Rs, respectively. The 

difference between the low- and high frequency data is Rp. A phase angle of -90° and an 

impedance slope of -1 indicate a pure capacitance, however under actual conditions both 
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resistances and capacitances are present and thus the phase angle usually has values 

between 0 and -90°. Accurate results are obtained by fitting the impedance data to an 

appropriate equivalent circuit (EC). ECs consist of common electric elements, such as 

resistors, capacitors and inductors. A simple EC used for describing the electrochemical 

properties of the MFC is shown in Figure 2.26, which has elements: Rs is ohmic 

resistance, Ra is anodic polarization resistance, Rc is cathodic polarization resistance and 

C is capacitance. The sum of Ra, Rc and Rs will be Rin. Ra in parallel with C represents 

the anode. A constant phase element (CPE) usually substitutes the capacitance in ECs 

because of the inhomogeneous conditions (e.g. electrode roughness, coating, and 

distribution of reaction rate). ECs can become more complicated by adding more 

elements with multiple sets of R–C (time constants), according to the complexity of the 

system (D. R. Rodrigues, Olivieri, Fragoso, & Lemos, 2019). One or two time constants 

are usually sufficient to interpret the impedance data for most cases in MFC studies. EIS 

can determine the values of Rin and the contribution of its components. In a tubular air-

cathode MFC, it was found that 51.1% of Rin was the ohmic resistance, while the charge 

transfer resistance contributed 22.6% and the rest was due to diffusion effects (J. Liu, 

Vipulanandan, & Yang, 2019). 

2.12 Kinetic study 

Microbes in the anode of MFC have the ability to oxidize organic compounds 

from wastewater and produces an electrical current out of the electrons from those organic 

compounds (Logan et al., 2019). Moreover, information about the anode-potential losses 

that occur at the biofilm created by microbes is limited, even though describing these 

losses is important for understanding the rate of the current generation. Most of the 

literature on MFC describes current density as a function of potential and correlate this 

relationship to a bio-electrochemical process (Min Sun, Zhai, Mu, & Yu, 2020). If the 

microorganisms produce electron shuttles their redox potential can be studied by CV. The 

kinetics response of electron supply to anode potential is defined by mass transport 

processes and Butler-Volmer equation (Logan et al., 2019). The equation is given in 

equation 2.6:  

𝐼 = −𝐼0 exp[𝑛𝐹(1 − 𝛼)(𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒)] /𝑅𝑇 2.6 

where, 𝐼0 is the exchange current density (A /m2), 𝛼  is the electron-transfer 

coefficient or the symmetry coefficient for the anodic or the cathodic reaction, 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 is 
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the anode potential (V), and  𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  is the standard potential (V) of the reaction 

occurring at the anode interface. 

Some microbes species, such as Shewanella and Geobacter, can transfer electrons 

through solid conductive matrices that they produce. Production of a conductive matrix 

also seems to extend to other microorganisms and metabolic interactions (Chiranjeevi & 

Patil, 2020). The solid conductive matrix creates an electrical connection between the 

anode and microbes, who take advantage of this to respire electrons to the anode. Though 

the solid conductive matrix is directly connected to the anode and acts as a conductor, it 

is considered as an extension of the anode itself (Aiyer, 2020b). Moreover, the biofilm 

containing a solid conductive matrix a “biofilm anode” (Mai, Yang, Cao, Zhang, & 

Zhuang, 2020). Since microbes using a biofilm anode are directly connected to the anode, 

their response is directly coupled to bacterial kinetics. Bacterial kinetics are modelled by 

the Monod relationship which captures simply the complexity of reversible and 

irreversible reactions that compose bacterial metabolism (J. Zhao et al., 2020). The most 

widely used model is the Monod model (equation 2.7) (P. Xu, 2020), in which a single 

substrate limits the growth of the bacteria. The Nernst-Monod model also accounts for 

the effects of the potential difference in microbial growth (equation 2.8).  

𝑟 = 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 × (
𝑆

𝐾𝑠 + 𝑆
) 

2.7 

 

  

𝑟 = 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ×
𝐶

𝐾𝑠 + 𝑆 (
1

1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [
−𝑛𝐹
𝑅𝑇 ]

)

 
2.8 

Here, 𝑟 is the substrate utilization rate of the substrate (g/L/d), 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 maximum 

substrate utilization rate (g/L/d), 𝑆 is the substrate concentration (g/L), 𝐾𝑠 is the half-

saturation coefficient constant (g/L), 𝜂 is the anodic overpotential (V), 𝐹 is the Faraday 

constant (96485 J/K./mol, 𝑅 is the gas constant (8.314 J/K/mol) and 𝑇 is the temperature 

(298 K). Different types of simulated graphs using Nernst-Monod model is presented in 

Figure 2.27. Figure 2.27 presents reaction rate, concentration, pH, overpotential with 

respect to time. So, from Figure 2.27, it can be seen that at different current density the 

reaction rate, concentration and overpotential. This types of operational parameters better 

fitted using Butler-Volmer and Nernst-Monod model. On the other hand, Lee, et al  

adopted the Monod model to estimate the kinetic parameters for the growth of S. 
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putrefaciens bacteria in leachate-fed reactors (T. Liu, 2020). The 𝐾𝑠 value of bacteria in 

the leachate-fed MFC reactor was 214 mg/L, with a growth yield coefficient of around 

0.65. Peng, et al considered the substrate inhibition and adopted four different models to 

estimate the kinetic parameters of substrate degradation on the relationship between 

substrate concentration and the substrate degradation rate, power density, and output 

voltage in an anodic denitrification  MFC (AD-MFC) (Peng, Cao, Xie, Duan, & Zhao, 

2020). 

 

Figure 2.27 Different types of operational parameters experimental and simulated 

using Butler-Volmer and Nernst-Monod model  

Source: R. Patel, Deb, Dey, & Balas, (2020b) 

The Nernst-Monod model was found to be the best model to fit the substrate 

degradation in the AD-MFC. The critical inhibitory concentration of COD was found to 

be approximately 20 g/L. Liu, et al also adopted the Monod model to fit the performance 

of the acetate/butyrate-fed MFCs. The graph using Nernst-Monod model is given in 

Figure 2.28. From Figure 2.28, it can be seen that the model fitting showed the maximum 

power densities were 661 mW/m2 for an acetate-fed MFC and 349 mW/m2 for a butyrate-

fed MFC; the Ks value was around 141 mg/L and 93 mg/L for the acetate-fed and 
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butyrate-fed MFC; respectively (Do et al., 2020).  For PCW-fed MFCs, studies on the 

kinetics of petrochemical wastewater degradation and electricity generation are still 

needed. The kinetics parameters will be informative to optimize MFC design and 

performance. 

 

Figure 2.28 Power density using Nernst-Monod Model  

Source: J. Zhao et al., (2020) 

2.12.1 Kinetic model  

Different types of equations were used for kinetic study using PCW with different 

concentrations which are discussed details in section 0. The kinetic model equation was 

fitted using polymath software 6.1.  

2.12.1.1 Mass balance 

The primary microbial population 𝑋𝑝  consumes the substrate (S) and, in this 

process, the oxidized form of the intracellular mediator (𝑀𝑜𝑥) is also converted into its 

reduced form (𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑑). This reduced intracellular mediator transfers the electron to the 

anode and also releases a proton as it regains its oxidized form. A conceptual schematic 

of this process is described in Figure 2.29. Meanwhile, the secondary microbial 

population 𝑋𝑠 also consumes the substrate but does not release any free electrons which 

can be intercepted by the intracellular mediators. Considering a fed-batch operation, the 
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rate of change of substrate and biomass concentrations can be expressed as follows 

(Gadkari, Shemfe, & Sadhukhan, 2019): 

𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑞𝑝𝑋𝑝 − 𝑞𝑠𝑋𝑠 

2.9 

 

 

 
𝑑𝑋𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜇𝑝𝑋𝑝 − 𝐾𝑑𝑝𝑋𝑝 

 2.10 

    
 

𝑑𝑋𝑠

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜇𝑠𝑋𝑠 − 𝐾𝑑𝑠𝑋𝑠 

2.11 

where, 𝑆 represents the substrate concentration (g/L), 𝑋 is the microbial 

concentration (g /L),  𝑞𝑝 is the substrate consumption rate (d-1), 𝜇 is the microbial growth 

rate (d-1) and 𝐾𝑑 is the microbial decay rate (d-1). The subscripts ‘p’ and‘s’ represent the 

primary and secondary microbial populations respectively. The intracellular mediator 

exists in either oxidized (𝑀𝑜𝑥) or reduced form (𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑑), however the total mediator 

 

Figure 2.29 Conceptual schematic showing substrate (S) degradation by a primary 

bacterial cell (Xp) and electron transfer to the anode via reduced (Mred) and oxidized 

(Mox) intracellular mediators. 

Source: Gadkari, Shemfe, & Sadhukhan, (2019) 

concentration 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  remains constant, and can thus be expressed as (Pinto, 

Srinivasan, Manuel, & Tartakovsky, 2010):   
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𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑀𝑜𝑥 + 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑑 2.12 

The transfer of electrons from intracellular mediator to anode and then further to 

cathode, results in current generation. The rate of change of the oxidized mediator 

concentration is described as follows: 

𝑑𝑀𝑜𝑥

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑀𝑞𝑝 +

𝛾

𝑉𝑥𝑝
(

𝐼𝑀𝐹𝐶

𝑚𝐹
) 

2.13 

where, 𝑌 is the dimensionless mediator yield, 𝐼𝑀𝐹𝐶 is the MFC current (A), 𝑚 is 

the number of electrons transferred per mol of mediator, 𝐹 is the Faraday constant (A s 

/mol), 𝑉 is the working volume of the anode chamber, and 𝛾 is the molar mass of the 

mediator (g/mol). The substrate consumption rate by the primary microbial population 

and the corresponding microbial growth rate are dependent on both the oxidized mediator 

concentration and the substrate concentration, and are thus described using the 

multiplicative Monod kinetics. On the other hand, the substrate consumption rate by the 

secondary bacteria and the corresponding microbial growth rate are only limited by the 

substrate concentration, and are represented using standard Monod kinetics. The substrate 

consumption and growth rates are described as follows (Pinto, Srinivasan, Escapa, & 

Tartakovsky, 2011): 

𝑞𝑝 = 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝 (
𝑆

𝐾𝑠𝑝 + 𝑆
) (

𝑀𝑜𝑥

𝐾𝑀 + 𝑀𝑜𝑥
) 

2.14 

 

 

µ𝑝 = µ𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝 (
𝑆

𝐾𝑠𝑝 + 𝑆
) (

𝑀𝑜𝑥

𝐾𝑀 + 𝑀𝑜𝑥
) 

2.15 

 

 

𝑞𝑠 = 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝 (
𝑆

𝐾𝑠𝑠 + 𝑆
) 

2.16 

 

 

µ𝑠 = µ𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑠 (
𝑆

𝐾𝑠𝑠 + 𝑆
) 

2.17 

where,  𝐾𝑠 and 𝐾𝑀 are the Monod half saturation coefficients for the substrate and 

mediator respectively (g/L), 𝑞𝑚𝑎𝑥 and µ𝑚𝑎𝑥  represent the maximum substrate 

consumption rate and maximum growth rate respectively (d-1). 

2.12.1.2 Ohm’s law and voltage losses 

The standard electrode potentials determine the maximum theoretical voltage that 

can be generated from the MFC. However there are activation, concentration and ohmic 
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voltage losses in the system. Accounting for these over-potential losses and the internal 

& external resistance, the current generated in the MFC can be expressed using Ohm's 

Law as follows (X.-C. Zhang & Halme, 1995): 

𝐼𝑀𝐹𝐶 =
𝐸𝑂𝐶𝑉 − 𝜂𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐

𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑡 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡
 

2.18 

where, 𝐸𝑂𝐶𝑉 is the open circuit voltage (V), 𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑡 and 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡  are the external and 

internal resistance in the electrochemical cell, 𝜂𝑎𝑐𝑡 and 𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 represent the activation and 

concentration over-potentials (V). A constant supply of intracellular electron transfer 

mediators is assumed, which undergo transformation between reduced and oxidized 

forms as they transfer electrons to the anode. Thus the major limiting factor influencing 

the voltage losses at the anode is the substrate concentration. The concentration over-

potential at the anode can therefore be expressed as a function of initial substrate 

concentration ( 𝑆𝑖𝑛 ) and the dynamic substrate concentration ( 𝑆 ), as follows (De 

Schamphelaire, Rabaey, Boeckx, Boon, & Verstraete, 2008): 

𝜂𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑚𝐹
𝑙𝑛 (

𝑆𝑖𝑛

𝑆
) 

2.19 

Microbes in the anode of MFC have the ability to oxidize organic compounds 

from wastewater and produces an electrical current out of the electrons from those organic 

compounds. Moreover, information about the anode-potential losses that occur at the 

biofilm created by microbes is limited, even though describing these losses is important 

for understanding the rate of current generation (Anawar & Strezov, 2019). Most of the 

literatures on MFC describe current density as a function of potential and correlate this 

relationship to a bio-electrochemical process. If the microorganisms produce electron 

shuttles their redox potential can be studied by CV (Anawar & Strezov, 2019). The 

kinetics response of electron supply to anode potential is defined by mass transport 

processes and Butler-Volmer equation. The equation is given in below (Garcia, Laurens, 

& Panin, 2019): 

𝐼 = −𝐼0exp [𝑛𝐹(1 − 𝛼)(𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 − 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒)]/𝑅𝑇 2.20 

where, 𝐼0 is the exchange current density (A/m2), 𝛼  is the electron-transfer 

coefficient or the symmetry coefficient for the anodic or the cathodic reaction, 𝐸𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 is 

the anode potential (V), and  𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  is the standard potential (V) of the reaction 
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occurring at the anode interface. Activation over-potential represents losses due to the 

slow electrochemical kinetics, and can be expressed by the following equation (Gadkari, 

Shemfe, & Sadhukhan, 2019): 

𝜂𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
𝑅𝑇

𝛽𝑚𝐹
𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (

𝐼𝑀𝐹𝐶

𝐴𝑛𝑖0
) 

2.21 

where, 𝑇 is the system temperature (K), 𝑅 is the universal gas constant (J/mol/ K), 

𝛽 is the charge transfer coefficient, 𝐴𝑛 is surface area of anode (m2), and 𝑖0  is the 

exchange current density (A/m2). It has been shown that increase in organic substrate 

concentration increases the ionic strength of the anolyte, which helps in improving the 

open circuit voltage and reducing the internal resistance of the cell (Y. Feng, Wang, 

Logan, & Lee, 2008; Oliveira, Simões, Melo, & Pinto, 2013; Velvizhi & Mohan, 2012). 

These correlations can be used to further improve the model efficacy by incorporating 

dynamic expressions for open circuit voltage and internal resistance as a function of 

substrate concentration: 

𝐸𝑂𝐶𝑉 = 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛)𝑒
−1

𝑘𝑟1𝑠 
2.22 

 

𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛)𝑒
−1

𝑘𝑟2𝑠 
2.23 

where, 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 represent the lowest and the highest observed open circuit 

voltage in the system, 𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 represent the lowest and the highest observed 

internal resistance in the system. 𝑘𝑟1 and 𝑘𝑟2 are constants [g/L] which determine the 

slope of the curve. Similar expressions have been previously derived by Pinto et al. (Pinto 

et al., 2010), considering open circuit voltage and internal resistance to be a function of 

anodophilic microorganisms. 

MFC performance is typically assessed based on the maximum voltage that can 

be generated and the substrate or COD removal efficiency. In addition to these two, 

Coulombic efficiency (𝜀𝐸) is another important performance indicator and determines the 

electron recovery of the system. It represents the ratio of the total number of electrons 

recovered at the anode and the maximum number of electrons that could have been 

recovered if all the consumed substrate contributed to current generation. In the present 

analysis, the MFC is assumed to be operating in fed-batch mode and thus 
E  can be 

expressed as (Gadkari, Shemfe, & Sadhukhan, 2019) 
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𝜀𝐸 =
𝑀

0 ∫ 𝐼𝑀𝐹𝐶𝑑𝑡
𝑡

0

𝐹𝑏𝑉∆𝑆
 

2.24 

where, 𝑀0 is the molecular weight of oxygen, 𝑏 is number of electrons exchanged 

per mole of oxygen and ∆𝑆 is the change in substrate (COD) concentration over time t. 

2.13 Summary 

Biological treatment of petrochemical wastewater has widely been investigated. 

For biological treatment, the role of fermentative bacteria is well defined where maximum 

degradation of the organics are required. In contrast to biological treatment, the microbial 

fuel cell can simultaneously treat the wastewater along with the electricity generation 

where the presence of electrogenic microbes is crucial. Electrogenic microbes are kind of 

microorganism which can not only to degrade the organics but also simultaneously 

produce the electricity. The widely known electrogens such as Psedudomonas aeruginosa 

(PA), Bacillus cereus (BC), Klbesiella variicola, Geobacter spp. are capable of producing 

high power using simple substrates such as glucose, acetate etc. (Islam et al., 2018; 

Sarmin et al., 2019). Most of the electrogens capable of direct electron transfer to the 

electrode via electron conducting pili demonstrated poor survivability in the complex 

wastewater. On the other hand, PA, BC were found in the biofilms of the MFCs operated 

with anaerobic sludge as biocatalyst. These microbes were reported to transfer electrons 

via direct (cytochrome-based) or indirect (metabolite based) mechanisms. The interaction 

of the microbes present in the mixed culture inoculum with specific substrates from 

complex wastewater can produce synergistic or antagonistic effects. The microbes 

possessing synergistic capability in terms of substrates-inoculum interaction are essential 

in MFC where different types of substrates and microbes play the important role. Hence, 

the substrates containing in real wastewater also play a vital role where certain microbes 

grow very fast and some microbes grow very slowly. Thus, the interaction of the microbes 

with different organic substrates present in complex wastewater could be the key point 

for high power generation in MFC. Additionally, to enhance the power generation, it is 

crucial to include electrogens in the inoculum possessing synergy. There are few studies 

shown this kind of mutualistic interactions using POME, however study on PCW (or with 

the constituents of the PCW) is very rare. Additionally, acclimatization of the inoculum 

in the complex substrate is proven to be an effective strategy to increase the efficiency of 

the biological reactors as well as the MFCs. More specifically, for MFCs the presence of 
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methanogenic bacteria is detrimental which suppresses the current generation in the 

MFCs and the problem can be alleviated through acclimatization in MFC.  There was no 

systematic study that could explore the way of acclimatization of the anaerobic sludge to 

produce effective inoculum for MFC fed with PCW where the power generation along 

with high wastewater treatment efficiency is required.   

Biofilm on the anode is considered as the power house of the MFCs. Biofilm is a 

complex network of microbes which can be adhered through the extracellular matrix on 

the electrode surface. Most of the literature described the mechanism of electron transfer 

through biofilm. Hence some studies reported the time-course formation of efficient 

biofilm where the live cells outnumbered the dead cells. However with time the 

accumulation of the dead cells in the vicinity of the surface of the electrodes can severely 

deteriorate the performance of MFC (Islam et al., 2016). The biofilm functions as the 

facilitator as well as a barrier for the electron shuttles to contact with the electrode surface 

due to mass transfer effects. In this case, the role of indirect and direct electron transfer 

is very important to be determined to enhance the power generation of the MFCs. The 

study on the electron transfer mechanism in the MFCs are mainly focussed with single 

substrate-microbe systems. There are very few studies explored the electron transfer 

mechanism in the complex wastewater fed MFCs (Islam et al., 2020; Islam, Karim, et al., 

2017). In few studies it was shown that the periodic removal of the biofilms could enhance 

the MFC power generation significantly through indirect electron transfer mechanisms 

(Koók et al., 2019; Zou, Qiao, Zhong, & Li, 2017). It was demonstrated that the lowering 

of the charge transfer and mass transfer resistances were crucial in the augmentation in 

MFC power generation. In that context, the electron transfer mechanism along with the 

charge transfer kinetics in PCW fed MFC needs to be investigated.    
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

The overview of the chapter is presented in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1 Overview of research methodology 

The Biolog GEN III method was used for microbial identification and the 

information about construction and operation of MFCs, measurement, COD removal 

efficiency, coulombic efficiency, sampling and inoculum preparation have been provided 

in this chapter. Besides that, the biofilm characterization by field emission scanning 

electron microscope, cell viability count and electrochemical methods (CV and EIS) are 

provided. The metabolite analysis by UV-Vis method in the co-culture system is also 
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included. Moreover, the kinetic study was done by poly-math  in order to optimize the 

operational parameters (i.e pH, initial COD, inoculum composition and time cycle) for 

maximizing the performance of co-culture inoculated MFCs has been provided in this 

chapter.  

3.2 Materials  

3.2.1 List of chemicals 

The chemicals and materials used for this study were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich scientific chemicals (Table 3.1). The raw PCW was collected from the local 

acrylic acid plant and the anaerobic sludge was collected from the Panching Palm oil mill 

effluent (FELDA), Kuantan, Pahang, Malaysia and stored in refrigerator at 4 ℃. The 

distilled water and deionized water were obtained from the Bioprocess laboratory of 

University Malaysia Pahang (UMP). 

Table 3.1 Chemicals and materials 

Chemicals and materials Source 

Ethanol Sigma-Aldrich 

Ag/AgCl electrode Sigma-Aldrich 

HEPES buffer (pH 6.8) Sigma-Aldrich 

MgCl2 Sigma-Aldrich 

NH4Cl Sigma-Aldrich 

Urea Sigma-Aldrich 

K2HPO4 Sigma-Aldrich 

KH2PO4 Sigma-Aldrich 

KMnO4 Sigma-Aldrich 

CaCl2 Sigma-Aldrich 

KCl Sigma-Aldrich 

Glutraldehyde Sigma-Aldrich 
 

3.3 Inoculum screening and time-course biofilm analysis 

3.3.1 Sampling of PCW 

Petrochemical wastewater (PCW) was obtained from a local acrylic acid plant. 

The samples were collected before the effluent discharge into the mixing pond at about 

80-90 ℃. The wastewater sample was filtered by Whatman no.1 filter paper for the 

removal of suspended particles and stored at 4 ℃ in order to prevent self-deteriorations. 

The palm oil mill effluent anaerobic sludge (POME AS) was collected from bottom 
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sampling port of the running anaerobic digester of palm oil mill while the municipal 

wastewater (MWW) sludge was collected from drainage discharge point of Kuantan city, 

Malaysia (Latitude DMS: 3⸰48'45.36"N. Longitude DMS: 103⸰22'19.21"E) and 

immediately stored at 4 ℃.  

3.3.2 pH measurement 

The wastewater pH was measured throughout most of the experiment. The 

measurement was made using a standard pH meter on the soluble wastewater anolyte 

samples before preservation. 

3.3.3 COD measurement 

COD measurement was done in this study followed by Islam et al. (Islam, Ethiraj, 

et al., 2017). At first, preserved samples were diluted with deionized water. Following 

dilution, triplicate 2.5 mL volumes of each wastewater sample were added to 10 mL COD 

digestion vials. A set of COD calibration standards using synthetic and real PCW were 

prepared at 0, 25, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 mg COD/L, and 2.5 mL of 

each standard was added to 10 mL COD digestion vials. If the previous COD digestion 

had used the exact same batch of reagents, only a 0 and a 1000 COD calibration standards 

were prepared to confirm the previous calibration curve. If confirmed, the previous 

calibration curve was re-used. The mixtures were added with 3.5 mL of the sulphuric 

reagent and 1.5 mL of the chromatic reagent were added to each digestion vial. Once the 

COD reagents were added, the vials were capped, shaken and placed in a block heater to 

be digested for 3 hours at 150℃. Following digestion, the vials were allowed to cool 

before being cleaned with ethanol and tissues. Optical density measurements at a 

wavelength of 600 nm were recorded for each sample and standard using a 

spectrophotometer (DR-2800 Portable Data logging Spectrophotometer, Germany) 

followed by Islam et al. (Islam, Ethiraj, et al., 2017). The COD values were obtained by 

reading the calibration curve. Subsequently, the solution with raw PCW was put into the 

spectrophotometer to read the amount of COD present in raw PCW. Similarly, the 

amounts of COD present in other diluted samples were measured. 
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3.3.4 Sources and acclimatization of inoculums 

The POME anaerobic sludge (AS) used as inoculum in MFCs. The sludges were 

filtered using Whatman no. 1 filter paper and the filtrate was removed. The 

acclimatization of AS was carried out by operating an MFC fed with 35 mL of PCW and 

5 mL of AS as inoculums, where the initial COD of PCW was maintained at 50000 mg/ 

L. The MFC was operated for 10 days. After 10 days of operation, 5 mL of anolyte was 

collected from the upper layer of liquid and centrifuged at 6500 rpm for 6 min for the 

collection of   cell pellets/biomass. The pellets were washed using AA free medium (0.1 

g NaHCO3, 0.1 g NaH2PO4, 0.05 g KCl, 0.25 g NH4Cl, 0.5 mL of the mineral mixture 

and 0.5 mL of the vitamin mixture) (Saien & Nejati, 2007), and re-suspended into sterile 

water. The final inoculum was prepared by mandating an optical density (OD) of 0.3. The 

predominated microbes in that acclimatized inoculum were identified by using BIOLOG 

GEN III analysis.  

3.3.5 Microbes analysis method by BIOLOG GEN III 

Once the pure cultures screened through the spread plate technique, the genus and 

species of microbes were determined using the BIOLOG GEN III test (Biolog Inc., United 

States). In the BIOLOG GEN III test, the carbon consumption tests were carried out with 

the obtained microbes under the anaaerobic conditions. The Biolog micro-plate consists 

of 96 wells for source utilization assay while 23 wells for chemical sensitivity 

determination assays. Tetrazolium redox dye was used to colorimetrically indicate the 

resistivity or sensitivity to the chemicals. The isolated microbial colonies were pre-

cultivated on Tryptic soy agar (TSA) plates and thereafter incubated for 24 h at 33℃. The 

colonies consisting 3 mm diameter were picked up using cotton tipped inoculator swab 

from the agar. Thereafter, the  agar  plates comprising pure cultures immediately released 

the bacteria into the inoculating fluid (IF) and stirred with the cotton swab to obtain a 

uniform cell suspension and then all wells filled with 100 µl of cell suspension and 

incubated at 33 ℃ for 36 h.  Finally, colourless wells were observed while inoculated due 

to the utilization of carbon sources, causing the reduction of the tetrazolium redox dye. 

The micro-plates were read using BIOLOG’s microbial identification system software 

after the incubation and based on match, species level identification of the isolate was 

made. The predominated microorganisms were found as Pseudomans aeruginosa and 

Bacillus cereus. To investigate the performance of PA and BC, the pure cultures were 
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collected from the FTKKP laboratory. The phylogenetic tree of the microbes are 

presented Appendix A2.  

3.4 MFC Fabrications and operations 

The DC-MFC setup was assembled as shown in Figure 3.2. In brief, the 

experiments proceed with cubic chambers made of plexi-glass (Sunny Scientific, 

Shangai, China) with an external dimension of   8.3 cm × 8.3 cm × 8.3 cm. 

 

Figure 3.2 Dual chamber MFC 

The working volume for anode and cathode was 40 mL. Polyacrylonitrile coated 

carbon felt (3 cm × 2 cm) was used as the electrode material for all experiments. The 

electrodes were pre-treated with HCl solution (1 mol/L) and successively washed with DI 

water. The two chambers were separated by Nafion117 membrane (Dupont Co., 

Wilmington, DE) which was pre-treated with H2SO4 solution (1 mol/L) at 80 ℃ for 2 h 

followed by washing with de-ionized water at the same temperature for 1.5 h and stored 

in deionized water at room temperature before using. Finally, the electrodes were 

connected with titanium wires and both chambers were tightly held together with screws 

in order to prevent leakage. The anode chamber was filled with 35 mL substrate (50% 

PCW) in accordance to the following compositions: NaHCO3 (8 mg), NH4Cl (4 mg), 

CaCl2 (0.52 mg), MnCl2.4H2O (0.044 mg), CoCl2.2H2O (0.02 mg), and CO (NH2)2 (20 
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mg) and Na3PO4 (20 mg). The anolyte was inoculated with 5 mL of the acclimatized 

culture and the anode chamber was purged with N2 for 15 min. Thereafter, the anode 

chamber was sealed properly for the maintenance of the anaerobic conditions. The 

KMnO4 solution (0.1 mol/L) was used as the catholyte for all DC-MFC experiments.  

The different MFCs were operated for different days regarding on experimental 

purposes (MFC1 run to collect the predominated microbes for the whole experiment, 

MFC2-MFC27 were run for16 days due to MFC performance, MFC28-MFC29 were run for 

metabolite identification) are presented in Table 3.2 at 1 kΩ of external resistance. 

Table 3.2 Different MFCs operational day 

Name Substrates Inoculum Operational day 

MFC1 PCW (45000 mg/L) AS 10 

MFC2 AA (0.5 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC3 AA (1 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC4 AA (2 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC5 AA (3 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC6 AA (5 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC7 ACA (0.5 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC8 ACA(1 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC9 ACA (2 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC10 ACA (3 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC11 ACA (5 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC12 DMP (0.5 wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC13 DMP (1wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC14 DMP (2wt%) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC15 AA:ACA:DMP Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC16 AA:ACA:DMP Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC17 AA:ACA:DMP Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC18 AA (2 wt%) Bacillus cereus 16 

MFC19 ACA Bacillus cereus 16 

MFC20 DMP Bacillus cereus 16 

MFC21 AA Pseudomonas aeruginosa 16 

MFC22 ACA Pseudomonas aeruginosa 16 

MFC23 DMP Pseudomonas aeruginosa 16 

MFC24 PCW (5000 mg/L) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC25 PCW (10000 mg/L) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC26 PCW (26000 mg/L) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC27 PCW (45000 mg/L) Acclimatized AS 16 

MFC28 PCW (75000 mg/L) Acclimatized AS 10 

MFC29 PCW(100000 mg/L) Acclimatized AS 10 
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Apart from this, again glass cell MFCs were run for doing the CV and EIS from 

supernatant got from above mentioned MFCs in Table 3.2. For this after MFC operation 

the samples were collected from anode electrode and the samples filtered and taken in 

glass cell which is shown in Figure 3.3. The glass cell MFC consists of two electrodes. 

One is anode and another one cathode. 

 

Figure 3.3       MFC glass setup for metabolite analysis 

The supernatant was taken in anode electrode (40 mL) and another one is cathode 

which was filled with catholyte (40 mL 0.1M KMnO4). The working and reference 

electrodes were connected with the anode electrode and the counter electrode was 

connected with the cathode electrode. Thereafter, it was connected to the power supply 

and connected with the potentiostat and the required CV and EIS were then taken.  

3.4.1 Electrode preparation 

PACF (Poly acrylonitrile carbon felt) was used as anode and cathode electrodes 

in all the experiments. Equal size of PACF (3 cm × 2 cm) was used as an electrode in the 

compartment of dual chamber MFC. PACF (Shangai sunny scientific, China) was washed 

with DI water to remove impurities sticking onto them. After that, PACF was drenched 

in 70% ethanol solution for about 10 minutes then poured away the ethanol and kept the 

PACF on aluminum foil in the oven for 15 minutes to dry. Finally, after drying PACF 
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was connected with copper wire. The electrodes were cleaned with 1.0 M NaOH followed 

by 1.0 M HCl after each experiment and stored in distilled water before use. 

3.4.2 Membrane treatment 

The Nafion 117 Membrane (Dupont Co. USA) was used as a proton exchange 

membrane (PEM) and to separate the anode and cathode compartment of the double 

chamber MFC. The Nafion membrane was cut in the dimension of about 6.5 cm × 6 cm 

and soaked in a beaker containing 250 mL de-ionized (DI) water. Then, 8 mL of HCl was 

pipetted and added into the DI water to form an acidic solution for the acid treatment of 

the membrane to remove any organic impurities (Islam et al., 2020). The membrane in 

the acidic solution was heated at 100 ℃  for an hour and cooled down to room 

temperature. After that, the solution was kept overnight then poured away the solution 

leaving only the membrane inside the beaker and subsequently membrane was washed 

several times with DI water before use. 

3.4.3 Measurement and analysis 

Polarization measurements were performed at regular intervals (15 min) to 

estimate the power production of MFC at various external resistances ranging from 50 to 

20,000 Ω using an external resistor. The voltage data were taken using a digital 

multimeter with a built-in data logger (Fluke 289 true RMS industrial logging digital 

multimeter, USA) after it reached the stable value for obtaining the polarization curves.  

Power density normalized by volume (𝑃 , W/m3) was calculated using the following 

equation (equation 3.1) (Sarmin et al., 2019): 

𝑃 =
𝑈𝐼

𝑣
 

3.1 

where, 𝑣 is the volume of the MFC (m3), 𝑈 is the voltage of the cell (V) and  𝑃 is 

the power density (W/m3), and 𝐼 is the current (A). 

3.4.4 COD removal efficiency 

COD is used as a measure of the oxygen requirement of a sample that is 

susceptible to oxidation by the strong chemical oxidants. It is always used to measure the 

number of organic compounds in water. Most applications of COD are to determine the 
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number of organic pollutants found in water or wastewater. Indirectly, COD has become 

a useful measure of water quality. The basis for the COD test is to fully oxidize all organic 

compounds to carbon dioxide with a strong oxidizing agent under acidic conditions. The 

amount of oxygen required to oxidize an organic compound to carbon dioxide, ammonia, 

and water is given by the equation 3.2. The COD was determined using a digestive 

solution (0- 1500 mg/L range; Hach, USA) and measured using a COD reactor (HACH 

DRB 200, USA). The COD removal efficiency ( 𝜂 ) was calculated using equation 

(equation 3.2) (Sarmin et al., 2020): 

𝜂 =
𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑖 − 𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑡

𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑖
× 100% 

3.2 

where, 𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑖  is the initial COD (mg/L) of the anode chamber and  𝐶𝑂𝐷𝑡 is the 

COD of the anode chamber at any time. 

3.4.5 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis 

Biofilm formation on the anode electrode was visualized using SEM (JEOL 

JSM7800F microscope, 5 kV) at various time intervals of the MFC experiments. The 

small sections of the anodes were cut off from the anode compartment and rinsed using 

sterile water. Subsequently, it was soaked in a beaker containing the anaerobic solution 

of glutaraldehyde (3%). The samples were then washed twice with 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer and dehydrated successively at various ethanol concentrations for about 10 

minutes.  After that, the samples were dried and coated with platinum to a thickness of 

10 nm. Finally, the specimens were observed by SEM. 

3.4.6 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) analysis 

The schematic diagram of the EIS measurement system has been presented in 

Figure 3.4. EIS is a well-known non-destructive electrochemical technique for analyzing 

bio-electrochemical reactions on electrodes, internal resistances, biofilm development 

and studying the mass transfer resistance due to the diffusion limitations of the reactants 

(N. Khan et al., 2020). EIS was employed to measure the MFC anode internal resistances, 

and the measurement was conducted using a potentiostat (PARSTAT 2273, USA) at the 

open circuit potential in a frequency of 100 kHz to 50 mHz with the anode as the working 

electrode, the cathode as the counter electrode, and saturated Ag/AgCl (1.0 M KCl) 

electrode as the reference electrode. 
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Figure 3.4 EIS measurement setup 

3.4.7 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) analysis 

CV was used to examine the catalytic behaviour of the MFCs. The CV analysis 

aids in characterizing the electron transfer interactions between the biofilm (biocatalyst) 

and the anode electrode of the MFC. Moreover, it helps to reveal the precise role of redox 

mediators, cytochromes and pili in the electrochemical reactions (Mancilio et al., 2020). 

The CV was performed using an electrochemical system, PARSTAT 2273, USA. A three 

electrode system was applied to collect the CV data where anode and cathode were used 

as working and counter electrodes respectively. The Silver/Silver chloride (1.0 M KCl) 

electrode was disinfected using 70% ethanol (Sigma) and used as a reference electrode. 

Moreover, the reference electrode was placed closer to the anode surface during the CV 

operation. The CV was performed at a scan rate of 30 mV/s in the potential range of +1.0 

to -1.0 V sand before each measurement; nitrogen gas was purged for about 15 min. 

3.4.8 Cell growth analysis (OD) 

To observe the growth profile, the sample was prepared using wastewater and 

microbes. The fixed amount of wastewater with microbes was prepared and kept in an 
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incubator shaker at 37 ℃.  After a fixed time later, the optical density of the sample was 

measured using UV 2600, Shimadzu spectrophotometer at 600 nm. 

3.4.9 Liquid sample analysis by high liquid performance spectroscopy (HPLC) 

The High-performance liquid chromatography (Agilent 1200 series, USA) with 

an organic acid column (Aminex HPX-87H, bio-rad, USA), operated with 6 mM H2SO4. 

HPLC was used to identify and quantify compounds from the substrates. Before starting 

the analysis, the samples were taken with additional H2SO4 (5 M H2SO4, 100 μL/mL of 

the reaction mixture). The temperature of the process was controlled 60 ℃ for 35 min and 

the flow rate was 0.5 μL/min (G. D. Saratale et al., 2019). To measure the initial and final 

concentration of AA, ACA, and DMP in synthetic wastewater, HPLC was done. For this, 

3 MFCs were ran using 2 wt% of AA, ACA and 0.5 wt% of DMP as substrates with 

acclimatized AS for 16 days. The sample was collected from each MFC set-up before 

treatment, on day 5, 8, 11 and 16 respectively. Thereafter, the supernatant was filtered to 

avoid contamination and did the HPLC. The HPLC data of AA, ACA and DMP and the 

calibration curve are presented in A3. Finally, the relative concentration of these 3 

substrates was calculated using initial and final concentration from the area and correlated 

with COD with time which is present in Figure 4.11a-c. 

3.4.10 Ultraviolet-Visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) 

UV visible was used to analyse the microbial growth and metabolite analysis by 

using UV 2600, Shimadzu spectrophotometer. The capacity for keeping the sample area 

was smaller than 2 cm. All measurements were conducted at room temperature using a 1-

cm path length cuvette. Prior to recording the spectrum of each sample the spectrometer 

was zeroed to account for any stray light. To avoid the effect of in homogeneities in the 

suspending medium, the background spectrum was taken using the respective suspending 

media from the batch utilized in the preparation of the original sample (Sarmin et al., 

2019)(sterilized deionized water). For metabolite analysis. It was run at the range of 200-

800 nm. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the performance of the MFC generating energy from 

synthetic and real petrochemical wastewater using targeted acclimatized microorganisms. 

Besides, the mechanism of electron transfer from the systems and charge transfer kinetics 

of microbes are also discussed. The biofilm characterized by several techniques such as 

SEM, CV, and EIS analysis is also presented. In addition, the electron transfer kinetics 

also discussed using polymath software. 

4.2 Treatment of synthetic wastewater by MFC 

4.2.1 Effect of substrates 

MFCs were run for 16 days under the load of 1 kΩ external resistance. The voltage 

data was recorded on a daily basis using AA (0.5-5 wt %), ACA (0.5-5 wt %), DMP (0.5-

2 wt %) and their mixed performance (AA: ACA: DMP = 2:2:0.5 wt %) respectively with 

using targeted acclimatized AS and then the results presented in Figure 4.1a-d. From 

Figure 4.1a-d, it was observed that all substrates showed a similar trend in voltage 

generation although their initial value was different. As can be seen from Figure 4.1a-d, 

the voltage generation increased until the 11th day of operation indicating the presence of 

a higher concentration of microbes in the cell. Thereafter, it started declining and then it 

reached a minimum value after 16 days of operation which can be due to the multiple 

biofilm formation constituting a large percentage of dead cell (Islam, Ethiraj, et al., 2017). 

In the case of AA, starting with 0.5-2 wt%, the maximum voltage generation (0.027 V) 

was obtained using 2 wt% (0.029 V). However, for the higher concentration of AA (3-5 

wt %), initially, the voltage generation was higher and then goes down. Also, a similar 

trend was found with the ACA, at 2 wt%, it also shows the maximum voltage (0.033 V) 

and for 3-5 wt%, initially, the voltage was higher and then goes down. At 3-5 wt%, the 

deactivation of both AA and ACA can be due to the fact that at higher concentration  
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Figure 4.1 Voltage vs time using a) AA (0.5-5 wt%), b) ACA (0.5-5 wt%), c) DMP 

(0.5-2 wt%) and d) 3 substrates (2:2:0.5 wt%)  

microbes cannot survive (Sarmin et al., 2019). Besides, the constant open circuit 

voltage (OCV) was achieved earlier with lower outputs, due to limitation in consuming 

carbon content in the substrate at a higher concentration by a microorganism resulted in 

substrates inhibition effect with lower performance (Bajpai, 2019). On the other hand, 

better performance for AA and ACA at lower concentration which might be due to the 

fact that all carbon sources available in the substrate solution at low concentrations which 

degraded fast in a shorter time resulted in better voltage and power generation (Barhoumi 

et al., 2017). However, with the DMP, 0.5 wt% shows the highest performance (0.026 V) 

whereas, with the increase of initial concentration (1 and 2 wt %), the voltage generation 

drops. The use of a lower concentration  of  DMP was proved by the literature (Cong, 

Liu, Wang, & Chai, 2020). The successful degradation of DMP using anaerobic reactor 

was showed by Liang et al. where they reported more than 99% of DMP (1500 mg/L) and 

93% of chemical oxygen demand (COD) were effectively removed in a UASB reactor at 

an 8-h hydraulic retention time. In their study, they also showed that at higher 

concentrations, DMP showed cell deactivation which can be due to the longer ester chains 

and this chain hinders the hydrolytic enzymes from binding to the phthalates and thereby 

inhibits their hydrolysis  (Liang, Zhang, Fang, & He, 2008). While comprising among 3 
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single substrates, although ACA, shows similar trend like AA, its overall voltage 

generation (0.030 V using 2 wt%) was higher than the AA (0.027, 2 wt%)  and DMP 

(0.026 V, 0.5 wt%). The result is also consistent in terms of microbial growth and the 

maximum power density, where the acetic acid-fed-MFC showed the highest microbial 

growth and power density (1.1 and 0.058 W/m3 using 2 wt%) followed by acrylic acid 

(0.9 and 0.048 W/m3 using 2 wt%) and dimethyl phthalate (0.5 and 0.025 W/m3 using 0.5 

wt%) from Figure 4.2a-b.  

 

Figure 4.2 a) Microbial growth and b) power density using AA (2 wt%), ACA (2 

wt%), DMP (0.5 wt%) and AA : ACA : DMP (2 : 2 : 0.5 wt%) at day 11 

It can be due to the simplicity behaviour of ACA than AA and DMP. The result 

is consistent with previous results where acetate produces more electricity generation than 

other substrates, because of relatively simpler degradation pathways that could have less 

energy loss resulted in power production (power output) (Garba, Sa’adu, & Dambatta, 

2017). Liu et al. also reported that the power generated with acetate (506 mW/m2, 800 

mg/L) was up to 66% higher than that produced with butyrate (305 mW/m2,1000 mg/L) 

(Nael Yasri, Edward PL Roberts, & Sundaram Gunasekaran, 2019).  

Although AA and DMP showed lower performance than ACA, but when these 

three substrates were mixed (AA: ACA: DMP= 2: 2: 0.5 wt%) as synthetic wastewater, 

the voltage, microbial growth and power generation after 11 days of operation were found 

as 0.038 V, 1.5 and 0.078 W/m3 respectively which was significantly higher than single 

substrates from Figure 4.1d and Figure 4.2a-b. The results suggest the inoculum-
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substrates based synergy while using mixed substrates with acclimatized AS (H.-T. Song 

et al., 2016). Initially, all cells started with a similar optical density of 0.3 from Figure 

4.2a  and then actually when the three substrates mixed with acclimatized AS, their 

survivability in terms of microbial growth was higher that might be responsible for the 

higher voltage and power generation. In mixed substrates with a mixed culture, the 

versatility or specificity of the bacteria for substrate utilization happened fast because of 

the availability of microbes and substrates (Kitzinger et al., 2019). In other words, it can 

be said that, the existence of unique versatile electrogenic microbes in acclimatized 

sludge that can degrade various substrates depending on its growth condition in that 

environment (R. G. Saratale et al., 2017).The result is consistent with the literature where 

the electricity generation using mixed substrates, such as acetate, glucose, cysteine, 

ethanol, and wastewaters with mixed culture showed better performance (Islam, Ethiraj, 

et al., 2017; Schneider et al., 2020).  

4.2.2 Effect of inoculum 

The effect of pure culture inoculums were evaluated for maximum power 

generation using different substrates, such as AA, ACA, DMP and synthetic wastewater 

and the performance was compared with the acclimatized anaerobic sludge as inoculum. 

The performance of MFCs was evaluated after 11 days of operations and presented in 

Figure 4.3a-d. From Figure 4.3a-d, it can be seen that in case of AA, PA showed better 

performance (0.24 W/m3) than BC (0.22 W/m3). However, when the acclimatized sludge 

was used, then the power generation was significantly higher (0.35 W/m3). Similar 

performance was observed for the ACA and DMP driven MFC where the performance in 

the acclimatized AS was used the maximum power generation was 0.56 W/m3 and 0.27 

W/m3 respectively. In contrast, when 3 substrates were used, it showed the same trend. 

However, the maximum power generation of 0.78 W/m3 was obtained using acclimatized 

AS which might be due to the mutualistic interaction or synergistic interaction between 

the microbes and  it permitted degradation ability in wide variety of substrates with 

concurrent power generation (Tyagi, Liu, Poh, & Ng, 2019). The mutualistic interaction 

in the co-culture comprising Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA) and Klebsiella. vericola 

(KV) using  POME  substrate was shown by Islam et al. (Islam et al., 2018). It was shown 

that the microbes produced different fermentative products while simultaneously 

produced specific electron shuttle compounds responsible for enhanced power generation 
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(Islam et al., 2018). In another study, Islam et al. reported that Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa and Enterobactor aerogene as co-culture showed a electron shuttle based 

synergy by different metabolic pathways in the glucose environment (Islam et al., 2020).   

 

Figure 4.3 Polarization and power density curve using a) AA (2 wt%), b) ACA (2 

wt%), c) DMP (0.5 wt%),  and d) 3 substrates (AA:AC:DMP=2:2:0.5 wt%) with 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PA), Bacillus cereus (BC), and acclimatized AS at day 11. 

The power generation data is also consistent with the microbial growth data. The 

microbial growth in the bulk was analyzed after 11 days of operation and the data is 

presented in Figure 4.4a-d. From Figure 4.4a-d, it can be seen that the bulk microbe 

density for the acclimatized AS driven MFCs was significantly higher compared to the 

PA and BC driven MFCs indicating that most of the microbes were activated at this  
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Figure 4.4 Microbial growth data using a) AA, b) ACA, c) DMP and d) 3 substrates 

at day 11 

condition resulted in higher electron transfer efficiency with higher power 

generation (Basile & Ghasemzadeh, 2020). In contrast, while the comparison between 

PA and BC, PA showed better performance (0.25, 0.32, 0.2 and 0.5 W/m3 using AA, 

ACA, DMP and 3 substrates) than the BC (0.2, 0.25, 0.15 and 0.41 W/m3 using AA, 

ACA, DMP and 3 substrates) from Figure 4.3a-d. It indicated that as PA producing 

endogenous electron shuttle that directly involved in electron transfer from cells to the 

anode easily resulted in bioelectricity improvement in PA-inoculated MFC with higher 

power generation (Y. Cao et al., 2019a). On the other hand, single culture microorganism 

showed the poor performance also showed by several studies (Q. An, Cheng, Wang, & 

Zhu, 2020; Licandro et al., 2020). Actually, the performance of wastewater fed MFCs 

severely depends on the substrate utilization capability and the electrogenic properties of 

microbes (F. Zhao, Heidrich, Curtis, & Dolfing, 2020). In MFCs, it is well known that 

PA  is a model organism for mediated electron transfer and it can produce four different 

types of electrochemically active pyocyanin which contains higher electron transfer 

efficiency compare to other mediators (Y. Cao et al., 2019c).  
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On the other hand, BC also can produce the metabolite. So, the presence of both 

known electrogenic properties of PA and BC in acclimatized AS enhanced the power 

generation (Mani, 2019). Some studies showed a drastic increase in power generation 

using defined acclimatized AS and co-culture in pure/simple substrate fed MFCs (V. 

Kumar, 2015; Xia et al., 2019) where they showed the better performance was obtained 

due to the presence of PA and BC. Haq and his co-workers observed that the syntrophic 

co-culture of Bacillus subtilis and Klebsiella pneumonia showed better decolorization 

efficiency (80%) and reduction of pollution parameters (COD 73% and BOD 62%) than 

the mono cultures (Haq & Raj, 2020). In another study, Patel and his co-workers reported 

that two co-cultures composed of BC, Enterobacter cloacae, and Klebsiella sp. resulted 

in H2 yield up to 3.0 mol/L of glucose (El-Mokadem, El-Leboudy, & Amer, 2020). Apart 

from that, several studies have reported that the synergism between G+ and G- within the 

MFC environment (Islam et al., 2020; Soukup et al., 2016). For example, the role of a 

phenazine electron shuttle has been verified in an earlier MFC study where it was 

observed to increase the current generation in co-cultures of Brevibacillus sp. and 

Enterococcus sp. with Pseudomonas sp. (X.-Q. Lin et al., 2019). These studies 

determined that the G+ were able to use electron shuttles (mediators) produced by 

Pseudomonas sp. the combination of both bacteria being the more successful one. 

Moreover, Read et al. reported that the power output of co-cultures Gram positive 

Enterococcus faecium and Gram-negative PA, increased by 30-70% relative to the single 

cultures (Hanchi et al., 2018). Islam et al. also reported that the addition of BC in the AS 

substantially enhanced the electrochemical activity of mixed cultures (Islam, Ethiraj, et 

al., 2017). The results of their study suggest that the incorporation of microorganisms 

possessing electrogenic and anti-methanogenic properties in acclimatized AS promotes 

the formation of electroactive biofilm and maximizes the power generation of MFC by 

suppressing the methanogenesis. So, in the present study due to the presence of double 

electrogen microbes such as PA and BC in acclimatized AS are responsible for the highest 

power density than pure cultures. Therefore, it can be concluded that the understanding 

of interactions between the microbes is exigent to get deeper insight into their 

performance in real wastewater fed MFCs.  
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4.2.3 Time course biofilm formation of synthetic wastewater using SEM  

A biofilm is defined any group of microorganisms in which cells stick to each 

other’s or onto a surface and these adherent cells become embedded within a slimy 

extracellular matrix that is composed of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) 

(Mahamuni-Badiger et al., 2020). The biofilm formation capability of microbes (BC and 

PA) using different substrates at day 11 was visualized by SEM analysis as shown in 

Figure 4.5a-h. 

 

Figure 4.5 SEM of PA and BC using same wt% a) AA (2 wt%) with PA, b) ACA (2 

wt%) with PA, c) DMP (2 wt%) with PA, d) 3substrates (AA:ACA:DMP = 2:2:0.5 

wt%) with PA, e) AA with BC, f) ACA with BC, g) DMP with BC and h) 3 Substrates 

with BC at day 11  

On the other hand, the biofilm formation using acclimatized AS with different 

substrates are given in Figure 4.6a-d. From Figure 4.5a-d and Figure 4.6a-d, it can be seen 

that more effective biofilm formation was observed using acclimatized AS than single 

microbes (Figure 4.5a-h). On the other hand, effective biofilm means the dense as well as 

compact biofilm consisting of a higher number of active cells on the electrode surface 

(Elbourne et al., 2020). On the other hand, substrates can keep role on biofilm formation 

and there is an interconnection between substrates and biofilm (Fei et al., 2020). 

Generally, biological colonization is a complex dynamic, depending on both substrates 

and environmental factors. Usually, the influence of the latter is stronger, but when light, 

relative humidity and temperature do not represent limiting factors, physicochemical 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microorganism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_(biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extracellular_matrix
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characteristics of substrates become crucial drivers of the assembly of microbial 

communities (De Natale et al., 2020). Moreover, species composition may also vary in 

biofilm growing very close to each other, and, apparently, in the same chemical and 

physical conditions, suggesting the involvement of species interactions and stochasticity 

in the community assembly process (Caruso, 2020). Thus, colonization can strongly 

depend on the organism that establishes the first firm relationship with the substrate, 

conditioning the subsequent steps of the biofilm consolidation. Community-level 

interactions are unique to each structured community of microorganisms, and strongly 

intertwined with the architecture of the biofilm (De Corato, 2020). At a fundamental level, 

spatial interactions among microorganisms forming biofilms on monuments can often 

explain important attributes of biofilms and are well documented (Gallego-Cartagena et 

al., 2020). Actinobacteria and filamentous Cyanobacteria, for example, often grow in a 

close association, sometimes establishing a direct cell-to-cell contact and some other 

times sharing a matrix of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) (Caruso, 2020).  

 

Figure 4.6 SEM using a) AA (2 wt%), b) ACA (2 wt%), c) DMP (2 wt%) and d) 3 

Substrates (AA:ACA:DMP=2:2:0.5 wt%) with AAS at day 11 

Such matrix represents at the same time the adhesion agent used by organisms to 

remain anchored to the substrate and the common ground that connects them. It also has 
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a potential role in modulating chemical signals at the base of microorganisms' interactions 

(Cullen et al., 2020). In case of mixed substrates with mixed culture, due to above 

mentioned factors effective biofilm formed (K. Dai, Zhang, Zeng, & Zhang, 2020).  The 

result is also consistent with the power generation and microbial growth where mixed 

substrates showed better power generation and higher microbial growth (Figure 4.3a-b 

Figure 4.4a-d).  

The CV data were recorded The CV data were recorded after inoculation 11th day 

of operation using PA, BC and acclimatized AS using different substrates is presented in 

Figure 4.7a-c. 

 

Figure 4.7 Cyclic voltammetry of a) AA (2 wt%), b) ACA (2 wt%), c) DMP (0.5 

wt%) and d) 3 Substrates (AA:ACA:DMP=2:2:0.5 wt%) using PA, BC and 

acclimatized AS at day 11. 

Besides, the CV was performed to characterize the electron transfer mechanism 

between the biofilm (biocatalyst) and the anode of the MFC using different microbes. The 

characteristics of CV rely on various factors, such as the chemical and biological species 
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present, the rate of the electron transfer reactions and the rates of diffusion of electroactive 

species (Modestra, Reddy, Krishna, Min, & Mohan, 2020). Moreover, it helps to elucidate 

the explicit role of redox mediators in the electrochemical reactions (Siu, Fu, & Lin, 

2020). From Figure 4.7a-c, it can be seen that after 11th day of operation, redox peaks 

were observed at 0.47 V and 0.22 V, and 0.24, -0.34 V for BC and PA and acclimatized 

AS with different substrates respectively. The redox and oxidative current using different 

substrates with PA, BC and acclimatized AS is presented in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Oxidative and reductive peaks with oxidative and oxidative current using 

PA, BC and acclimatized AS with different substrates 

Inoculum Substrates Eox (V) Ered (V) Iox (A) Ired (A) 

 

BC 

Day 11, 

20   mV/s 

AA 0.47 0.22 0.0035 -0.0011 

ACA 0.47 0.22 0.003 -0.0032 

DMP 0.47 0.22 0.0057 -0.0075 

3 Substrates 0.47 0.22 0.0039 -0.0045 

Inoculum Microbes Eox (V) Ered (V) Iox (A) Ired (A) 

 

PA (20 mV/s), 

Day 11 

AA 0.24 -0.390 0.0034 -0.0039 

ACA 0.24 -0.39 0.0037 -0.0037 

DMP 0.24 -0.39 0.0021 -0.002 

3 Substrates 0.24 -0.39 0.0078 -0.0078 

Inoculum 

(Acclimatized 

AS) 

Microbes Eox (V) Ered (V) Iox (A) Ired (A) 

 

PA 

AA 0.24 -0.47 0.0024 -0.0033 

ACA 0.24 -0.39 0.0043 -0.0057 

DMP 0.006 -0.39 0.0023 -0.003 

 3 substrates 0.24 -0.56 0.009 -0.011 

 

BC 

AA 0.4 0.233 0.0018 -0.0037 

ACA 0.35 0.006 0.0033 -0.0063 

DMP 0.8 0.5 0.0041 -0.0083 

 3 substrates 0. 30 0.006 0.009 -0.0073 

From Table 4.1, it can be seen that the acclimatized AS (PA and BC) using 3 

substrates showed higher intense redox peak (maximum current of 0.009 and 0.009 A at 

20 mV/s) compared to others also suggesting presence of higher concentration of 

electrogenic microbes (PA and BC) in acclimatized AS and higher electro-catalytic 

efficiency of electron shuttling mediators presented in acclimatized AS with 3 substrates 

driven MFC (Sarmin et al., 2020). Electron transfer from the biocatalyst to the anode can 

be distinguished between direct electron transfer (DET) and mediated electron transfer 

(MET) mechanisms which is helpful in avoiding electron losses between the biocatalyst 

and anode (Krishna et al., 2019). The documented mediator indicates electron transfer via 
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MET. Also, the additional soluble mediators present in mixed culture might also involved 

in the electron transfer in MFC. Moreover, the formation of reversible redox couples, 

revealed the presence of mediators that reversibly oxidized and reduced during CV tests 

(C. Zhang et al., 2020). Furthermore, on the basis of CV results, Zheng et al. also 

concluded that Shewanella oneidensis strains capable to secrete soluble mediators which 

help for the extracellular electron transfer between the biofilm and the anodes. Recent 

studies showed the capability of Shewanella sp. and Geobacter sp. to form filamentous 

pili as the third mechanism for extracellular electron transfer through biological 

nanowires (Zheng et al., 2020). Shewanella sp. have the capability to transfer electrons 

via DET (conductive bacterial pili) and MET (secondary metabolites) and MET 

(secondary metabolites) (Juping You et al., 2020). An electrochemically active strain can 

discharge electrons effectively into the exterior environment, while in the case of mixed 

culture, there are number of interferences resulting in the total electron losses (Velvizhi, 

2019). The electron released might undergo neutralization prior to reaching the anode.  

Electrochemical analysis enumerated higher electron transfer efficiencies with the 

acclimatized mixed culture with mixed substrates contributing for higher power output 

compared to single and mixed substrates with single cultures  (Jiang & Zeng, 2019). The 

energy stored in the cell was higher than that of MFC-operated with mixed substrates 

with acclimatized AS. Furthermore, the multiple metabolic interactions occurring within 

the mixed culture and with the acclimatized strain might have helped in maintaining the 

redox power shuttling between metabolic intermediates leading to the high potential 

maintenance for longer periods (Lazaro, Sagir, & Hallenbeck, 2020). 

4.2.4 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of synthetic wastewater 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy is employed to understand the role of 

anodic capacitance and individual component resistance in the bioelectricity generation 

of microbial fuel cells. It also provides information to analyse the electrochemical 

reactions at electrode/electrolyte interface, bacterial metabolism, surface and material 

properties of the electrodes) (L. Shen et al., 2016). The EIS experiments were conducted 

using Biological Electrochemical Workstation as shown in Figure 4.8a-c.  
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Figure 4.8 a) Nyquist plot of different substrates using PA , b) BC and c) 

Acclimatized AS at day 11 

In Figure 4.8a-c, the Nyquist plot represents a complex plane plot for the anode 

of the MFC, expressing the real (X-axis) and imaginary part impedance (Y-axis) (Sarmin 

et al., 2019). The Nyquist plot formed a semicircle at higher frequency region followed 

by a tail between the medium to lower frequency region. Typically, the high-frequency 

impedance limit indicates the ohmic resistance (Rs) and the diameter of the semicircle arc 

represents the charge transfer resistance (Rct) (Ter Heijne, Liu, Sulonen, Sleutels, & 

Fabregat-Santiago, 2018). In order to obtain the quantitative values of resistances, the 

anode impedance data was fitted by an equivalent circuit, [Rs(Rct)(WQ)] which presents 

the complex behaviour of the bio-electrochemical reactions. The components of the 

equivalent circuit Rs, Rct, Q(CPE) and W represent the ohmic resistance, charge transfer 

resistances (Rct), constant phase elements (Q) and the Warburg element, respectively 

(Mandal & Mitra, 2020). The EIS data fitting parameters of PCW with other substrates at 

day 11 are presented in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 EIS fitting parameters using different substrates at day 11 

Name Rs (Ohm) Rct (Ohm) Q 

((𝒀𝟎 

(mMho)) 

ZW 

((𝒀𝟎 

(mMho)) 

𝝉𝒃(µ𝒔) 

AA, (PA) 4.58 82 37 5.9 0.002 

ACA, (PA) 5.98 57 39.5 14.6 0.000952 

DMP, (PA) 2.31 130 7.34 2.87 0.007 

3 substrates, (PA) 8.09 47 44.9 17 0.000762 

AA, (BC) 3.06 89 38 6.89 0.010 

ACA, (BC) 3.87 88 36 6.65 0.008 

DMP, (BC) 2.92 119 8 3.06 0.002 

3 substrates, (BC) 8.78 45 41 15.5 0.0014 

AA (acclimatized AS) 6.09 59 55.5 22.5 0.0009 

ACA (acclimatized AS) 8.84 43 43.1 16.3 0.0007 

DMP (Acclimatized AS) 3.87 85 40 7.02 0.001 

3 Substrates 

(acclimatized AS) 

9.9 27 75 26.8 0.00031 

Using mixed substrates using mixed inoculum showed lower charge transfer 

resistance of 27 Ω from Table 4.2 which might be due to the presence of higher microbes, 

proper biofilm and higher concentration of naturally produced metabolites (Yousefi et al., 

2020). Besides, the constant phase element (𝜔) is calculated by the following equation 

4.1:  

𝑄 = 𝑌0(𝑗𝜔)𝑁 4.1 

where = 𝑌0 the value of the admittance, 𝜔=1 rad/s. If the value of the admittance 

increases, constant phase element also increases. From the Table 4.2, it can be seen that, 

on day 11, using 3 substrates with Acclimatized AS showed maximum admittance value 

(85.24 mMho) was achieved in comparison to other days indicating higher charge holding 

capacity and the highest concentration of the mediators. In addition to this, mass transfer 

resistance (𝑍𝑤) plays an important role in MFC which is calculated by the following 

equation 4.2. (Agostino et al., 2017). 

𝑍𝑤 =
𝜎

√𝜔
+

𝜎

𝑗√𝜔
 4.2 

where, 𝜎 is the Warburg coefficient, and  𝜔 = 1 rad/s. The Warburg coefficient 𝜎 

depends on the magnitude of impedance 𝑌0 and is calculated by following equation 4.3 

(Sarmin et al., 2019): 

𝜎 =
1

√2𝑌0

 
4.3 
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where,  𝑌0 is the magnitude of impedance.  From equation 4.3, it can be seen that 

𝑌0  is inversely proportional to the Warburg coefficient. Hence, if the value of 𝑌0 

increases, the Warburg resistance will decrease. From equivalent circuit, ([R(RQ)(WQ)]) 

fitting the values of the 𝑌0 component were obtained and presented in Table 4.2. The 𝑌0 

value sharply increased from single to mixed substrates using mixed culture 2.02 mMho 

25.1 mMho on day 11 indicating the drastic reduction in mass transfer resistance with 

higher microbial growth in the bulk leading to higher metabolite concentrations and 

biofilm formation (Sankaran et al., 2019). The result is consistent with the literature. 

Sanchez-Herrera et al. showed that the increased concentrations of mediators reduces the 

anode activation losses and facilitates the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions.  

reported that the synergism of bacteria could enhance the secretion of electron shuttling 

mediators (W. Shen et al., 2020). Moreover, in their study, the Acclimatized AS 

remarkably enhanced the mediator (pyocyanin) production and showed higher power 

generation compared to the monocultures. However, the higher Rct for the monocultures 

ascribe that less mediator concentrations (using PA and BC) in MFCs. Another important 

point was aforementioned that both bacteria (PA and BC) produced soluble electron 

shuttle mediators thus facilitated electron transfer form microbes to electrodes. Even 

though the redox mediator facilitates rapid electron transfer, the charge transfer resistance 

of MFC still remains high due to its low concentration (Tahernia et al., 2020). Hence, 

comparing the monoculture, the Acclimatized AS with 3 substrates achieved lower charge 

transfer resistance possibly due to the presence of higher mediator concentration and 

availability of organic substrates in the anode compartment of MFC indicating higher 

electro-catalytic efficiency in the MFC. The presence of higher cell density in the vicinity 

of the electrode consequently reduced the diffusion path resulting in a lower diffusion 

resistance in co-culture inoculated MFC.  

Apart from this, a shortcoming of the complex plane plot is that it does not show 

the values of the frequency of the applied ac signal and the phase angle. On the other 

hand, as a non-destructive technique, bode plot can provide charge transfer information 

of the electronic devices, in which the time constant τd is used to describe the charge 

transfer  time, i.e., the average time interval from the charge generation to collection. The 

smaller the τd, the faster the charge transfer rate is, and the higher charge collection 

efficiency as well. For bode plot measurements, τd can be determined by the equation 4.4 

(Y. Wang, Wang, Woldu, Zhang, & He, 2019). 
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𝜏𝑏 =
1

2𝜋𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥
 

4.4 

where,  𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the frequency when the imaginary part of photocurrent reaches the 

highest value. The 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 value can be determined with the corresponding Bode plot is 

presented in Figure 4.9a-c and the value of 𝜏𝑏 as listed in Table 4.2.  

 

Figure 4.9 Bode plot of different substrates using different microbes, a) PA, b) BC 

and c) acclimatized AS.   

From Figure 4.9a-c and Table 4.2, it can be seen that acclimatized AS with 3 

substrates showed the shortest electron transfer time (0.00031 μs) compared to single 

substrates and microbes indicating the electrons generated using mixed culture can be 

readily injected into the electrolyte at a much faster speed. At the same time, the arc 

accumulated more favourably in the anode and then flow to the cathode.  Moreover, 

electron transfer from anode to cathode will become low if the electron transfer rate to 

the solution is faster than the electron generation rate (Y. Wang et al., 2019). Therefore, 

such kinetic difference in the transfer of electrons and generation can have a great 

influence on the charge separation process, indicating that acclimatized AS has the 
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highest performance in charge transfer. However, the increment of biofilm thickness 

plays an opposite role in the charge generation and transfer (Zhuang et al., 2020). There 

will not be enough amount of electron transfer and charge carriers to be involved in the 

reduction reaction if the biofilm is too thin; while there will be plenty of multiple layers 

that can hinder the efficient charge transfer and separation if the multilayer biofilm forms 

(Angelaalincy et al., 2018). Hence, the acclimatized AS sample with a suitable film 

thickness shows the best MFC performance than the PA and BC due to the balance of 

charge generation and transfer (Nikhil, Chaitanya, Srikanth, Swamy, & Mohan, 2018). 

Besides, the information of frequency and phase angle presented in Figure 4.10a-c.  

 

Figure 4.10 Bode plot of different substrates using different microbes, a) PA, b) BC 

and c) acclimatized AS.  

From Figure 4.10a-c, it can be seen that both bode modulus and phase shifts from 

single to mixed substrates using single to mixed microbes. From Figure 4.10 a-c, it can 

also be seen that among all microbes, in the case of 3 substrates fed MFC with 

acclimatized AS, the bode modulus and phase shifts more than others indicating the lower 
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charge transfer and mass transfer capability of using mixed substrates with acclimatized 

AS (Sarmin et al., 2020). 

4.3 Substrate analysis by HPLC 

From Figure 4.11a-c., it can be seen that although AA and ACA fed MFCs were 

run using 2 wt%, their concentration and COD removal are not the same after 16 days of 

operation. For AA, initial COD was 21000 mg/L and after 16 days of operation (16 days 

was taken based on operational time), it was 4500 mg/L which was higher than ACA 

where COD removal was 21000 mg/L to 4000 mg/L. It is because of simple structure 

ACA than AA resulted in more COD in the system than AA. Generally, microbes choose 

the more simple substrates to degrade first than other substrates (Puentes-Téllez & Salles, 

2020). So, the simple structure of ACA degraded more than AA in the system. Among 3 

substrates, the COD removal was efficiency (82%) was higher in the case of DMP fed 

MFC where initial COD was 2500 mg/L and the final COD was 400 mg/L.   

 

Figure 4.11 Relative concentratison, COD vs time using a) Acrylic acid (AA), b) 

Acetic acid (ACA) and c) Dimethyl phthalate (DMP) 

This can be due to the using of less amount of DMP. On the other hand, from 

Figure 4.11a-c, it can also be seen that COD removal was less than substrates 
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concentration. It is common for 3 substrates. It can be due to the production of new 

organic compounds and metabolites secreted by the microbes during the reaction which 

was responsible for less COD removal. The result is consistent with the literature (Soh, 

Kunacheva, Webster, & Stuckey, 2020). From the above all results and discussion 

(section 4.1-4.3), it can be said that synthetic wastewater can be treated by using PA, BC 

and acclimatized AS. Among all substrates, acclimatized AS showed better performance 

than the individual microbes. So, the next section will be based on performance using real 

PCW with acclimatized AS. 

4.4 Treatment of industrial PCW by MFC 

4.4.1 Effect of initial concentration 

Four MFCs fed with different concentrations (initial COD of 100000, 75000, 

45000 and 26000 mg/ L) of PCW were operated for 16 days under an external resistance 

of 1 kΩ.  The graph for the current generation with respect to time is represented in Figure 

4.12a.  

 

Figure 4.12  (a) The current vs. time curves at different initial COD, and (b) Effect of 

initial COD on microbial growth in MFCs (after 7 days of operation). 

From Figure 4.12a., it can be seen that the current generation of the MFCs that 

operated within the range of 100000 and 75000 mg/L, COD was found to be very low 

which eventually decreased after 7 days of operation. However, the current generation 

exhibited an opposite trend with a further dilution of raw wastewater within the range of 

26000-45000 mg/L of COD: a steady increase in current generation until 9 days of 
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operation, thereafter, the current started to decline. The low current generation for high 

initial COD (75000 and 100000 mg/L) might be attributed to less cell growth (0.06 and 

0.01) in concentrated PCW as presented in Figure 4.12b. The cell growth was found as ~ 

4 – 5 times higher when the initial COD was in the range of 26000 – 45000 mg/L. Several 

studies have shown that MFCs fed with higher COD attained lower cell growth due to the 

presence of higher amount of cell growth inhibitors (cyanide and azide) thus resulting in 

lower power generations  (Cui, Lai, & Tang, 2019; Sevda et al., 2020). Santos et al. 

reported that when the MFC was operated with vinasses as substrate and AS as an 

inoculum, the higher CODs resulted in lower current generation (Santos et al., 2017). 

Additionally, from Figure 4.12a, it is evident that the current generation rate (calculated 

from the slope of the current generation profile) from 6 to 8 days of operation for the 

MFC run with 26000 mg/L COD (120 mA/m2/ day) was slightly higher compared to the 

MFC operated with 45000 mg/L COD (115 mA/m2/day). However, the overall current 

generation was significantly higher at all times with 45000 mg/L of COD. Therefore, 

among the different concentrations of PCW, the 45000 mg/L COD containing PCW was 

considered as optimum substrate and was thus used for subsequent experiments as it 

allowed higher current generation along with maximum cell growth. 

4.4.2 Polarization behaviour of the MFC 

To evaluate the maximum power generation from MFC, the polarization curve 

was obtained at different days of operation as presented in Figure 4.13a-b. From Figure 

4.13a-b, it can be seen that where a steady increase in power density until 11 days of 

operation was noticed. On 5th day of operation, the maximum power density of 500 ± 10 

mW/m2 with a current density of 1200 mA/m2 was achieved which significantly increased 

to 850 ± 10 mW/m2 delivering a current density of 1400 mA/m2 after 11 days of operation. 

The low power density after 5 days of operation might be due to the lower abundance of 

microbial biofilm on the anode surface (Sarmin et al., 2019). Besides the maximum power 

density was declined after 16 days of operation (680 ± 20 mW/m2 and 1200 mA/m2) 

which ascribed that the ineffective biofilm formation constituting a large percentage of 

dead cells (Islam, Ethiraj, et al., 2017; Islam et al., 2016). The trend of power generation 

is consistent with some of the recently reported wastewater fed MFC studies (Islam, 

Ehiraj, Cheng, Dubey, & Khan, 2019; Islam, Ethiraj, et al., 2017).  
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Figure 4.13  a) The polarization curve, and b) The power curves for MFC 

 

4.4.3 Time course biofilm formation of PCW using SEM 

The biofilm formation capability of acclimatized microbes using PCW (45000 

mg/L) with acclimatized AS was visualized by SEM analysis as shown in Figure 4.14a-

e.  

 

Figure 4.14 SEM images on anode electrode at a) Control, b) Day 5, c) Day 8, d) 

Day 11 and e) Day 16 using PCW (45000 mg/L) with acclimatized AS.  
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From Figure 4.14b, it can be seen that on the 5rd day of operation, similar kind of 

biofilm (presence of fewer cells on the electrode surface) was observed for all microbes  

because during the initial period, bacteria started to colonize on the electrode surface 

thereby achieved lower performance (Koók, Rózsenberszki, Nemestóthy, Bélafi-Bakó, & 

Bakonyi, 2016; Santoro, Lei, Li, & Cristiani, 2012). Initially, bacterial adherence can 

occur on either biotic or abiotic surfaces and their adherence to the surface by forces like 

electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, Vander  Waals  forces  and  other  

physiochemical parameters (Elbourne et al., 2019). Surface  proteins  play  a  vital  role  

in  the  initial attachment  of  the  microorganisms  to  a  solid  surface  under humidified 

or submerged conditions and they are also found as a floating mat on liquid surfaces 

(Girmaye, Abdeta, & Tamiru, 2018). But, thereafter, these cells adhere to each other and 

frequently embedded inside a self-produced matrix of extracellular polymeric substance 

(EPS) that can be transformed into effective biofilm (Melander & Melander, 2019)  and 

exhibited higher performance after on the 11th day of operation (Figure 4.14d). Recent 

studies reported that the  intracellular  aggregation  occurs through  the  proteolytic  

mechanism  of  cell  wall-anchored accumulation-associated  protein  by  means  of  host  

proteases (Foster, Geoghegan, Ganesh, & Höök, 2014; Ortega-Peña, Martínez-García, 

Rodríguez-Martínez, Cancino-Diaz, & Cancino-Diaz, 2020). However,  the  significance  

of  biofilm-associated  protein (Bap) and the biofilm-associated homolog protein (Bhp) 

cannot be denied as they favor the process of biofilm aggregation (Algharib, Dawood, & 

Xie, 2020). It is apparently observed that more effective biofilm on day 11 compares to 

other days. Effective biofilm meant the dense as well as compact biofilm consisting of a 

higher number of active cells on the electrode surface (Srinivasan, Nambi, & 

Senthilnathan, 2019).  However, on the 16th day, it can be observed that bacteria started 

to form localized multilayer micro-colonies on the electrode surface and consequently 

those colonies are frequently embedded within EPS leading to the formation of multilayer 

biofilm (Azeredo et al., 2017). This result is consistent with the current and power density 

data (Figure 4.12a and Figure 4.13b) where it can be seen that maximum current and 

power density were obtained at day 11 (650 mA/m2 and 850 mW/m2) compared to day 

16 (530 mA/m2 and 650 mW/m2). 
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4.5 Electron transfer mechanism in MFC 

4.5.1 Cyclic voltammetry  

The CV was performed to characterize the electron transfer mechanism between 

the biofilm (biocatalyst) and the anode of the MFC. The characteristics of CV rely on 

various factors, such as the chemical and biological species present, the rate of the 

electron transfer reactions and the rates of diffusion of electroactive species (Modestra et 

al., 2020). Moreover, it also helps to elucidate the explicit role of redox mediators in the 

electrochemical reactions (Y. Song et al., 2020). The CV was run before (control) and 

after inoculation of MFCs using PCW with acclimatized AS as presented in Figure 4.15a-

d.  

 

Figure 4.15 a) CV at 0 to 48 h (20 mV/s) b) CV at day 5, day 8 and day 11 and day 

16 (20 mV/s), c) CV at different scan rates on day 11and  d) Peak current vs. square 

root of the scan rate on day 11.  
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Figure 4.15a represents the CV from 0 to 48 h of operation, and it can be noted 

that no oxidation and reduction speak was obtained for an un-inoculated (control) cell. In 

contrast, during the initial period (6 - 48 h), a weak redox peak was noticed during the 

forward and reverse scans indicating the presence of metabolites (Islam, Ethiraj, et al., 

2017). However, the redox peak intensity was increased during 5-11 days of operation as 

shown in Figure 4.15b. Among the different days of CV operation, the sharp redox peak 

at 0.73V and 0.38V for forward and reverse scan respectively, was attained on 11th day 

of operation as presented in Figure 4.15c and Table 4.3. The sharp increase in the redox 

peak current indicates the presence of increased amount of natural mediators which 

facilitated the electron transfer from the bulk anolyte and the biofilm to the anode leading 

to a high current generation (S. Lin, Hao, Li, Xiao, & Chen, 2020).Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa (PA) and Bacillus cereus (BC) predominantly present in the inoculum could 

produce natural metabolites functioning as electron shuttle as revealed by our previous 

works (Islam et al., 2018; Marsili et al., 2008). On the other hand, on day 16 the intensity 

of the redox peaks decreased. This might have occurred due to the blockage of the biofilm 

by the presence of large number of dead cells  (Islam, Ehiraj, et al., 2019). 

Table 4.3 Redox peaks and current (A) data on different days using PCW 

Day Eox (V) 

Peak 1 

 Eox (V) 

Peak 2 

Ered 

(V) 

Peak 1 

Ered 

(V) 

Peak 2 

Iox (A) 

Peak 1 

Iox (A) 

Peak 2 

Ired (A) 

Peak 1 

Ired (A) 

Peak 2 

5 0.24  0.69 -0.32 0.40 0.002 0.005 0.0033 -0.003 

8 0.24  0.70 -0.34 0.37 0.0021 0.006 0.0057 -0.005 

11 0.006  0.73 -0.33 0.34 0.0026 0.0143 -0.003 -0.009 

16 0.24  0.71 -0.33 0.35 0.0023 0.008 -0.011 -0.006 

The CV on 11th day of operation at different scan rates is presented in Figure 4.15c 

while the oxidation and the reduction current as a function of the square root of the scan 

rate is presented in Figure 4.15d. The linear dependence for oxidation and reduction 

current on the square root of the scan rate suggests the occurrence of surface-confined 

redox process of the metabolite which is limited by diffusion (Oliveira Paiva et al., 2020).  
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4.5.1.1 Metabolite identification 

To explore the presence of metabolites, after 11 days of operation, the media was 

removed from the MFC electrode chambers using PA, BC and acclimatized AS. Then 

samples were filtered and thereafter, the filtrate supernatant was then taken to a 1 cm 

cuvette and the UV-visible spectrum was measured. Peaks were observed in the UV-

visible spectrum for media are presented in Figure 4.16a-b. From Figure 4.16a, it can be 

seen that the absorbance peaks was observed at 315 nm, 368 nm, 425 nm and 698 nm 

using acclimatized AS.  

The corresponding absorbance peaks of PA (Figure 4.16a) were found at 313 nm, 

366 nm, and 690 nm which is similar to the peak observed using pyocyanin (Figure 

4.16b). On the other hand, the absorbance peak of BC was observed at 425 nm which is 

corresponded to the absorbance peak obtained by hydroquinone (Figure 4.16b).  

The similar peak position of PA and BC with pyocyanin and hydroquinone 

indicated the presence of both pyocyanin and hydroquinone in PCW fed MFC using 

acclimatized AS as biocatalysts resulted in better performance. This might be due to the 

fact that both electron shuttle-like, hydroquinone, and pyocyanin are responsible for 

electron transfer (Bose, Dey, & Banerjee, 2020). When both electron shuttles were 

present in the system, they increased the electron transfer rate resulted in the higher 

current generation (Figure 4.12a).   

This result is consistent with the literature where they also reported the higher 

current generation due to the presence of both pyocyanin and hydroquinone as 

metabolites using mixed culture  (Farmer, Hines, Dowds, & Blumsack, 2010; Yu et al., 

2019). 

 For further analysis, CV was done using the filtrate supernatant got during 

ultraviolet spectroscopy using PA, BC and acclimatized AS along with pyocanin and 

hydroquinone. 
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Figure 4.16 UV-vis of using a) Acclimatized AS, PA and BC with PCW (45000 

mg/L), and b) UV-vis of pyocyanin and hydroquinone 

The all CVs were done using glass setup which is presented in Figure 4.17a-b. As 

shown in Figure 4.17a, it can be seen that acclimatized AS with PCW gave two reduction 

peaks at −0.55 V and ∼+0.37 V respectively. These peaks are similar to the reduction 

peaks obtained from PA and BC (Figure 4.17a). From Figure 4.17a, it is clear that the 

reduction peaks were observed from PA and BC are the pyocyanin and hydroquinone 

(Figure 4.17b) because both of the compounds gave a peak at the same position. This 

result is consistent with the literature where they reported that the reduction peak of 

pyocyanin centered at ∼−0.55 V using PA inoculated MFCs  and the reduction peak of 

hydroquinone at ∼+0.37 V using BC (Sarmin et al., 2019). According to the CV plots 

(Figure 4.17a) the MFC with naturally produced pyocyanin and hydroquinone from PA 

and BC showed much higher peak (0.010 A and 0.006 A) current than that of the control 

pyocyanin (0.0025 A) and hydroquinone (0.0022 A) from Figure 4.17b indicating the 

production of both pyocynin and hydroquinone as metabolites in acclimatized AS. On the 

other hand, among all microbes acclimatized AS showed higher current intensity (0.012 

A) compared to PA (0.010 A) and BC (0.006 A) indicating the good catalytic activity of 

acclimatized AS. 
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Figure 4.17 Cyclic voltammetry of supernatant from a) Acclimatized AS, PA and BC 

fed MFC after 11 days (PCW 45000 mg/L); (b) Cyclic voltametry of pyocyanin and 

hydroquinone (CV in glass cell)  

Apart from this, to check the charge transfer resistance of MFCs ran by using PA, 

BC, acclimatized AS, pyocyanin and hydroquinone compounds, EIS was done using the 

same filtrate supernatant used for CV. The changes in the Nyquist plot of 3 samples after 

treatment and chemical pyocyanin and hydroquinone were measured and presented in 

Figure 4.18a-b. From Figure 4.18a, it can be seen that in Nyquist plot obtained from 

acclimatized AS showed lower charge transfer resistance (15 Ω) comparing to PA (22 Ω) 

and BC (45 Ω). It is an indication of the good catalytic activity of mixed microbe’s 

presence in acclimatized AS than the single cultures. In contrast, while the comparison 

between PA and BC, PA showed lower charge transfer resistance (22 Ω) than the BC (45 

Ω). It indicated that as pyocyanin is the major endogenous electron shuttle that directly 

involved in electron transfer from cells to the anode, the enhanced pyocyanin production 

usually resulted in bioelectricity improvement in PA-inoculated MFC with lower charge 

transfer resistance BC fed MFC where hydroquinone acts as metabolite.  
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Figure 4.18 EIS of  a) Acclimatized AS, PA, BC with PCW (45000 mg/L) and b) EIS 

of pyocyanin and hydrquinone 

Apart from that from Figure 4.18b, there is no proper semicircle observed in case 

the of Nyquist plots using chemical pyocyanin and hydroquinone. Actually, Nyquist plot 

is a symbol of charge transfer resistance which is considered as one of the most important 

parameters in MFC (Goode, 2020). Without charge transfer, no electricity will generate. 

No proper semicircle formed means no charge transferred happened in case of both 

pyocyanin and hydroquinone suggesting that proper charge transferred happened when 

reaction happened in presence of catalyst and organic substrates. It is one of the proof of 

distinguish between the natural and artificial pyocyanin and hydroquinone. This result is 

consistent with the bode plot and phase angle which is presented in Figure 4.19a-d. From 

Figure 4.19a-b, it can be seen that the position of both maximum frequency and phase 

angle of acclimatized AS shifted its position (489 Hz and 45 degree for acclimatized AS, 

whereas for PA and BC, it was 363 HZ, 83 Hz, 74 degree and 60 degree) which proved 

more electron transfer efficiency with lower charge transfer resistance of acclimatized AS 

than the single substrates. It can be due to the presence of mixed microbes with multiple 

metabolites. Besides, in contrast among single microbes, PA showed lower bode modulus 

and phase angle than BC again proving the good catalytic activity of PA than the BC. 

Apart from this, Figure 4.19c-d represents the bode modulus and phase angle with respect 

to log f of both pyocyanin and hydroquinone. 
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Figure 4.19 Bode modulas phase angle vs. log f using a) and b) acclimatized AS, PA, 

and BC (PCW= 45000 mg/L), c) and d)  pyocyanin and hydroquinone 

  From Figure 4.19c-d, it can be seen that although the bode modulus and phase 

angle position of both pyocyanin and hydroquinone shifted but in the high frequency 

resign the arc is absent. From literature, it can be seen that corresponding changes in bode 

modulus and phase angle are also observable in a complex plane plot, where an arc is 

evident at higher frequencies, indicative of the presence of a charge transfer resistance 

(M. M. Khan, Deen, Shabib, Asselin, & Haider, 2020).  

Moreover, the impedance signature of the negative controls remains constant 

using artificial pyocyanin and hydroquinone, with no deviation from a capacitive 

interface (i.e. an interface where no electron transfer occurs). Besides, the evidence of 

charge transfer using acclimatized AS, PA and BC shows a full cycle than the artificial 

one which confirmed the charge transfer and mass diffusion of electroactive compounds 

of impedance processes (Chang, Kao, & Yu, 2020). From, above discussion it is 

confirmed that the pyocyanin and hydroquinone were present in acclimatized AS as 
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metabolites. Now, the role of metabolite and biofilm on MFC performance are given in 

the next section. 

4.5.2 Role of both biofilm and metabolite and their effect on MFC performance 

To further elucidate the mechanism of electron transfer, a control experiment was 

run, where after 16 days of operation, the anolyte was removed from the anode chamber 

and filtered. The filtrate was stored at 4 °C and the biofilm with electrode was kept in the 

setup under N2 purging condition and again filled with fresh inoculum and substrate. CV 

of the anode was run at different scan rate (from 1 to 10 mV/s) with the same potential 

window and the data is presented in Figure 4.20a.  

 

Figure 4.20 a) CV of biofilm in microbe-free medium and b) CV of microbe-free 

supernatant with fresh anode after 16 days of operation at different scan rates. 

The appearance of reversible redox peaks at 0.8 to 0.3 Vat different scan rates (1, 

5 and 10 mV/s) evidenced the charge transfer process through the biofilm. Another MFC 

setup was constructed where the filtrate was used as anolyte and a fresh carbon felt with 

same dimension was used as electrode. The CV data are presented in Figure 4.20b where 

sharp oxidation and reduction peaks were observed and the redox peak intensity was 

many times higher compared to the biofilm. The result clearly demonstrates the role of 

the indirect electron transfer via natural mediators produced by the microbes. To further 

evaluate the role of biofilm, another MFC was operated and after 14 days of operation, 
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the bulk anolyte was removed followed by filling up the chamber with fresh substrate and 

inoculum. The current generation as a function of time is presented in Figure 4.21a. From 

Figure 4.21a, it can be seen that the current generation was dropped from ⁓ 600 to ⁓ 200 

mA/m2 after refilling the anolyte which was two times higher than the initial current 

generation. The difference in current generation might be due to the existence of the 

biofilm on the anode surface after 14 days of operation (Sarmin et al., 2019). The 

appearance of weak redox peak in CV after 18 days of operation (Figure 4.21b) supports 

the current generation data. The current generation from 15 to 20 days follows the trend 

of 5 to 10 days and after 20 days of operation current generation reached to ⁓ 650 mA/m2 

which was slightly higher compared to the current generation after 14 days of operation. 

When the bulk solution was removed from anode, the toxin along with metabolites were 

replaced with fresh inoculum and substrate which might give impetus to microbial growth 

in the bulk as well as on the electrode interface and the appearance of strong redox peak 

in CV on 24th day of operation supports the current generation profile. The 

electrochemical activity of microbes behaved distinctly different during different stages, 

suggesting that suspension cells were growing or adhering onto the anode to form biofilm 

in the MFC (Islam, Ehiraj, et al., 2019). These results of the present study suggest that, 

biofilm is a crucial component of MFC that allows considerable conversion capacity and 

opportunities for extracellular electron transfer. These results revealed that the CV data’s 

were consistent with the MFC performance. Additionally, the performance of PCW 

wastewater fed MFCs severely depends on the substrate utilization capability and the 

electrogenic properties of microbes. Hence, in the present study, acclimatized AS was 

selected for PCW fed MFC on the basis of the above mentioned properties. Using 

acclimatized AS with PCW obtained the better power density (850 mW/m2) which was 

due to the higher electron transfer efficiency in MFCs. In MFCs, it is well known that 

acclimatized AS is a model organism for mediated electron transfer and electrogenic 

microbes presence inside this (Chatterjee, Dessì, Kokko, Lakaniemi, & Lens, 2019). 

These microbes can produce different types of electrochemically active metabolites 

which have the capability of higher electron transfer efficiency compare to other single 

microbes secreted mediators (H. Chen et al., 2020). Besides, the performance of PCW 

fed MFC with acclimatized AS was investigated with current vs. time and it was observed 

that initially (from day 1 to day 11), the performance gradually increased with the time 

and reached to a stable value; however, thereafter it drastically dropped and reached to 

the minimum value (Figure 4.12a). The drastic drop in the power generation of MFCs 
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after certain days of operation is very common and well known phenomenon in MFCs 

(Obata et al., 2020). 

 

Figure 4.21 a) Current vs. time data, b) Cyclic voltammetry at day 18 and day 24 (20 

mV/s)  

Several reasons such as substrate depletion, catalyst inactivation, membrane 

fouling, electrode fouling etc. have been reported for this drastic drop of performance in 

MFCs (Hussain, Khan, & Gul, 2020).  On the other hand, the secret of high power 

generation in PCW fed MFC can be due to the availability of the microbes, substrates, 

effective biofilm etc. Besides, in the present study, it was found that not only the above- 

mentioned factors but also the vital role of naturally produced metabolites (pyocyanin 

and hydroqunone) from microbes onto the surface of anode electrode also responsible for 

high power generation. If the percentage of metabolites increases there is a possibility to 

carry and pass the electron fast from anode to cathode resulted in high power generation 

(Modestra et al., 2020). Moreover, the vital role of biofilm with naturally produced 

metabolite architecture and the electron transfer mechanism have been illustrated in 

Figure 4.22. The initial biofilm comprising with live cells and metabolite transfer the less 

electron whereas after forming the good biofilm with large percentage of mediators, 

electron transfer process increased (Figure 4.22). The effect of biofilm formation with 

naturally produced metabolite on anode resistance over time was also evaluated and found 

that an effective biofilm with metabolite  can produce high power corresponding to low 

charge transfer resistance. In MFCs, it is well known that the formation of biofilm on 

electrode provides large conductive surface that facilitate the electron transfer and 

reduces the charge transfer resistance (S. Luo et al., 2020). 
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Figure 4.22 Schematic diagram of Electron transfer mechanism in PCW fed MFC 

Besides, good correlation between the levels of metabolites relating to the organic 

compounds and current generation is corroborated by the previous study showing that the 

intracellular metabolites produced by the microbes in the anode are present at high 

concentration and activation of the organic compounds cycle supports higher electricity 

generation by a pure Geobacter culture (M. Hassan et al., 2020). Logan et al. reported 

that S. oneidensis produces flavins that can facilitate the electrode reduction and  these 

electron mediators can also enhance the metabolic activity of E. coli in the mutualistic 

community resulted in lower charge transfer resistance (Logan et al., 2019). In another 

study, Kirchner demonstrated that high voltage generation produced due to important role 

of metabolites in the system (Kirchner, Dachet, & Loeb, 2019). These results of the 

present study suggest that, metabolite plays an important role in MFC that allows 

considerable conversion capacity and opportunities for extracellular electron transfer 

resulted in high power generation. 

4.5.3 Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy  

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy is employed to analyse the 

electrochemical reactions at electrode/electrolyte interface, bacterial metabolism, surface 

and material properties of the electrodes  (Caizán-Juanarena et al., 2020). The Nyquist plots 

for different days of operation using PCW (45000 mg/L) with acclimatized AS were 

recorded and presented in Figure 4.23.  
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Figure 4.23 Nyquist of  PCW 45000 mg/L and Acclimatized AS on diffreent days of 

operation  

From Figure 4.23, it can be seen that the Nyquist plot represents a complex plane 

plot for the anode of the MFC, expressing the real (X-axis) and imaginary part impedance 

(Y-axis). The EIS data fitting parameters are presented by an equivalent circuit 

[Rs(Rct)(WQ)]  and the fitted parameters are presented in Table 4.4. Table 4.4, it can be 

seen that the Rs value was increased from day 5 to day 11 and thereafter it again decreased 

on day 16. The highest Rs value obtained on day 11 (10.45 Ω) comparing with different 

days of operation suggests the presence of increased concentration of protons in the 

anolyte generated by the microbial activities which in turn increased the solution 

conductivity (Islam, Karim, et al., 2017). Besides the anode Rct values were found to be 

145 Ω, 87 Ω, 24.4 Ω and 41.4 Ω on day 5, day 8, day 11 and day 16 respectively Table 

4.4). 

Table 4.4 EIS data fitting parameters for DC-MFC 

Time 

(day) 

Rs (Ω) Rct (Ω) Q Zw τb (µs) 

Y0 

(mMho) 

Y0 

(mMho) 

 

5 1.64 145 5.8 2.02 0.003 

8 6.79 87 39.8 7.85 0.0012 

11 11.6 24 88.1 35.1 0.000439 

16 9.56 41 43 16.3 0.0015 
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On day 5, the higher Rct values (145 Ω) were obtained which could be due to the 

lower concentration of the microbes and mediator, microbes started to form colonies on 

the anode surface after 5 days of operation as shown in Figure 4.14b. In contrast, on the 

day 11, the lower Rct value (24.4 Ω) was obtained compared to other days indicating 

higher mediator concentration in the bulk and at the same time formation of effective 

biofilm (Figure 4.14d) that increased the abundance of the electron shuttle compound at 

the electrode/electrolyte interface (Baranitharan et al., 2015). The 𝑌0  value sharply 

increased from 2.02 mMho to 35.1 mMho on 5th and 11th day respectively indicating the 

drastic reduction in mass transfer resistance with the increase in operational time. Two 

major things can happen between 5th to 11th day of operation: microbial growth in the bulk 

leading to higher metabolite concentrations and biofilm formation facilitating the 

cytochrome based along with mediator-assisted electron transfer processes (Tahernia et 

al., 2020). The CV results clearly demonstrated the predominant role of metabolite 

assisted electron transfer process. Considering the fact that the mass transfer resistance 

does not depend on the concentration, but largely depends on the diffusion path, it seems 

that the presence of biofilm obviously could reduce the diffusion path leading to the 

significant reduction in mass transfer resistance after 11 days of operation (Avellaneda, 

Bataille, Toutant, & Flamant, 2020). On 16th day of operation, the 𝑌0 value was dropped 

by 50% compared to the 11th day of operation indicating the increase in mass transfer 

resistance. The increase in mass transfer resistance might be related to the formation of 

multilayer biofilm as evidenced from Figure 4.14e with a higher abundance of dead cells 

interfering the metabolite diffusion process (Islam et al., 2018). The inert biomass layer 

in the thick biofilm might have hindered the electron transfer process which resulted in 

increased charge transfer resistance. Besides, in case of thick biofilm formation, the inner 

layer might experience the lack of nutrient supply and eventually it forms a dead layer at 

the proximity of the surface, can be called as electrode fouling in MFC  (H. Chen et al., 

2020) which might have enhanced the anode Rct. Some recent studies (D. Sun et al., 2016) 

reported that the highest electrochemical activity obtained in MFCs while thickness of 

biofilm reached to the ~20 mm, and thereafter the electrochemical activity decreased with 

increasing anode Rct. The bode plot and phase angle with respect to frequency is presented 

in Figure 4.24a-d. 
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Figure 4.24 a) -Z' vs. log f, and b) phase angle vs. log f using PCW (45000 mg/L) 

after different days of operation 

From Figure 4.24a, among different days of operation at day 11, the maximum 

frequency was higher (363 Hz) than other days. The higher maximum frequency is related 

with delay time 𝜏𝑏  from equation 4.4. From equation 4.4, it can be seen that delay time 

𝜏𝑏 is inversely proportional to the maximum frequency (𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥). If maximum frequency 

increases, then delay time will decrease. From Figure 4.24 and Table 4.4, where, it can 

be seen that, among different days, the microbial charge transfer time (0.000439 µs) with 

higher maximum frequency (363 Hz) for day 11 is less than the other days that indicating 

the efficient biofilm formation with higher metabolite in the bulk, that transfer the charge 

more efficiently or faster than the other days. On the other hand, phase angle is important 

factor for MFC performance. Lower phase angle indicates lower charge transfer 

resistance. From Figure 4.24b, it can be seen that the phase shift for day decreased from 

a peak of 55 degree (day 5) to 45 degree and then further increased to a minimum of 48 

on day 16. This indicates that charge transfer resistance decreased on day 11 observed 

here. The EIS data is consistent with the CV and current generation. 

4.6 HPLC analysis PCW fed MFC 

To further understand the individual role of organic compounds in PCW, 

further HPLC was done using PCW supernatant at different days of operation. Although, 

different types of compounds present in PCW, here only three compounds AA, ACA, and 

DMP were selected for HPLC due to their presence of a higher percentage in PCW. The 
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relative concentration was calculated from the final and initial areas of each sample.  The 

overall feature of the relative concentration vs. time is shown in Figure 4.25a-c.  

 

Figure 4.25 (a) Relative concentration vs. time of AA (2 wt%), ACA (2 wt%) and 

DMP (0.5 wt%) using PCW (45000 mg/L) 

From Figure 4.25a-c, it can be seen that initially, the relative concentration was 1 

for all substrates (HPLC data using PCW 45000 mg/L is presented in A3)  AA and ACA 

degraded linearly until 16 days of operation. On the other hand, DMP degraded very fast 

until 9 days of operation and then degraded slowly. When comparing these three organic 

compounds, it can be seen that ACA degraded most than the AA and DMP. It can be due 

to the simple form of ACA than AA and DMP. The redox mediators and/or redox transfer 

enzymes involved in the metabolism of simple substrates like ACA proceed through very 

different pathways, which should reveal the efficiency of an MFC. While comparing with 

complex substrates, microbes first priority will be simple behavioural organic compounds 

because of hydrolysis and fermentation which is required for the complex substrate to 

break macromolecules to simpler ones and then convert them to other readily 

biodegradable substrates like acetate, which is then degraded by anode respiring bacteria 

(Do et al., 2020).    
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On the other hand, AA concentration was still higher than AA and ACA after 16 

days of operation than ACA and DMP. Firstly, it can be due to the presence of a higher 

percentage of AA concentration (3-15 wt %) in PCW than ACA and DMP. Secondly, 

there is a possibility for AA to form an intermediates which are indirectly responsible for 

higher concentration of AA (Sarmin et al., 2019). Finally, the reason for the presence of 

a lower amount of DMP after treatment can be due to a reason of lower concentration of 

DMP than AA in PCW after treatment. The COD removal efficiency in the PCW is 

discussed in the following section. 

4.7 PCW treatment efficiency and comparison of the MFC performance with 

literature 

To correlate the COD removal efficiency and the power density with the initial 

COD, MFCs were run with different initial CODs (5000 - 100000 mg/L) and the 

maximum power density and the COD removal efficiency for each MFC after 11 days of 

operation were recorded and presented in Figure 4.26a. From this Figure 4.26a, it can be 

seen that around 82% COD removal efficiency could be achieved after 11 days of 

operation at lower initial COD (5000 mg/L).  

However, the COD removal efficiency linearly dropped from 82% to 9% with the 

increase in initial COD from 5000 to 100000 mg/L. On the other hand, power density 

sharply increased from 150 to 850 mW/m2 with the increase in initial COD from 5000 to 

45000 mg/L and thereafter it drastically dropped. The MFCs using initial COD of 75000 

and 100000 mg/L could not sustain beyond 8 days of operation which clearly 

demonstrated the inhibition of microbes due to the presence of high concentration of 

toxins (Abdulsalam, Che Man, Isma Idris, Faezah Yunos, & Zainal Abidin, 2018). The 

low COD removal efficiency (40 - 50%) at higher initial COD (45000 – 26000 mg/L) 

suggest that the metabolites or the intermediates produced by the microbes, 

predominantly electrogens as evidenced by Biolog GEN III analysis of the inoculum, 

caused for retaining high COD in the effluent that should be treated by aerobic processes 

in the downstream.  
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Hence, there is a trade-off between the power density and the COD removal 

efficiency in the treatment of AA containing PCW by MFC. Additionally, the 

performance of the MFC was further evaluated in terms of coulombic efficiency (CE) and 

COD removal efficiency as a function of time using initial COD of 45000 mg/L and the 

results are presented in Figure 4.26b from which, a steady increase in COD removal 

efficiency with time is evident. However, the CE increased until 11 days of operation 

reaching a value of 21% and thereafter slightly decreased to 17.8%. 

 

Figure 4.26 a) COD removal efficiency (%) and CE (%) with respect to time; b) 

Effect of initial COD on power generation and COD removal efficiency. 

The maximum CE after 11 days of operation indicated the efficient degradation 

of the substrates in the bulk solution by the microbes leading to the generation of electrons  

which transferred to the anode surface with minimum charge transfer resistance as 

evidenced by EIS results (Sarmin et al., 2020). The drop of CE after 16 days of operation 

revealed the formation of inefficient biofilm, where the electrons generated by the 

metabolic pathway of the microbes were not able to reach the anode surface. Moreover, 

the COD removal efficiency was increased with time due to the efficient growth of the 

microbes in the bulk (Sarmin et al., 2020). The maximum power density, COD removal 

efficiency and CE obtained in the current study has been compared with other literature 

and presented in Table 4.5.  
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Table 4.5 Comparison the performance of PCW with literature 

Substrate Operational 

day 

Initial 

COD  

(mg/ L) 

Electrode Microbes Power density 

(mW/ m2) 

COD 

removal 

efficiency 

(%) 

CE (%) Ref. 

PCW 16 45000 Carbon felt AAS 850 43 21  This    study 

PCW 11 5000 Carbon felt AAS 150 82 - This study 

SMWS 30 1632 Graphite plate 

electrode 

Pure culture 189 82 28 (S. H. Hassan et 

al., 2019) 

RSWS 30 - Carbon paper Mixed culture 145 - 45 (S. H. Hassan et 

al., 2014) 

Domestic 

wastewaer 

30 435 Graphite felts AS 253.84 25 9 (Ye et al., 2019) 

POME 15 34180 Carbon brush AS 60.67*3 35 12 (Islam, Ethiraj, et 

al., 2017) 

Dairy 

wastewater 

11 4500 Carbon paper AS 161 75 - (Sekar et al., 2019) 

POME 70 15000 Stainless steel AS 344 91 3 (Lee, Ng, Lo, & 

Bashir, 2019) 

*Units was = W/m3, PCW= Petrochemical wastewater, SMWS= Sugercan molasses wastewater, RSWS= Rice straw wastewater   
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From Table 4.5, it can be found that AA containing PCW driven MFC with 

acclimatized inoculum as biocatalyst produced significantly higher power compared to 

the POME, rice straw (RS), sugarcane molasses (SM) , domestic wastewater (DW) and 

dairy wastewater (DW) driven MFCs. Moreover, at lower initial COD, the performance 

of MFC, in term of power generation and COD removal efficiency is comparable with 

the literature values. The initial COD of the wastewater used in the MFCs as shown in 

Table 4.5 was significantly lower compared to the present study.  The results of the work 

suggest that the PCW from the acrylic acid plant can be used as fuel in MFC with 

concurrent treatment of wastewater and power generation.  

4.8 Kinetic study 

Electrical energy can be obtained from fuel cell operation only when a reasonable 

current is drawn, but the actual cell potential is decreased from its equilibrium potential 

because of irreversible losses present in the fuel cell (Ren et al., 2020). Electron transfer 

from the biocatalyst to the anode is generally hampered by different losses which lower 

the conversion efficiency of the fuel cell (Ivase et al., 2020). Especially at lower current 

densities activation losses are considered to be crucial during MFC operation. As the flow 

of electrons increases in the circuit, activation losses show some decrement. Activation 

losses appear when the rate of an electrochemical reaction at an electrode surface is 

controlled by electrode kinetics (Anwer, Khan, Khan, & Joshi, 2020).  

In other words, activation losses can be directly correlated to the rates of bio-

electrochemical reactions. Electrons generated from the substrate degradation need to 

overcome various barriers to transfer from the biocatalyst to the anode and then to the 

cathode prior to getting reduced at the cathode, which incurs energy loss and can account 

under activation losses (I. Chakraborty, S. M. Sathe, C. N. Khuman, & M. M. Ghangrekar, 

2020). There is a close similarity between bio-electrochemical and biochemical reactions 

wherein both encounter an activation barrier that must be overcome by the reacting 

species or biocatalyst. These losses result in a cell voltage (V) that is less than its ideal 

potential, E (V = E-Losses) (Juska, 2020). For a better understanding of the observation, 

the anode and cathode polarization curves were separately plotted as presented in Figure 

4.27.  
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Figure 4.27 Anode and cathode polarization curve using PCW (45000 mg/L) on 

different days of operation  

It can be seen that from Figure 4.27, the cathode performance was consistent over 

the duration of the experiment while the anode potential and current varied with time. In 

comparison to other days, on day 11, anode had the maximum negative open circuit 

voltage (− 0.611 ± 0.10 V). The anodic polarization behaviour was further elucidated by 

fitting the data using the Tafel equation 4.5 (P. Singh, Chauhan, Chauhan, Singh, & 

Quraishi, 2020).  

𝑙𝑛𝑖 = 𝑖0 + 𝛼𝑎

𝑛𝐹𝐸

𝑅𝑇
 

4.5 

where 𝑖  is the current density (mA/m2), 𝐸  is the over potential (V), 𝑖0  is the 

exchange current density (mA/ m2) and  𝛼𝑎
𝑛𝐹𝐸

𝑅𝑇
 is the Tafel slope = βa. The values of 𝛽𝑎 

and 𝑖0  depend on several factors such as electrochemical reaction, electrode and 

substrates concentration, furthermore 𝛽𝑎 also helps to understand the activation losses of 

a fuel cell (Eid, Shaaban, & Shalabi, 2020)   presented in Figure 4.28. From Figure 4.28, 

it can be seen that the Tafel slop was higher (1.93 V/decade) on day 5 followed by a 

significant decrease after 11 days of operation (0.65 V/decade).  
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Figure 4.28 Tafel slope using PCW (45000 mg/L) on different days of operation 

A similar range of the Tafel slope was found between the intervals from day the 

5 to day 8 (Figure 4.29a). The higher Tafel slope indicated the lower electron transfer 

efficiency and catalytic activity (Ai et al., 2019). The higher electron transfer efficiency 

(low Tafel slope) after 11 days of operation ( might be due to the formation of efficient 

biofilm and higher microbial density in the bulk producing metabolites which functioned 

as electron shuttles (T. s. Song, Zhou, Wang, Huang, & Xie, 2020). High charge transfer 

resistance and low anodic potential was observed on day 5 (Rct, 145 Ohm, -300 mV) 

followed by 24 Ohm and -580 mV on day 11 (Figure 4.29b). This indicates the decrease 

in ohmic resistance and higher anodic potential for the electron discharge on day 11 the 

electrochemically active strain. The anodic potential and Rct varied with time in each 

experiment, where Rct was observed to be initially quite high and decreased with time 

prior to increase again at the end of the experiment. This pattern indicates the proportional 

variation of anodic potential and Rct with the metabolic activities of the biocatalyst. There 

is no significant variation in the substrate conversion of the native mixed culture on day 

5-16. The anodic potential also vary much (-300 to -598 mV) indicating a different 

electron generating capability on different days of operation (Pankan, Yunus, & Fisher, 

2020). 
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Figure 4.29 (a) Oxidative value vs time, and (b) Anodic potential and resistance vs 

time using PCW (45000 mg/L) on different days 

However, a marked decreased in Rct was noticed (from 145 to 24 Ohm) on day 11 

with an electrochemically active strain which might be due to the syntrophic association 

of acclimatized AS with the anodic microflora in discharging the electrons efficiently 

along with overcoming the losses prior to reaching the anode (Pankan et al., 2020). A 

higher number of electrons generated during the substrate metabolism by the mixed 

culture might also have helped in the enhancement of power generation after augmenting 

with the electrochemically active strain (Jadhav, Chendake, Schievano, & Pant, 2018). 

Variation in the electron discharge observed on the voltammogram strongly supports the 

same. A significant increment in the electrogenesis was also observed after augmenting 

with an electrochemically active strain. A marked decrement observed in the electron 

losses strongly supports the reduction in the polarization resistance and increment in the 

power generation (Modestra, Reddy, Krishna, Min, & Mohan, 2019). Tafel analysis 

helped in understanding the variations in the number of electrons present as well as 

electron transfer resistance for correlating the overall performance (Modestra et al., 

2020). 

Apart from this, the dynamic model was developed based on the batch operated 

double chamber MFC consisting of anode and cathode, as described in Annie et al. 

literature (Modestra et al., 2020). The microbial population at the anode is represented 

using a simple two population model, clubbing the bacteria into two types, one that 
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consume the substrate (COD) and release electrons which are then transferred to the 

anode via intracellular mediators (primary microbial population) and second type that 

decompose the substrate but do not contribute to power generation (secondary microbial 

population). The important assumptions made in the model are as follows: 

i. Substrate in the MFC chamber is perfectly mixed. 

ii. Microbial population in the biofilm of the anode is uniformly distributed. 

iii. Any gases (CO2, H2, etc.) released during substrate oxidation at the anode remain 

dissolved in the bulk solution. 

iv. MFC is operated in fed-batch mode. 

v. Changes in pH and temperature are negligible 

vi. Electrons are transferred from the cells to the anode using intracellular mediators, 

as they undergo transformation between reduced and oxidized forms. 

The governing equations described in sections Mass balance and Ohm’s Law and 

voltage losses using equation 2.12-2.24, can be solved in an ODE solver to determine the 

influence of different parameters on the MFC performance. The final parameter values 

obtained from the curve fitting and other parameters that were directly obtained from 

literature are given in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 Kinetics parameters 

Parameter Unit Value Notes 

F A. s/ mol 96485.4 Constant 

R J/ mol/ K 8.314 Constant 

T K 298 Constant 

V m3 0.00004 Measured 

m 1 2 Measured 

km 1 0.919 Estimated 

Rmin Ohm 8 Estimated 

Rmax Ohm 500 Estimated 

qmaxp Day-1 0.11 Estimated 

qmaxs Day-1 0.36 Estimated 

µmaxp Day-1 0.253 Estimated 

µmaxs Day-1 0.089 Estimated 

Ksp g/L 0.11 Estimated 
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Table 4.6 Continued 

Parameter Unit Value Notes 

Kr1 L/g 0.0005 Estimated 

Kr2 L/g 0.000004 Estimated 

Y 1 0.96 Estimated 

Emin V 0.09 Estimated 

Emax V 0.67 Estimated 

n 1 8 (Ward, Connolly, & 

Tucker, 2014) 

From Table 4.6, it can be seen that most of the biological parameters such as the 

maximum substrate consumption rates, maximum microbial growth rates, yield 

coefficient, half saturation constants, etc., are specific to the microbial population and the 

substrate used in the experiment. Thus these parameters are estimated using best-fit 

regression analysis by comparing the numerical results with experimental values obtained 

from Liu and Logan (H. Liu & Logan, 2004). 

 In this analysis, the objective function was defined as the difference between 

theoretical and measured MFC current density. The simplex search method was used for 

minimizing the objective function. The dynamic model was used to study how the 

operating parameters, including the initial COD influence the MFC performance in terms 

of current density and COD removal rate, While COD removal rate is important when 

discussing MFC as a wastewater treatment technology, current density is useful when 

comparing MFC with standard fuel cells or other power generation technologies. For this 

analysis, Sin and Rext are assumed to be 5-45 g/ L and 1000 Ohm respectively.  

4.8.1 The effect of initial COD 

Figure 4.30a-d shows the experimental and fitted values of COD vs. time, COD 

removal rate vs. time, and MFC current density (experimental and theoretical) as a 

function of time. As can be seen from Figure 4.30a-b, the initial COD ((experimental and 

theoretical) and COD removal rate decreased linearly with time using initial COD of 5-

45 g/L. As has been shown, while increasing Sin helps in increasing COD removal rate. 

In terms of percentage, increasing the initial COD concentration from 5 to 45 g/ L, results 

in 75% increase in COD removal rate, for the MFC system studied in this analysis. The 

experiment and predicted result (Figure 4.30a) of COD from the simulation is also fully 

consistent with that observed in previous experimental studies (Gadkari & Sadhukhan, 
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2020; Nouri & Najafpour Darzi, 2017). On the other hand, this improvement in COD 

removal rate at higher Sin values is ascribed to the enhanced hydroxyl radical (OH) 

formation, which helps in further oxidative degradation of the COD adsorbed on the 

surface of the electrode (Lam et al., 2020). Thus, depending on the focus of MFC end-

use, optimum initial COD concentration can be selected by performing a parametric 

analysis using the current model. Additionally, the experimental and theoretical value of 

current density with respect time at different initial COD is presented in Figure 4.30c. As 

can be seen Figure 4.30c, the current density (experimental and theoretical) increases 

linearly with an increase in initial COD concentration of 5-45 g/L until 11 days of 

operation and then decreased. Among all COD (5-45 g/L), the current density reaches a 

maximum value and plateaus using 45 g/L after 11 days of operation.  

 

Figure 4.30 a) Initial COD vs. time (experimental and simulated), b) COD removal 

rate vs. time, and c) Current density vs. time (experimental and simulated). 

A similar relationship between current density and initial COD concentration has 

been reported in previous works (G. Yang et al., 2019). As can also be seen from Figure 

4.30d, there is close agreement between current density values obtained from model 
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predictions and those measured in the experiment. Actually, the mathematical model 

accurately captures the trends similar to that observed in the vast majority of studies, 

showing the influence of initial COD concentration on important MFC performance 

indices, such as the coulombic efficiency, COD removal rate, and the power density (S. 

Luo, Sun, Ping, Jin, & He, 2016). However, some experimental studies that have observed 

either no change or a reverse relationship (Gorgin, Luo, & Wu, 2020; R. C. O. Tang et 

al., 2020). The factors responsible for such variations could be very specific to the design 

and operational conditions of the particular MFC and will need to be studied individually. 

The proposed mathematical model can be easily implemented by experimentalists and 

used to run a parametric analysis of important operating parameters using basic 

computational resources, to determine the optimum range of operation of a given MFC 

system. The optimum range required depends on the targeted end-use of the MFC, which 

can be focused on just current generation or wastewater treatment alone, or have a dual 

goal with improving the efficiency of both outputs. As seen from Figure 4.30a-c, 

increasing initial substrate concentration of 5-45 g/L, the current density of the MFC (90-

650 mA/m2) and substrate (COD) removal rate (0.1-1.2 g/L/d) also increase. As the 

substrate concentration (COD) at the anode is consumed by both primary and secondary 

microbial populations, an increase in substrate concentration also leads to increased 

competition between the two populations. Thus, while the primary microbial population 

consumes more substrate and results in higher current generation as Sin is increased from 

5-45 g/L, the corresponding increment in substrate consumption by secondary microbial 

population leads to decrease in the current density of the cell (Gadkari, Shemfe, Modestra, 

Mohan, & Sadhukhan, 2019). Several experimental studies that have studied the influence 

of initial COD concentration have also observed a similar increasing trend of current 

density with increase in initial COD concentration until fixed level (Abbasi et al., 2020; 

Sleutels, Darus, Hamelers, & Buisman, 2011). Thus, even though the current generated 

increases initially with an increase in substrate concentration, the total energy that could 

be extracted from the substrate is getting reduced. It is important to choose the initial 

substrate concentration judiciously considering all factors such that the MFC system 

could be operated at optimum efficiency. Similarly the optimum range of operation of 

other important system parameters, like the external resistance, electrode surface area, 

volume of the MFC chamber, choice of substrate and microbial population (which 

determine the maximum substrate consumption rate, maximum growth rate, and half-

saturation coefficient), can also be studied using the proposed modelling framework. The 

model is robust, therefore it is useful for MFC system optimization.  
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4.9 Summary 

In summary, the performance was evaluated using single, mixed substrates and 

inoculum. The present study demonstrates that the individual components of the 

wastewater such as AA, ACA, and DMP can be used as fuel in microbial fuel cell. Among 

the single and mixed substrates, the mixed substrates (AA: ACA: DMP = 2: 2: 0.5 wt %) 

showed the maximum performance in terms of power generation. Compared to the 

individual inoculum such as PA and BC, the acclimatized AS shows the highest 

performance which might be due to the mutualistic interaction between the microbes. 

When the PCW was run in this MFC with the acclimatized AS, the power generation was 

higher than the synthetic wastewater which can be due to few reasons. Firstly, the 

morphology of the biofilm was visualized by SEM and it was observed that an effective 

biofilm with the discrete distribution of single layer microorganisms can produce high 

power corresponding to low charge transfer resistance. However, the growth of biofilm 

in multilayers consisting of outnumbered dead cells in the vicinity of the electrode surface 

caused the polarization resistance and diffusion resistance resulting in a sharp drop in the 

current generation. Secondly, the presence of some other compounds and the mutualistic 

interaction within the microbes. Finally, the metabolites (pyocyanin and hydroquinone) 

produced PA and BC inoculated MFC leading to the enhancement in the performance of 

acclimatized AS MFC fed with PCW. Based on the cyclic voltammetry results and EIS, 

it was found that the MFC can achieve the best performance with lower charge transfer 

resistance when the metabolite played an important role. So, not only biofilm but also 

naturally produced metabolite plays an important role to achieve simultaneous 

wastewater treatment and electricity generation in acclimatized inoculated MFCs. 

Besides, initial concentration was an important factor for power generation and COD 

removal efficiency in the case of PCW. Apart from this, the role of the initial COD of 

PCW also optimized by the kinetic model using polymath software. The predicted results 

were in good agreement with the experimental results. Moreover, the interaction between 

initial COD and their effect on the performance of MFC was analysed and correlated with 

the cell current density. The result of the present study reveals that the performance of 

MFC can be predicted through Nernst-Monod-Butler –Volmer model for COD range of 

5 – 45 g/L and for 0 – 16 days of operation.   
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

CONCLUSION  

5.1 Conclusion 

The effect of substrate-inoculum interaction on power generation was evaluated 

using pure (Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Bacillus cereus) and mixed cultures (acclimatized 

AS) with single (AA, ACA and DMP) and their mixed substrates (AA: ACA: DMP). The 

results revealed that the mixed substrates with acclimatized AS can produce high power 

(0.78 W/m3) compared to AA with PA (0.24 W/m3), AA with BC (0.22 W/m3), ACA 

with PA (0.39 W/m3), ACA with BC (0.32 W/m3), DMP with PA (0.24 W/m3) and DMP 

with BC (0.21 W/m3) respectively suggesting the inoculum-substrates based synergy with 

high microbial growth while using mixed substrates. On the other hand, while exploring 

the effect of inoculum using synthetic wastewater, the maximum power generation of 

0.78 W/m3 was attained using acclimatized AS compared to PA (0.60 W/m3) and BC 

(0.48 W/m3) respectively demonstrating the mutualistic interaction between the microbes 

along with proper degradation capability in a wide diversity of substrates with concurrent 

power generation. On the other hand, acclimatized AS showed higher current intensity 

(0.012 A) compared to PA (0.010 A) and BC (0.006 A) indicating the good catalytic 

activity of acclimatized AS. The study also evaluated the potentiality of MFC in treating 

PCW from the acrylic acid plant using the acclimatized mixed culture inoculum as a 

biocatalyst. The PCW with initial COD of ≤ 45000 mg/L was found feasible to be used 

as fuel in the MFC with concomitant high power generation and partial COD removal. 

The COD removal efficiency and CE were found to be 45% and ~18% respectively after 

16 days of operation using PCW with an initial COD of 45000 mg/L. However, the 

maximum power generation (850 mW/m2) was achieved after 11 days of operation owing 

to the presence of a high concentration of microbes along with the formation of an 

efficient biofilm as evidenced by SEM analysis.  Despite the high power generation, this 

study embarks the problem of low COD removal efficiency (45%) at high initial COD 

(45000 mg/L) where the COD removal efficiency was found to be inversely related to the 

initial COD and the power generation was linearly increased with the increase of initial 
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COD. Moreover, the electron transfer mechanism was elucidated using the CV and EIS. 

Control experiments on supernatant and biofilm after two weeks of operation clearly 

demonstrated the predominant role of natural metabolites whereas direct electron transfer 

through the microbes in the biofilm was found to be insignificant as revealed by CV; 

however, the formation of biofilm was crucial that significantly reduced the interfacial 

charge transfer resistance leading to high electricity generation (850 mW/m2). The 

presence of mediators such as pyocyanin and hydroquinone was identified by UV-vis, 

CV and EIS. The result of the present study also indicates that MFC with naturally 

produced pyocyanin and hydroquinone from PA and BC showed much higher peak 

current (0.010 A and 0.006 A) than that of the control pyocyanin (0.0025 A) and 

hydroquinone (0.0022 A). Additionally, the anodic polarization behaviour was further 

elucidated by fitting the data using the Tafel equation. From Tafel equation, it can be seen 

that the Tafel slop was higher (1.93 V/decade) on day 5 followed by a significant decrease 

after 11 days of operation (0.65 V/decade) indicating the higher electron transfer 

efficiency at day 11. Finally, the Nernst-Monod-Butler-Volmer model was employed to 

fit the MFC data to extract the kinetic parameters. It was shown that the model can be 

used to predict the performance of the PCW driven MFC for the COD range of 5 – 45 

g/L. The model can further be used for optimization of the MFC performance for wide 

range of parameters.  

5.2 RECOMMENDATION 

In the present work, the role of initial COD, metabolite interaction with biofilm 

for power generation was studied for, however, in acclimatized AS system; the important 

role of methanogenic bacteria for the production of methane and their adverse effect on 

power generation was not properly identified due to time limit. Further studies are needed 

to identify an inter-microbial relationship with methanogenic bacteria with electrogenic 

bacteria to develop an efficient inoculum for PCW treatment along with power 

generation. In this study, the role of biofilm, metabolite were elucidated using 

polarization, CV, EIS, and SEM techniques. More precise and sophisticated techniques 

such as denaturing gel gradient electrophoresis (DGGE), fluorescence in situ 

hybridization (FISH), terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP), 

DNA microarray and pyrosequencing techniques need to be studied in order to get more 

insight of synergistic and antagonistic mechanisms among microbes. The individual 
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components of synthetic wastewater were analyzed. However, the analysis of the full 

component in the PCW was not done. Detailed investigation needed to observe the change 

of individual components during the reaction and the product analysis. The study 

demonstrated the kinetic study using petrochemical wastewater. However, the detailed 

kinetic study using individual substrates was not done. Again studies needed to observe 

the changing effect of individual substrates concentration on power generation. The 

kinetics of biofilm is directly correlated with the performance of MFC which was not 

broadly investigated due to the time limit. Further studies are required to measure the 

thickness and growth rate of biofilm. 
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APPENDIX A 

COLONY FORMING UNIT AND SEM 

 

Figure A1 CFU/mL vs. initial COD (mg/L) of PCW at day 7 

 

Figure A2 SEM of a) PCW with PA, and  b) PCW with BC 
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APPENDIX B 

PHYLOGENETIC TREE 

 

Figure B1 Phylogenetic tree of PA (Pseudomonas aeruginosa) 

Source: Islam et al., (2018) 

 

Figure B2 Phylogenetic tree of BC (Bacillus cereus ) 

Source: Islam, Ethiraj, et al., (2017) 
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APPENDIX C 

EIS AND BODE PLOT 

 

Figure C1 a) EIS, b) log vs. –Z' and c) log f vs. phase angle using PA and BC at day 

11 
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Figure C2 Cyclic voltammetry using different substrates and PA 
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Figure C3 Cyclic voltammetry using different substrates and BC 
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Figure C4 Cyclic voltammetry of PCW (45000 mg/L) using PA and BC 

 

 

Figure C5 Cyclic voltammetry of PCW (45000 mg/L) using PA and BC 
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APPENDIX D 

HPLC OF DIFFERENT SUBSTRATTES 

 

Figure D1 HPLC of AA using a concentration of a) 0.4 µL, b) 0.6 µL, c) 0.8 µL and 

d) 1 mL.  

 

 

Figure D2 HPLC of ACA using a concentration of  a) 0.4 µL, b) 0.6 µL, c) 0.8 µL 

and d) 1 mL. 
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Figure D3 HPLC  of DMP using a concentration of  a) 0.4 µL, b) 0.6 µL, c) 0.8 µL 

and d) 1 mL. 

 

Figure D4 Calibration curve from HPLC using a) AA, b) ACA, and  c) DMP. 
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Figure D5 HPLC  of Acetic acid (ACA) fed MFC at a) day 5, b) day 8, c) day 11 

and d) day 16 respectively. 

 

Figure D6 HPLC  of dimethlyl pthalate (DMP) fed MFC at a) day 5, b) day 8, c) 

day 11 and d) day 16 respectively. 
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Figure D7 HPLC  of Acrylic acid (AA) fed MFC at a) day 5, b) day 8, c) day 11 

and d) day 16 respectively. 
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